
BONSAI BEGINNER’S 
HANDBOOK

This handbook is designed for new students to The School of Bonsai. It 
has been compiled with the invaluable input of Mr Clinton Nesci.
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 1 – WEEK 1 

What is a Bonsai? 

The literal meaning of the word Bonsai is ‘tray planting” or “plant in a pot”. However, the art 
of Bonsai is a lot more than that. It is the art of miniaturising a plant to resemble a tree in 
nature. The art form originated in China and then the Japanese refined it to specific styles 
and guidelines. Now the art of Bonsai is practised the world over. 

Bonsai Basics 

Position 

Bonsai should be placed outdoors and off the ground. A table or purpose-built bench or 
stand would be ideal. How much sunlight a Bonsai will need depends on the plant species. 
Most plants used in Bonsai can take a full sun but some will prefer to a little afternoon 
shade in the summer. Sunlight should always be direct and not filtered or indirect. Bonsai 
can be brought inside to admire for a couple of days at a time. But any longer and the 
tree’s health will start to be affected. After being inside for a couple of days, trees should 
spend a week outside before being brought back in. Bonsai are NOT permanent indoor 
plants. 

Water 

Bonsai need to be always kept moist. In the cooler months, trees can be watered every 
two to three days. This will change to daily watering in the warmer months and sometimes 
twice a day when experiencing extreme heat or wind.  

Note: Even on a cool day a Bonsai can dry out quickly if there is excessive wind. Some 
very thirsty trees can have a tray placed under the pot during warmer months to hold extra 
water, however, that water should have been consumed by the Bonsai by the end of the 
day. No Bonsai should be continually sitting in water. 

How to Water 

The method of watering will depend on the size of your Bonsai collection and what is 
practical for you time-wise. 

Dunking - Bonsai can be submerged up to the trunk in a container/tub of water and when 
the bubbles stop the tree has reached saturation, they can then be lifted out and that 
should do for the day. 
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 1 – WEEK 1 (CONT)

Overhead Watering – This can be done by using a watering can with a fine rose to allow 
for a gentle spray or a rose attachment placed at the end of a hose. Be sure to go back 
over previously watered trees to ensure water has penetrated through the whole root ball 
and through the drainage hole. 

Fixed Watering System – This can be attached to a tap and can be manually turned on or 
done with a timer. Either a spray or a drip system can be chosen. Whatever system, it’s 
advisable to water twice a day in the warmer months. Preferably early to mid-morning and 
mid to late afternoon. Note: Spray systems can sometimes be affected by strong winds 
making them less effective. 

Fertilising 

Bonsai require nutrients to stay healthy. How often to fertilise will depend on the growth 
rate of the tree and the season. There are two ways to fertilise; one, with a slow release 
fertiliser applied twice a year. The other, is with an organic liquid fertiliser applied about 
every four to six weeks depending on the plant. (See Term 3 for more in-depth discussion 
on fertilising.) 

Potting Mix 

Potting mixes for Bonsai can vary greatly but they should all be free-draining. It should 
also have the ability to hold moisture for a practical period of time. (Ideally a day.) You 
should never use garden soil as it can be very inconsistent and can contain pest and 
disease. (More in-depth discussion on potting mix in term 3 in a specialised topic.) 

Re-potting 

Depending on the type of plant, it is necessary to re-pot trees approximately every one to 
two years when a third of the root system is removed. If re-potting a plant from a plastic to 
a Bonsai pot, up to half the root system can be removed. The purpose of re-potting is to 
prevent trees becoming pot bound. The new emerging feeder roots will grow into the new 
potting mix and fertiliser and create vigour in the Bonsai. 

When to re-pot trees will depend on their species and the environment they’re grown in. In 
general, deciduous trees are re-potted whilst dormant in winter. Tropical evergreen trees 
are re-potted between October & February. Evergreen trees that are not tropical can be re-
potted late winter/early spring. (More discussion & demonstrations in Term 3 in a 
specialised topic.) 
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 1 – WEEK 1 (CONT)

Trimming 

Trimming your Bonsai keeps it compact and to a desired style. Frequency of pruning will 
depend on the vigour of the plant. Pruning methods can also differ depending on the type 
of tree. Allow growth to get to three or four sets of leaves and then prune to one or two 
sets of leaves. Not only will pruning keep Bonsai to the desired shape and size, extra 
branches and growth will result in denser foliage. (Further discussion in Term 3) 

Wiring

Wire is used as a training device to bend branches to a desired angle and movement. 
Copper or aluminium wire may be used. However, in Australia aluminium wire is more 
commonly used due to its availability and flexibility.  

Wire is wrapped around the trunk or branch to be bent at an approximate forty-five degree 
angle and a finger space apart. Different wire gauges are used depending on the thickness 
of the trunk or branch. A close eye should be kept on vigorous growers to ensure the wire 
does not cut into the trunk or branch.  The wire is either cut off or unwound and the branch 
or trunk should hold its position. (More discussion in Term 1 Week 3) 
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 1 – WEEK 1 (CONT)
SAI BEGINNER TERM 1 – WEEK 1 (CONT)  
Tools 
When starting out, there’s no need to rush to purchase a lot of expensive tools to practise 
the art of Bonsai. There are a lot of cheaper options to get you started. Teachers will also 
have their own tools to do some work on your trees in class. Once you decide that you’re 
serious about Bonsai, then good-quality Japanese tools can be purchased. Try to avoid 
cheap Chinese tools as their poorer quality will mean costly replacements. 

Branch Cutter  

This is one tool you can’t substitute because of its specialised cut. Branch cutters cut 
branches and make a slight concave cut flush to the trunk when removing a branch from a 
tree. (Secateurs could be used but would leave undesirable stub). Very thick branches 
should be cut half way and then halfway again to prevent placing unnecessary pressure on 
the branch cutter. Alternatively, a thicker branch can be sawn off and a knob cutter used to 
tidy up the cut. 

Trimming Scissors  

These should have a long narrow handle to allow access deep into the crown of a plant if 
the need arises. It should have sharp long blades to cut tiny branches and leaves. Avoid 
cutting branches that are too thick as this will put too much stress on the tool and possibly 
warp it. 

Root Pruners 

Wide heavy handle to enable you to cut through thin and reasonably thick roots. Avoid 
cutting roots that are too thick as this may warp the tool. These stronger roots are best 
sawn off or removed with a root cutter. Be sure to tease most of the potting mix away from 
the cutting area to avoid cutting into gravel or other solid potting media.  

Rake/Spatula 

The rake end is used for teasing out the root system when re-potting and can be used to 
comb out thin surface roots so they radiate from the trunk and don’t circle around it or grow 
across over other roots. 

The spatula end can be used to keep the soil firm and compact around the roots when 
new potting mix is added when re-potting. 

Wire Cutter 

Used to cut wire into lengths to be placed on a tree. The bull nose design allows the 
cutting of wire from a branch or trunk without damaging the tree. 
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 1 – WEEK 1 (CONT)
ONSAI BEGTERM 1 – WEEK 1 (CONT)  

Concave Knob Cutter 

This is a gouging tool that cuts/grinds away at large amounts of wood on a tree, 
particularly large cuts made to a stump. It enables the wound of the cut branch to be 
slightly concave so it will heal flush to the trunk. 

Cut Paste and Wound Putty 

Either can be used to seal cuts made to branches or trunks of trees. Cut paste is of a 
toothpaste consistency; wound putty is of a plasticine consistency.  

What will they do?  

1. Protect the cut from drying out and cracking and allowing water to get into the open 
wound, rotting the area; 

2. Protect the cut from insect attack;  

3. Keep the outside of the cut moist and encourage healing. If left untreated the 
outside of the cut can dry out and start dying back instead of healing.  

Note: If using wound putty, add some water to the container and roll the putty in the 
water so it doesn’t stick to your fingers.

BO NSAI 
BEGINNER TERM 1 – WEEK 1 (CONT) 

Suggested Reading 

Bonsai Styles of the World – Charles S. Ceronio 
Bonsai Its Art, Science, History & Philosophy – Deborah. R. Koreshoff 



Fig 1.0 Tool Kit Fig 2.0 Cut Paste
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 1 – WEEK 1 (CONT)

QUESTIONS 

What style of tree is the one on our logo?     ____________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

What’s one way to water a bonsai?  ___________________________________________ 

Which tool would is used to cut a small branch? Why choose this tool? _______________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

NOTES
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 1 – WEEK 2  

Plant Material for Bonsai 

What to Look for when Choosing a Plant

 Choose a plant that appeals to you and is in good health; 

 The plant should be stable in the pot. If the base of the plant has any exaggerated 
movement, it could be a sign of an unhealthy root system or a poor radiating 
surface root system. However, in some cases, it may be that the plant has been 
recently potted. 

 Look at the plant’s possible trunkline. It’s the trunkline that will determine its styling 
possibilities. Ideally it should have a decent taper; thicker at the base and gradually 
thinner moving up the trunk. If possible, it should be consistent with the same 
movement found in the bottom half of the trunk as in the top half. Avoid trunks that 
have a telegraph pole look about them. 

 Lower branches - It should have some! They are, of course, the most important 
branches to look for. Ideally they should be thicker and stronger looking than those 
found higher up the tree. Ideally your first branch should be approximately one third 
of the overall height of the tree. 

 Other branching – The more the better! If the plant doesn’t have as many as 
desirable, at least look for the potential of further branching development. 

 Avoid plants with ugly scars that cannot be rectified. 

 Also to be avoided are plants that have any rot developing in the roots or trunk. It 
could be an asset when wanting to carve and introduce Jins but not at the beginner 
level.  

 Avoid trees which will need heavy pruning of branches. Most scars will heal up but 
will still be reasonably noticeable. 
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 1 – WEEK 2 (CONT)

Garden Centre vs Bonsai Nursery Plants 

In most cases, all plants found in a Bonsai nursery are suitable for Bonsai. At a garden 
centre as few as 5% of the plants may be suitable for Bonsai. 

Bonsai nurseries will, in most cases, grow varieties of a certain species of plant that has 
the best attributes for Bonsai. For example, not all Junipers are ideal for Bonsai. Just 
because a garden centre has a Juniper, doesn’t mean that the characteristics of that 
particular species of Juniper is ideal for Bonsai. 

Sloppy nursery practices. It is quite common for general nurseries to have plants with roots 
that weren’t teased out when re-potting. Or only the bottom portion of the root system 
opened up. So the roots are predominantly growing around the inside of the pot, making it 
difficult to obtain a radiating root system. 

Ugly grafts, particularly with conifers. General nurseries aren’t too fussed about grafts 
matching perfectly. Whereas in most cases, Bonsai nurserymen will graft as tidily as 
possible, graft as low as possible or select stock from wholesale nurseries with the best 
looking grafts. 

In a lot of cases general nurseries will want trees that are tall with a single trunk only. They 
will also have telegraph pole trunks with very little taper. Stock at a Bonsai nursery will 
have pruned more selectively giving you a better chance of finding a trunk that deviates 
and tapers with plenty of lateral branching. 

Plants can be planted quite low in the pot in a general nursery; making it quite difficult to 
assess the base of the tree and its root ball. 

NOTE: Not all Bonsai nursery plants are created equal just as a very good buy may be 
had at a general nursery. However, it is more likely that a plant suited to Bonsai will be 
found in a Bonsai nursery.  Whatever the type of nursery, it’s up to the buyer to choose 
carefully following Bonsai principles.   
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 1 – WEEK 2 (CONT)

PLANT 
SIZE

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES

Starter  Inexpensive
 Easy to train as trunk and branches 

are flexible.
 No major cuts or scars to heal
 Surface roots can be easily trained

 Plant is immature and will 
need time to develop any 
meaningful trunk and 
branches.

6” Pot  Still relatively inexpensive.
 Will have some maturity to work on.
 Trunk will have quite a few branches 

to trim, wire or remove.
 Trunk should still be flexible enough 

to allow movement.
 Surface roots are young enough to 

train without the need for too much 
cutting or shortening.

 Plant is still reasonably young 
 Work to be done in a 

workshop is still limited.

8” Pot  Trunk should be reasonably 
substantial but may need to be 
shortened to create better taper.

 Lots of branches to do a decent 
workshop.

 Has some reasonable maturity that 
will save time waiting for development 
and starting to look more like an older 
tree now.

 Plant will start to cost a 
reasonable amount of money.

 Bottom half of the tree may not 
be very flexible to allow
required movement.

 Will have quite a few 
substantial branches but may 
need to have some cut 
resulting in scars needing to 
heal.

 Some substantial surface 
roots may need to be removed 
or shortened possibly resulting 
in scars which will need to 
heal.
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 1 – WEEK 2 (CONT)

PLANT 
SIZE ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES

10” Pot  Tree has been developed for 
numerous years and should have 
quite a bit of maturity and interesting 
features.

 Time saved in waiting for maturity 
particularly with the trunk.

 Can spend a large amount of time in a 
workshop.

 Many branches to work with.

 Tree will need a large 
investment of money.

 In some cases trunk may need 
to be cut back by half or even 
by two thirds to develop better 
taper or movement.

 Some substantial size 
branches may need to be cut 
leaving substantial scars 
needing time to heal.

 May have to accept quite a bit 
of what the bottom section of 
the trunk looks like. As in most 
cases trunk will not be flexible 
enough to bend.

 Surface roots may not have 
been maintained for a number 
of years resulting some 
dominant roots needing to be
cut off, shortened or accepted 
as part of the tree.



Fig 3.0 Comparison of Plant Sizes
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 1 – WEEK 2 (CONT)

QUESTIONS 

What are two things to look for when choosing a plant for Bonsai? ___________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Name one thing to avoid when choosing a plant for Bonsai? 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Which is better; a garden centre plant or a Bonsai nursery plant? Why? _______________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

NOTES
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 1 – WEEK 3

Wiring 

Wiring is a training device that helps shape plants and supports the branch or trunk 
needing to be bent. It is achieved by wrapping aluminium wire around a branch or the 
trunk of a tree to train it to grow in a particular direction. When wiring a tree, the majority of 
it should be wired to give it consistency which will result in a more uniform appearance. 

Preparation of the Tree for Wiring 

Branches not conforming to the desired for the shape of the tree should be removed. 
Remaining branches should be trimmed of any growth angling up or downwards. Lateral 
branching can also be roughly shortened to desired length. The length of all branches 
should be shortened to some extent to prevent wasting wire. Weak growth can also be 
removed to allow the wire to be easily wound around the branch or trunk. 

How to Apply Wire to a Branch

 When wiring up a trunk line, wire should be anchored at the base of the trunk by 
pushing it a few centimetres into the soil. 

NOTE: The trunk of any tree should always be wired first before wiring any branches. 
The only time this doesn’t apply is when the trunk is too thick for wiring. The main 
reason for wiring the trunk first is to avoid having the wire cross over itself. 

 Wire can be anchored in between two branches by looping the wire at least once 
around the trunk. (Two branches can be wired with the one piece of wire this way.) 

 The wire should be gently looped around the branches and not pulled tight. 

 Wire should be evenly spaced and placed at a 45 degree angle. (If wound like a coil it 
will do just what a coil does and spring back when trying to manipulate it into position.) 

 It should be roughly measured for the length of the branch you wish to wire plus one 
third. 

 The end of the wire at the tips of the branches should be looped back on itself so it 
does not dislodge. This also gives greater control in manipulating the tip of the branch. 
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 1 – WEEK 3 (CONT)

Bending Wired Branches 

When bending a branch, place your fingers over the wire to help support the branch as 
you manipulate it into position.  The aim is to bend the wire not the plant; the plant will 
follow. 

Ensure the wire is consistently wound along the branch to allow maximum manipulation 
into the desired position. 

Ideally the tree to be wired should dry out slightly to allow greater flexibility of branches. A 
stem full of moisture after watering has less flexibility and will be prone to cracking. 

It’s of benefit to learn the degree of branch flexibility relating to certain trees as it differs 
greatly from species to species. Conifers are extremely flexible and even branches one 
centimetre thick can be trained easily into any desired position. Many deciduous trees 
having developed to pencil thickness, can become quite rigid and less pliable. One plant 
known to be quite brittle to wire is an Azalea. Therefore, extra care should be taken when 
manipulating a branch or trunk into position. Be realistic in the degree of bends which can 
be achieved. 

Another point to keep in mind when wiring is the age of the plant. Thin branches on very 
old plant material can be very brittle to wire compared to a younger version. So take the 
age and vigour of the tree into consideration when bending branches on older plants. 

Branches that are only a few months old and very "green" are too immature to place wire 
on. The soft bark can be easily ripped or crushed when wiring or bending. Branches can 
also be totally dislodged from the trunk because of their lack of stability at this stage of 
development. The firm woody base has yet to develop to allow it to take the pressure of 
the wire on the trunk. 

When to Wire 

Wire should be placed on a plant when its growth for the season is coming to an end or 
has ended. 

Placing wire on a plant at this time will allow it to be left for an extended period giving it an 
increased chance of setting in the desired direction. 

Wiring a plant in full vigorous growth will only allow the wire to be on for a week or two 
before it starts cutting into the branch or trunk.  Chances of the branch or trunk setting in 
the desired direction will be very poor as the wire will have to be removed too early. 
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 1 – WEEK 3 (CONT)

When to Wire (cont) 

It is best to wire deciduous trees during their dormant period when all leaves have dropped 
off; usually in winter. There are no leaves in the way, so a clear structure can be seen.  
Also the plant will have no vigour, avoiding placing pressure on the plant too quickly. 

Evergreen plants can generally have wire placed on them by around the second month of 
autumn.  

NOTE: It is possible to place wire on plants at other times of the year but its effectiveness 
will be reduced as it may only be on the branch or trunk for shorter periods of time. 

When to Remove the Wire 

Wire should be left on for as long as possible. Every tree is different in vigour so it is 
impossible to give accurate lengths of time for any particular plant. Observation is the best 
guide. When it is clear that the wire is starting to put pressure on the branch then it’s time 
to remove it. If the wire is left on past this point, it will start to cut into the branch, leaving 
ugly wire marks when removed. To minimise damage to the branch or trunk, the wire 
should, in most cases, be cut off with a wire cutter. It is possible to unwind smaller gauges 
of wire from the branch with no damage to the plant. The unwound wire can be 
straightened and reused. 

Other points to consider: 

 Always wire in the same direction on the whole of the plant being wired. This will 
minimise the chance of crossing wires. Crossed wires place increased pressure where 
they cross and will cause that part of the wire to cut in more quickly. 

 If wiring a single branch, place a couple of loops around the trunk to form an anchor 
point. 

 For extra wiring strength, two wires of the same or different gauge can be placed 
around a trunk or branch to give increased support when bending thick branches or a 
trunk. 

 If a branch needs to be wired down, place the wire over the top of the joint where the 
branch meets the trunk. If it needs to be raised, the wire should be placed underneath 
the joint of the branch where it meets the trunk. 

 It is possible to put too much wire on a branch or trunk. If it is full of wire, there is no 
flexibility left for any movement. 
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 1 – WEEK 3 (CONT)

Incorrect Wiring

                                                       Fig 4.0    Fig 5.0    Fig 6.0    Fig 7.0 

Correct Wiring 

Fig 8.0 Fig 9.0 Fig 10.0
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 1 – WEEK 3 (CONT)

QUESTIONS 

How can stability be improved when wiring up a trunk line? _________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

If both a trunk and branches of a tree need wiring, which should be done first? Why? 

________________________________________________________________________ 

How is wire removed from a tree? ______________ ______________________________ 

NOTES
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 1 – WEEK 4

Pot Selection - Colour, Shape, Size & Depth  

A pot is essential to a plant in keeping the potting mix and roots contained.  

Points to Keep in Mind: 

 A pot should have reasonable-sized drainage holes in proportion to the size of the pot;  

 It should complement your tree but not be more dominant visually than the tree; 

 A pot is secondary to the tree; 

 Training a tree should be done in a plastic pot to allow root growth.  A ceramic Bonsai 
pot will slow down the tree’s development.  

Pots were originally sourced from Japan. As labour costs rose, they started to be 
purchased from Korea and Taiwan. However, costs also rose in those countries leading to 
the majority of pots being made in China. 

Much smaller quantities of pots are produced in Japan these days.  They have now taken 
their technology to China to have pots manufactured there. 

Handmade pots are being produced by potters from around the world and have gained 
enormous popularity because of the workmanship and their individuality.  

Some pots are considered of greater quality due to the quality of clay used, firing 
temperatures, workmanship and detail. 

When Purchasing a Pot: 

 Hold the pot with a thumb and finger and flick the pot with a finger of your other hand. If 
it makes a flat sound you will know it has some sort of crack in the pot. If it makes a 
high pitch sound, it’s fine. 

 Check that the inside base of the pot is flat and not raised. If the base of the pot is 
raised (bowed) water will be retained in the corners of the pot and not drain out. 

 Place the pot on a flat surface and place some pressure to check that it is level and not 
warped. 
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 1 – WEEK 4 (CONT)

 Size & Shape Guidelines:     

The depth of the pot should be approximately the width of the trunk of the tree; 

The length of your pot should be two thirds the height of the tree; 

The tree’s canopy in upright styles should roughly be contained within the length of 
your pot. However it is acceptable to have foliage extend beyond the pot as long as 
aesthetically, the tree doesn’t look under-potted ie the pot looks too small for the tree. 

When planting a tree in an oval or rectangle pot, the tree should be planted off centre 
and slightly behind the halfway line of a pot. The tree should always look well balanced 
in the pot. 

Very tall and narrow pots will suit a full cascade style. 

A deep pot that is just as wide as it is deep, would suit a semi cascade style tree. 

Shallow long trays will suit forest plantings or landscapes. 

A rectangle squared off pot will suit a formal upright style tree. 

Shallow round pots will suit a literati style tree. 

Handmade free-form pots will suit trees or plantings that are more rugged and less 
formal such as windswept, rugged cascades or slanting style trees. 

When selecting a pot to complement a tree, consideration should also be given to 
particular shapes.  

Generally, oval pots are more feminine/softer visually while rectangle pots are 
considered more masculine/rugged. Further, there are some features which can make 
either an oval or rectangle pot more feminine or masculine.  

A rectangle pot with sharp squared corners, 90 degree angle straight sides, deep with 
squared off feet would be considered a very masculine type. 

An oval pot with curved in sides, cloud feet and shallow in depth would be considered 
to have more feminine attributes. 

Pots can have a combination of both masculine and feminine features making them 
suitable to more plants. 
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 1 – WEEK 4 (CONT)

The pot to choose will depend on the tree to be put into it which could also exhibit 
masculine or feminine features. These could include whether the plant is a flowering 
one, the width of the trunk or degree of movement in the trunk.  

Another feature to take into consideration is the type of trunk.  As an example a corky 
or rough bark will look better in pots that have a rough textured appearance. Smooth-
trunk trees will look better in less textured pots. 

If a tree flowers, has fruit or autumn or spring colour foliage, it will look good in a glazed 
pot. If unsure about colour matching, look at a colour wheel; colours opposite each 
other on the colour wheel will complement each other 

Trees that don’t have showy flowers, fruit or pretty coloured leaves are generally put 
into unglazed pots. These come in many different tones which may be matched with 
the colour tone of trunk or bark of a tree. 
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 1 – WEEK 4 (CONT)

QUESTIONS 

What type of pot would suit a corky bark elm? ___________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

How long should a pot be?  _________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Which style of Bonsai could be put in a shallow tray? _____________________________ 

NOTES
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 1 – WEEK 5

What Makes a Good Bonsai 

Trunk 

 Tapered trunk; 
 Interesting movement; 
 Mature bark; 
 Free of obvious major pruning scars; 
 Trunk line depicts intended style. 

Branches 

 Well-structured and balanced; 
 Tapered; 
 Ramification - abundance of twiggy branches; 
 Spacing - distance between each branch is smaller moving up the tree; 
 Movement and angles of branches are consistent throughout the tree; 
 Placement coming from outward movements of the trunk is ideal; 
 Size of branches is larger on the bottom decreasing moving up the tree. 

Foliage 

 Is in ideal proportion for the particular species of tree; 
 Is an ideal colour; 
 Is pest and disease-free; 
 Foliage pads shaped in proportion for their position on the trunk and complementary to 

its style. 

Surface Roots (Nebari) 

 Radiate evenly from the trunk; 
 Is not dominated by one or two roots; 
 Look mature, in abundance and extend quite a distance from the tree showing maturity; 
 Not crossing over each other or wrapping around the trunk; 
 Come out at the same level of the trunk; 
 No obvious signs of damage. 

Other notable features 

 If the tree flowers, there is an abundance; 
 If the tree fruits, there is an abundance; 
 The tree shows great maturity; 
 The tree conforms to its style in every way; 
 Tree has great overall balance and rhythm. 
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 1 – WEEK 5 (CONT)

How to Develop a Good Tree for Bonsai 

 Make sure your tree gets all the nutrition and sunlight it requires; 

 Ensure it is kept well watered, pest and disease free; 

 Train trees in a deep plastic pot or plastic orchid pot; 

 Ensure trees are re-potted regularly to keep in optimum vigour; 

 Learn the key requirements of the particular tree; 

 Wiring a tree early will give maximum potential with desired movement and angles in 
trunk and branches. Keep angles of branches consistent with one another.  

 Let bottom branches grow and then cut them back hard. Re-grow the leader on a 
branch to build taper. Do the same to the leader of the trunk of a tree to also develop 
good taper. 

 Prune trees regularly to produce an abundance of twigs (ramification). Do not let any 
branches get excessively long unless developing for a sacrifice branch. Dedication and 
consistency in pruning is most important. Any major cuts should be sealed ASAP to 
begin the healing process. 

 Strong surface roots can be developed by planting a tree on top of a tile or something 
similar to prevent roots from anchoring themselves in the soil. Roots should be combed 
out at re-potting time to allow them to radiate nicely from the trunk. Cut off or shorten 
overly dominant roots to allow others to catch up. If some roots are desirable but are 
crossing one another, then separate them and use a horseshoe-shaped piece of wire 
to pin them down and hold them in position. 

 Depending on the species of the tree, defoliate it at least once a year to produce an 
increased abundance of back-shooting and smaller leaves. Partial defoliation to a 
desired leaf size is best for some broad-leaf plants. 
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QUESTIONS 

What is a good feature of a trunk when choosing a plant for Bonsai? _________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

What’s a good feature of a surface root system? _________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

How often should a Bonsai tree be watered? ____________________________________ 

NOTES
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 1 – WEEK 6

Tree Style – Double & Twin Trunk     

This style originates in nature a couple of ways: 

 A suckering shoot from the base of the original trunk develops into another trunk and 
grows in conjunction with the original trunk. (May also be just a normal shoot that starts 
extremely low on the trunk and is allowed to grow as a second trunk). Olives and 
Privets commonly do this. 

 Two seedlings in nature grow very closely together and eventually fuse together at the 
base of the trunk forming a twin trunk tree. 

Plants can also be manipulated to obtain a twin trunk tree composition by: 

 Doing an air layer low down on a tree in the ground or in a pot where a branch comes 
off the trunk. The roots develop and when the air layer is cut off, a twin-trunk tree 
results. 

 Keeping two seedlings growing closely together; eventually they will fuse at the base 
and become a twin trunk. 

Guidelines for a Successful Twin Trunk Composition 

 The two trunks shouldn’t form with one another higher than a couple of centimetres. 
Larger, wider trunks can have more flexibility but generally the smaller the twin trunk, 
the lower they should be fused together. If the join is higher than a few centimetres, the 
secondary trunk will resemble more of an extreme lower branch than a twin trunk. 

 The trunks should form a “V” from where they are joined and not a “U”. This is a more 
aesthetically pleasing and natural angle. 

 The smallest tree should have the lowest branch out of the two trunks. The younger 
tree is still developing and would probably have the more immature lower branch. 

 Each trunk should have alternate branching and also have alternate branches to one 
another. Any parallel branch in the bottom half of the two trunks would be considered a 
bar branch and not ideal. There is more flexibility with this guideline in the top third of 
the canopy but it should be avoided everywhere else. 
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 The size of one trunk should complement the other.  So, if one trunk is twice the size of 
the other then it should be twice the height of the other. If the ratio is 3:1 it should be 
three times the height of the other etc. If the two trunks are fairly similar than they 
should finish at a height that is very similar to one another with one slightly higher than 
the other. 

 There should be no branches growing in the lower “V” of the two trunks. Only the top 
third of the canopy can have merging branches. 

 The two trunks should not be parallel of one another. This would result in a composition 
that is flat and has no depth and would also cause problems with branch arrangement. 
Either the thickest trunk is in front of the smaller trunk or vice versa. 

 The two trunks should look as though they have grown together, mimicking each other 
in movement and overall rhythm. They should also be very similarly balanced in foliage 
mass. One trunk should not look healthier than the other. They should have similar 
branch density and similar foliage pad density.  

 The only difference between a twin-trunk and a two-tree composition is that the roots of 
a twin trunk are coming from a single root system. The two-tree planting has two 
individual root systems. The two individual root systems, if planted close enough, will 
eventually fuse together and once this happens, they should be re-potted as one root 
mass and not divided into two for root pruning purposes. 
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 1 – WEEK 6 (CONT)

QUESTIONS 

What’s the difference between a two-trunk and twin-trunk Bonsai? ___________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

What is the difference in root systems between the two styles?  _____________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Should the trunks of the two trees be parallel with one another? _____________________ 

NOTES
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 1 – WEEK 7

Tree Style – Root over Rock   

This article was written by Mr Clinton Nesci and appeared in the May/June 2011 edition of 
the Bonsai Magazine of the Association of the Australian Bonsai Clubs Ltd and is re-
printed here with Clinton’s permission:

“So what does a successful root-over-rock bonsai look like? For me, the most important 
thing visually is that the roots are clasped around the crevices of the rock extremely tightly 
and follow the contours of the rock in a consistent manner. If there is space between the 
roots and the rock then the image looks quite contrived and not natural in appearance. 
Big spaces between the roots and the rock will result in a very unstable image and in time 
the tree could destabilise to the point where it could pull away from the rock completely. 
The other important point is that there should be a successful marriage with the tree and 
the rock. The two elements at play here should be in balance with one another. Neither 
should dominate the other so that they both become the total focus. Where the tree is 
positioned on the rock, how the foliage mass is designed around the rock and how the 
roots are arranged around the rock will all play a part in whether the final image is 
aesthetically pleasing and in balance.  

In essence a good root-over-rock bonsai starts with choosing the right type of rock. 
Your choice has a huge bearing on your chances of your future bonsai presenting as an 
aesthetically pleasing image. It also will be a big factor in whether you will be able to 
successfully attach and secure the roots of the plant onto the rock. Unfortunately quite 
often people attempting to do a root-over-rock bonsai merely see the rock just as a prop 
for the placing of the roots upon. This is definitely the wrong way to look at the role of the 
rock in a root-over-rock composition.  

You should definitely avoid rocks that look similar to the ones seen in Picture 1.  

Picture 1 

As you can see one is quite rounded in shape and smooth. This will not only present quite 
a boring image but the lack of grooves in the rock will not allow any areas for the roots of 
the plant to grip and attach to the rock tightly. The other rock is very squared off which 
doesn’t present a very aesthetically pleasing image and is also quite smooth in texture 
which leads to the same problems in attaching the roots of a plant on to it.  
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The other type of rocks you should avoid are ones that are quite soft. For example, 
sandstone is a rock that is very susceptible to crumbling and can be easily crushed by 
trees that have powerful roots. You could successfully attach a plant to a rock like this and 
in a few years’ time see it disintegrate into a fractured rubble of smaller rock pieces as the 
roots thicken and create pressure around the rock.  The rock you choose should be 
interesting to look at. It is best that the rock has lots of grooves to run roots along so they 
can grip into the contours tightly and lock in permanently. 

It doesn’t have to stand up and be balanced of its own accord. Once the roots form a root 
ball in the potting mix under the rock this will create a stable foundation for the rock so it 
doesn’t topple over. But as mentioned previously it does have to be a hard type of rock 
that can take the pressure of a plant that has a powerful root system. 

An example of an ideal rock to use can be seen in Picture 2. 

Picture 2 

It is a reddish volcanic rock which has an extremely hard density and has an interesting 
texture and lots of grooves for the roots to lock into. It will be perfect for the demonstration 
for this article. 

Now we need to find a suitable plant. The ideal plants to use for root-over-rock bonsai 
are ones that have the ability to develop a strong root system that will thicken up quickly 
and present a powerful image on the rock. You can use plants that don’t have this
characteristic but you will have to wait far longer for the same result you are trying to 
achieve. Some of the exotic plants that are ideal to be used are Figs, Trident Maples, 
Privets, Elms and Japanese Black Pines. Some native plants that you may consider are 
native Figs, various Melaleucas and Callistemon species and Tristaniopsis laurina (Water 
Gum). This is not an exhaustive list by any means but these are some plants that will 
definitely give you a strong root system that we are looking for. 
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So what size plant do we use? People attempting to do a root-over-rock bonsai quite 
often choose plants that have a far too mature root system. If the roots are thick and rigid, 
you will not be able to get them to adhere closely to the rock. Using a root system that is 
highly flexible will greatly increase your chances of getting a tight bind with the rock 
crevices and resulting in a root-over-rock composition that looks natural. You will also have 
to have a root system that has developed to a length that not only covers the area you 
want to cover on the rock but has at least an inch or two of root length to go into the 
potting mix you are planting it in. If you have a very tall rock you may have to grow your 
plant beforehand in a piece of pvc pipe that is inserted into a plastic pot and filled with 
potting mix. This will enable you to create the appropriate length of roots that you may 
require. An example of how this would be set up can be seen in Picture 3.  

      Picture 3                          Picture 4                       Picture 5                  Picture 6  

However, the rock that I am using for this demonstration doesn’t require roots that long so 
I have chosen a Ficus rubiginosa “Little Ruby” in a tall narrow plastic pot that will have just 
enough root system length for the rock I have chosen. The tree can be seen in Picture 4. 
In Picture 5 you can see a close up of the flexible roots I will be working with. The top of 
the Fig is then pruned to help me place the tree in a stable way without any top weight of 
foliage and branches interfering with this process. This will also enable the plant to have 
an easier time of adjusting to its new situation after being greatly disturbed. Also, some of 
the roots that were too short have been trimmed off so it will appreciate having a bit less 
foliage to have to support at this point in time.  

Once out of the pot you will have to shake off the potting mix from the root system and 
untangle the roots so it makes it easier to place them on the desired areas of your rock. 
This can be seen in Picture 6.  
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To help mould the roots tightly onto the rock exactly where you want them you can apply 
muck. For those of you who don’t know what muck is, it is basically 50% (by volume) peat 
moss and 50% (by volume) clay that you get out of the ground. Then combine your 
mixture with a little bit of water till you get it to a plasticine consistency. Some people use 
different recipes to make muck but this is what I have successfully used in the past.  

Now the trick here is to put the muck on top of the roots not under them. This is a common 
mistake people make. If you put the muck underneath the roots, they will stick to the rock 
well but later on as the muck comes away it will leave a gap between the roots and the 
rock, thus resulting in a poorly secured root system. If you place the muck over the top of 
the roots, the roots will make direct contact with the rock and have the best possible 
chance to make a tight bind. To help with the process of placing muck over the roots, if 
you wet the rock prior to doing this task you will get everything to stick into place much 
more easily. But before we start throwing muck around you should obviously get an idea of 
where the roots will go on the rock and importantly where the tree will sit on your rock. If 
you place a plant right on top of the rock and spread the roots all over the rock in a few 
years’ time you may have very little of the rock as a visual. Or in time it may even totally 
engulf the rock.  

Picture 7                         Picture 8                       Picture 9                              Picture 10

So ideally the plant should be placed on an area of the rock that has an indentation and 
not on top of the rock, so some large parts of the rock will always be in view. In Picture 7 
you can see where I intend to spread the root system of the Fig on this rock, basically 
positioned to the right of the rock and roots running front, right and back. This will make for 
a very secure hold and a three dimensional look. Picture 8 gives you a Picture 5 Picture 6 
Picture 7 overhead view of how the tree is anchored and you can see the first bit of muck 
having been placed at the base of the trunk. In Picture 9 you can see one lot of roots have 
been secured onto the rock with the muck placed over the top giving me control of exactly 
where I want them to go. As long as the roots are squashed in tight into the crevices of the 
rock it doesn’t matter how much muck you use over the top. In Picture 10 you can see all 
the roots have been placed and covered with muck. Now to make sure the roots have 
nowhere else to go but to stay on the rock. I will wrap it up with a thick covering of 
Gladwrap. 
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The start of this process is seen in Picture 11.In Picture 12 you can see the final result of 
wrapping the Gladwrap tightly and thoroughly over the muck and root system. Don’t forget 
to leave the bottom of the root system outside of the glad wrap so it can get access to 
moisture and nutrients to feed the tree. 

  Picture 11        Picture 12        Picture 13 

The next part of the process is to wrap over the top of the Gladwrap an extensive amount 
of string. This has a couple of purposes. Firstly it will enable the Gladwrap to not unravel 
but more importantly it will apply strong pressure that will make the roots stay tight against 
the rock. I know some bonsai enthusiasts have even used 2.0mm gauge wire instead of 
string to get an even stronger bind, making the roots very flat against the rock. It’s up to 
you how far you want to go with this. I also know some bonsai enthusiasts will place 
pieces of foam over the top of areas of the root system where a tight bind can’t be 
achieved and then wrap string or wire over the top of the foam to be able to get pressure 
to those roots. In Picture 13 you can see how much string I have used in this case. You 
could use a little less or even more than I have used, it is up to you. 

The next step. Place the root-over-rock in a plastic pot deep enough to cover all the areas 
that have glad wrap. If the glad wrap is exposed to the sunlight it would quickly break 
down. In Picture 14 you can see the root-over-rock lowered into the plastic pot with an 
open potting mix underneath with a bit of slow release fertiliser mixed in with it. As you 
place the tree in the pot, tuck the roots that will go into the potting mix under the rock. This 
will be the final process in getting the roots locked in with the rock and making it very 
secure. In Picture 15 you can see the tree potted up and a top dressing of slow release 
fertiliser on the top of the soil surface. 

    Picture 14    Picture 15 
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What now I here you say? 
The Fig should be positioned in a full-sun position to enable maximum growth and left to 
grow uninhibited of trimming for at least 12 months to 18 months. Yes, you have to be 
patient! Some slower growing plants you may even leave this way for up to two years 
before they are ready to be uncovered. If you were to attempt to trim and shape the tree 
you would greatly slow down the process of the roots thickening. At this point we are only 
interested in getting the root system strong and secure on the rock in the quickest time 
possible. 

After the appropriate time has passed, remove the tree out of the plastic pot and 
commence the removal of the string, Gladwrap and pick off the muck from the top of the 
roots with the flat end of your rake. Ideally the roots you uncover should be at least pencil 
thick or thicker at this point in time. If some roots are not quite as thick as you desire it 
would be best to leave some muck on those to help them to continue to thicken and it will 
also protect them from the sun as they would be susceptible to getting scorched and 
dehydrating. If you are uncovering your root-over-rock in a season that has warm 
temperatures it is best you wrap a piece of light cloth around the roots until they harden 
up. The exposed roots going from complete darkness and then being exposed to daylight 
of 30 degrees or more would most likely scorch the roots without some initial protection. 
Once the temperatures become milder you can remove the light cloth knowing the roots 
will be safe to expose.  

       Picture 16                        Picture 17 

In Picture 16 you can see another Ficus rubiginosa “Little Ruby” that I put on a rock two 
years ago and see how much the roots have thickened in that time. You will also notice 
how long the branching has been left to grow in order to achieve robust roots around the 
rock and allow for a nice thick trunk to develop. In Picture 17 you can see a close up of 
the roots on the rock. This tree will be cut back in mid-spring this year leaving around 
50mm (2 inches) of trunk above the rock. This will produce an abundance of new shoots 
and when the shoots develop into reasonable size branches I will begin shaping the tree 
closely around the rock.  
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Eventually when the final design of the tree is refined I will put it into a reasonably shallow 
pot to give maximum focus to the interesting rock and roots that have formed on it. Placing 
root-over-rock bonsai in deep pots makes for an undesirable bulky look.  

For now I hope you have gained some inspiration and a clearer idea on how to go about 
achieving a successful root-over-rock bonsai.”

Clinton Nesci 
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QUESTIONS 

What type of rock is best for roof over rock? ____________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

What is muck? ___________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Name one type of plant which can be used for this style? __________________________ 

NOTES
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Tree Style – Forest/Group Planting   

A forest planting/group planting is a grouping of five or more trees to replicate a similar 
image seen in nature. Generally, plants with the ability to develop a large trunk while 
maintaining good proportion with their foliage, make ideal candidates a Forest Planting. 
Some commonly used plants for forest plantings include Maples, Elms, Hornbeams, 
Privets, Junipers, Figs, Oaks, Liquidambar and Pines among others. 

Guidelines for a Successful Forest Composition 

 There should be a variety of trunk sizes to make the composition more interesting; 
one dominant “main tree” or point of interest followed by a couple that are 
reasonably dominant but not as large as the main one in your setting. The rest of 
the trees can be of varying sizes and will be used to bulk up the overall settings. All 
the trees should have similar movement and look for more continuity. 

 The biggest trunk should be the tallest point in the forest setting and then the height 
of other trees should be lower and appropriate to the trunk size of each tree in the 
setting.  

 The largest tree in a dense forest planting should be placed off-centre in the tray 
and should have one of the next largest trunks next to it to bulk up that side of the 
setting. Another large-trunk tree should be placed on the other side of the tray but 
still reasonably central to create character/interest in that section. The smaller trees 
will be placed on the outside of the setting or at the back to create the impression of 
depth. 

 All trunks should be placed at different distances from one another and at different 
depths achieve a natural look. All trunks should be visible and not hidden. All trunks 
in the setting should be seen from all angles, whether from the back, front or side.  

 There should be an odd number of trees in the setting to avoid symmetry. Trunks 
on the outside of the forest should be slightly angled out looking for sunlight. 

 The bottom third of foliage should be removed from the trees in the planting to give 
strong visuals of the trunks. Any very young trees in the setting may have a little 
less removed. 

 All the trees in the setting will provide foliage to make one common canopy. Some 
will provide side branches, back and top branches whilst others will provide just 
back and top branches. This will depend on the position of the tree in the 
composition and what is possible. Some settings can have quite a lot of layering of 
branches whilst other settings have less gaps and merge more tightly. 
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 If using a smaller number of trees for a group planting such as three or five, then 
ideally larger mature trees should be used to create interest.  

 There are lots of different ideas to use with planting arrangements. Anything from a 
group of three to multiple groupings of two or three within the one composition. For 
some ideas on planting your forest a great reference guide is a book called Forest, 
Rock Planting and Ezo Spruce Bonsai by the late Saburo Kato. 

 The forest setting should be asymmetrical in appearance having a shorter side and 
a longer side. If multiple groupings are used within the one composition, then they 
should be of different sizes. Generally the image presented will be one of a semi- 
circle. 

Planting out a Forest 

 Use a shallow tray as this will provide a less bulky look visually and highlight the 
forest. Generally the bigger the trunks, the deeper the tray to be used. Ideally the 
tray should be two thirds in length of the tallest tree in the planting. A free form tray 
or even a flat stone can also be used to create a more natural appearance. Muck in 
the form of a wall may be used to create an edge cases to contain the potting mix 
and trees. Tie wires can be glued to successfully anchor trees and reduce 
movement of the setting until the roots mat into each other. If using a conventional 
pot, long wires can be threaded through the drainage holes and linked up with other 
drainage holes to create anchor points to tie trees in. Sometimes wire holes are 
provided in some trays; wire can be pulled through those to do the same job. 

 Trees going into the setting can have at least half the root system removed from the 
bottom and the sides teased out. Wedges can be cut to pull trees together, 
especially large ones. 

 When starting to assemble a setting, place the largest tree first on the tray with soil 
mounded so the tallest tree is raised above the rest. The soil should taper off at the 
sides. The placement of the first three trees will set the tone and placement for the 
rest of the trees. All the bases of the trunks should sit above the rim of the pot by 
varying degrees. Once happy with each placement, pull a wire over the root system 
and link it with another twisting them together. Add trees following this procedure 
until all desired trees are used. It is very important to leave extra space at one end 
of the setting to create negative space and a direction for your forest planting.  

 Using a chop stick, push soil in gaps between the trees to make sure there are no 
large air pockets. Finally give the surface of the setting a strong tamp down with a 
spatula to keep the setting firm and ready for some moss. Sit the setting in a tray of 
Seasol to help root development. This process can be repeated every two weeks 
for a month.  
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QUESTIONS 

Name two features of a forest planting ________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

What is one thing to remember when positioning trees in a forest setting? 

________________________________________________________________________ 

How many trees should be used in a forest setting? ______________________________ 

NOTES
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Saikei – Tray Landscape 

Saikei is a Japanese-style tray landscape. It was originally promoted to get people 
interested in Bonsai and make Bonsai more popular and affordable. Enthusiasts could 
purchase relatively young cheap trees and grow them in a fun landscape style to have 
something nice to look at. When the trees matured, the setting could be dismantled with 
some of the trees being used as individual Bonsai. New young trees would then be placed 
the setting. For whatever reason, the Japanese did not continue down this path.  Plates of 
a famous Saikei book, Living Landscapes in Miniature by Toshio Kawamoto were 
destroyed and printing of the book ceased. Many people in western countries still have 
copies of the beautiful book and still practise the art of doing Japanese tray landscape 
today. It is a fun thing to create and many beautiful Saikeis are still being produced but are 
not classed as Bonsai. Here are some tips for carrying out your own successful tray 
landscape. 

Materials 

Rocks - The rocks you choose will give a strong idea of the type of landscape you wish to 
imitate. Some rocks may be appropriate to coastal setting, some more for a dry arid 
landscape and others would look great in a high mountainous setting. Try to collect 
rocks/stones that look similar in type. It will look more natural and give a more harmonised 
look. Collect or purchase rocks of different sizes and shapes to allow more options in 
having a landscape reflect what can be found in nature. Not all rocks have to be flawless.  
Imperfections can be buried in the soil or muck and the more interesting part of the rock 
exposed.  

Main Plants - A main tree or group of trees is always a feature of any Saikei planting. 
They will be the focal point of the landscape and of course should combine well with the 
rocks and the chosen theme. Ideally they should be of the same variety and be of multiple 
sizes to create interest and a more natural look. The key is that they have a reasonable 
size trunk and their dimensions and leaf size be in proportion for the landscape. Plants that 
grow very dense and compact are ideal. Try to avoid extremely vigorous plants as they will 
quickly outgrow the setting which will need to be dismantled and the plants replaced. 
Some commonly used plants are conifers such as Chamaecyparis sp., Juniperus sp, 
Dwarf Spruce & Pinus sp. Some commonly used deciduous trees are Dwarf Elms & Dwarf 
Maples. If you are into using natives Baeckea Virgata & Melaleuca’s work very well and 
are popular. Some evergreen plants commonly used are Olives and Azaleas. 

Complementary Plants - These are under-storey plants or fillers for the setting. Generally 
they will be much smaller than the main plants and not distract or over-populate the setting 
compared to the main planting. Plants to consider are Kingsville Box, Miniature Azalea, 
Cotoneaster, Serissa, Miniature Holly etc.  
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Accent Plants - Mosses, miniature ferns, grasses and groundcovers can be used to cover 
any remaining bare soil and will aid in giving more texture to the setting and re-enforce the 
chosen theme. 

Muck – Consists of 50% peat moss and 50% clay. Water is added to get it to a plasticine 
consistency. Muck can be used to stabilise rocks in the setting or some plants and even 
create a higher wall in a pot to allow it to hold more potting mix and accommodate the root 
systems of plants. 

Planting out and the Pot 

The type of pot used for Saikei is similar to what is used for a forest planting; shallow trays, 
free form pots or flat rock slabs. Just as in a forest planting, tie wires through a pot’s 
drainage holes will anchor the plants within the pot. In some pots, separate tie holes can 
be found for this purpose. 

The landscape design should draw the eye into the landscape and have a very obvious 
focal point/ point of interest. The first component to be placed in the pot should be 
rocks/stones. Wet the base of the pot with a water spray and push muck onto the pot in 
the necessary direction/height to create the foundation for a gorge, mountain, hill etc. 
Once this is done, some areas can be filled with soil leaving other areas vacant to place 
say, pebbles to depict a stream, river, waterfall or beach. Stones/rocks can be pushed into 
the muck at interesting angles and heights to create interesting formations. Keep in mind 
that a lot of rocks in nature are half in the ground. So don’t be afraid to hide boring or ugly 
parts of your chosen rocks into the muck. 

The next step is to add the main planting. Key planting areas should have already been 
identified and trees can be manoeuvred to test how they look in different positions in the 
landscape. Once satisfied with the final arrangement, use tie wires across the root ball to 
secure the plants in the tray.  

Complimentary and accent plants can then be tested in different positions to finish off the 
landscape.  Don't overcrowd the setting as plants will need room to grow and the main 
trees should not be over-shadowed. Tie in the rest of those plants and fill vacant soil with 
mosses of different textures placing pebbles strategically to highlight different aspects of 
the setting. 

Place the landscape in tray of Seasol and re-apply twice over the next month. The aim is 
to keep the setting together for as long as possible without having to dismantle it.  
Because of this, it is essential that the landscape be regularly watered and fertilised. 



BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 1 – WEEK 9 (CONT)  
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QUESTIONS 

Name two features of a Saikei _______________________________________________  

________________________________________________________________________ 

Is a Saikei a Bonsai? ______________________________________________________ 

How many trees should be used in a Saikei?  ___________________________________ 

NOTES
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Plant Profile – Conifers 

        Fig 11.0     Fig 12.0    Fig 13.0 

Plants under this clasification are Gymnosperms, that is a plant with a "naked seed"; 
(the seeds are not enclosed in an ovary).

The majority of them are characterised by  narrow, needle or scale-like foliage. Most are 
also evergreen. 

Conifers are quite popular because they’re one of the first plants people identify as being 
material for Bonsai. Many of the plants in this classification, once wired, give a feeling of 
an "Instant Bonsai." 

The majority of them are quite slow growing. Many will develop considerable trunks but will 
take a number of years to do it. Most varieties in this group will be characterised by small 
foliage and a compact growth habit. 

Position 

Because of their dense foliage, they demand full sun. Any compromise will result in 
yellowing and then browning off in the centre of the foliage mass. Foliage can also 
increase in size and become leggy as it searches for increased light. Following extended 
periods without adequate sunlight, the foliage becomes floppy and weak with increased 
die-back. Cool climate conifers will prefer some protection from afternoon summer sun. 

Pruning  

Different conifers will prefer different approaches to pruning in regularity and method. 

Generally, soft or reasonably young growth can be pinched back using fingers. This allows 
the segments of growth to come off with minimal damage to the ends of the foliage. 

Scissors can be used on firmer growth by placing them in between the needles. 
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NOTE: - Never cut straight across the foliage. This will result in a very ugly appearance 
and foliage will be very slow to recover. 

Most conifers do not require pruning as often as other Bonsai species.

Pruning too hard may result in the loss of the true form of the tree.  Keep in mind the 
features of the style. 

Cutting back to bare wood may result in die-back in some types of conifers or extremely 
slow recovery of foliage. On some species it can trigger a great deal of juvenile foliage.

Re-potting

The ideal time to repot evergreen conifers is late August to mid-spring OR in the autumn 
months of March/April. The ideal time for deciduous conifers is mid to late-winter.

Re-potting should take place every two to three years. 

NOTE: Never totally bare-root a conifer. This risks the plant dropping considerable 
needles and foliage or even killing it. 

Sometime during re-potting, you may discover a friendly white hair fungus called 
Mycorriza. It has a symbiotic association with pines and other conifer root systems. Plants
with this attached to the roots are much healthier. Where possible, always put the 
Mycorriza which has come loose during re-potting back in the pot and it will reattach itself 
to the root system.

Common Mistakes when Purchasing a Conifer for Bonsai 

 Purchasing cold climate conifers when living in Sydney;

 Purchasing coarse foliage conifers; 

 Purchasing conifers with variegated foliage. Japanese don't think they are pure, for 
aesthetic reasons; 

 Purchasing neglected plants with considerable bare branches or weak looking foliage. 

Diseases 

 Aphids 
 Scale 
 Red Spider Mite 
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Pests will become more prevalent if conifers are kept too protected or stressed from under 
fertilising or lack of re-potting.  

Styling 

The majority can be adapted to many different styles while some have more classical 
forms such as Picea sp. (Spruce) with conical shapes.

Because of the dense foliage mass it’s very important not to have branches placed 
immediately on top of one another. This will lead to the lower branch receiving less 
sunlight resulting in poor development and weak foliage. 

Branches are extremely flexible; even very large branches and trunks can be quite pliable. 
The ideal time to place wire on them is by the second month of autumn through winter. 
However, because of their slow growth rate, wiring may be done throughout the year. As 
with all wired plants, they should be monitored regularly to avoid the wire cutting into the 
trunk or branch.

Trimming and wiring of a conifer and then re-potting should not be done at the same time. 
This will stress the plant, cause die-back or the death of the plant. 

The following are some of the more well-known conifer groups and particular species 
popular with Bonsai enthusiasts. Some of these groups and species will be discussed in 
greater detail in Term 4. 

Pine 

Pinus thunbergia – (Japanese Black Pine) 
Pinus densiflora – (Japanese Red Pine) 
Pinus parviflora – (Japanese White Pine) 
Pinus mugo – (Mugo Pine) 

Juniper 

Juniperus squamata ‘Prostrata’- (Prostrate Juniper) 
Juniperus procumbens ‘Nana’- (Prostrate Juniper) 
Juniperus X Media ‘Shimpaku’ - (Sargent Juniper) 

Chamaecyparis 

Chamaecyparis Obtusa ‘Nana’ – (Hinoki Cypress) 
Chamaecyparis Obtusa ‘Kosterii”- (Koster’s False Cypress)
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Cedar 

Cedrus atlantica – (Atlas Cedar) 
Cedrus libani – (Lebanon Cedar) 
Cedrus deodara – (Himalayan Cedar) 

Spruce 

Picea albertiana ‘Conica’- (Conical Spruce) 

Yew 

Taxus baccata – (English Yew) 

Podocarpus 

Podocarpus elatus – (Plum Pine) 

Metasequioa 

Metasequioa glyptroboides – (Dawn Redwood) 

Taxodium 

Taxodium distichiun – (Bald Cypress) 
Taxodium mucronatum – (Montezuma Cypress) 

Ginkgo  

Ginkgo biloba – (Maidenhair Tree) 
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GINNER TERM 2– WEEK 1 (CONT)  
QUESTIONS 

Name two characteristics of conifers? 
__________________________________________  

________________________________________________________________________ 

Should conifer foliage be cut? ________________________________________________ 

What is Mycorrhiza?   
_______________________________________________________ 

NOTES
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Tree Style – Windswept  

The Windswept style depicts a tree growing in a very open and exposed area with 
moderate to extreme wind. It is very common to see trees grow with this effect in coastal 
locations near the ocean where they are affected by a strong sea breeze, causing the tree 
to exhibit very different characteristics to those growing in more stable environments. 

Guidelines to Creating a Windswept Bonsai 

 Most branches will flow in one particular direction. It is possible to have some 
branches growing in the opposite direction but these should be very short in length 
and foliage pad size. It should also show a slight angled bend starting to form in the 
general direction of the rest of the branches. 

 Try to avoid removing all the branches from one side of the tree and have all 
branches coming from the other side. This tends to produce a boring and artificial 
look. 

 Branches should have lots of movement. This shows the effect of the wind and is a 
very important feature on a Windswept Bonsai. Movement should be left and right 
as well as up or down.  

 The trunk should also be angled to the direction of the wind. It is also possible to 
have the trunk initially angled against the wind but then twist back on itself. The 
trunk should also have lots of movement to once again accentuate the effect wind 
has had on the tree.  

 The surface roots on the exposed side of the tree should be more prominent to 
show the effect of the wind pushing the tree to one direction and uprooting it, 
eroding the soil around the exposure. Roots on the protected side should be 
compressed and not very prominent as the trunk pushes down against them. 

 The trunk can be at any angle whether extreme or just slightly tilted, depending on 
the amount of wind the tree is exposed to. 

 Foliage pads should be smaller and flatter than in other styles to reflect the effects 
of the wind. There should also be more space in between the branches to show 
movement and less frequency of branches. 

 Branches occurring halfway up the trunk and higher can cross the trunk. 
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 Deadwood, where suitable, can be used to further demonstrate the devastating 
effects of wind on the tree. This can be done by carving into the trunk creating a 
Shari or taking off some of the branches and shaping them to create dead branches 
(Jins). 

Suitable Plant Material 

Avoid using broadleaf deciduous plants with classic shapes and strong robust trunks not 
normally associated with growing in areas of extreme wind. 

Conifers such as Junipers, Cedars and Pines are very popular plant material. Other small 
leaf evergreen trees such as Privet, Olive and Box that are collected can have a rugged 
appearance which can lend themselves to this styling. Australian native plants such as 
Baeckea, Melaleuca and Teatree with fine small foliage and rough or papery bark can look 
very dramatic. 

Suitable Pots 

Shallow oval pots can be used with this style but an even better effect can be obtained by 
using freeform pots or even planting on a flat rock. 
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QUESTIONS 

Where would a Windswept style tree most likely be found in nature?  _________________  

________________________________________________________________________ 

Should roots be exposed in this style? _________________________________________ 

Name two suitable plants for this style?  ________________________________________ 

NOTES
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 2 – WEEK 3

Plant Profile – Buxus 

Fig 14.0                                 Fig 15.0

Better known as a hedging or border plant in the garden, Buxus sp. also make ideal 
Bonsai material. All species are characterised by small compact foliage and a dense 
growth habit. They can be single or multi trunk. Some species can develop quite large 
trunks. However, because of its slow growth, this can take many years. It’s easier to 
achieve by digging up a plant growing in a hedge. They do enjoy full sun and are quite 
hardy, not affected by many pests or disease. 

There are many species of Box and most are suitable for Bonsai, however, some possess 
growth habits that are better suited to the practice than others. The English Box can grow 
very straight and slow with tight branching which can produce a lot of dead interior foliage; 
not the easiest variety for Bonsai styling and not the most attractive variety. 

The most commonly used Box for Bonsai are: 

 Buxus microphylla var. japonica – (Japanese Box) 

Has an open growth habit with branches growing vertically and horizontally, 
creating enough space for foliage in most areas of the plant to receive adequate 
sunlight and be productive. Small mid-green rounded foliage. Does produce small 
green flowers but not very distinctive at all. 

 Buxus harlandii (Harland Boxwood) – Very compact tight growth habit with small 
dark green narrow leaves. The size of the foliage means plenty of light will get into 
the canopy of this variety. One of the faster growing Boxwood. Has white rough 
deeply fissured bark making the plant look rather aged when young. Distinctive 
yellow/cream stamen-like flowers are produced late winter/early spring. 
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Branches can be quite brittle so care should be taken when bending them.  It 
produces a lot of roots each season and it would be advisable to repot every year. 

 Buxus microphylla x compacta var. Kingsville (Kingsville Box) The smallest 
leaf Box variety. Discovered in the USA. Grows incredibly slowly and tightly with 
dark green small curved leaves. Branches are very brittle. There are no distinctive 
showy flowers. 

 Buxus microphylla x compacta var. Kingsville (Kingsville Box  “Improved”) 
Discovered as a sport of the original variety by Ray Nesci. Still has tiny foliage but 
slightly larger and flatter leaf to the original and not as dark green. Much faster 
growth habit and slightly more open. Branches not as brittle as those of the original. 
No distinctive showy flowers. 

Collecting Box from Gardens 

This is a great way to collect more mature trunks. As they produce very fibrous dense root 
systems, they’re easily transplantable. It is recommend to cut them back hard to bare 
wood and leave minimal foliage on the plant to help recovery. Treat with Seasol after re-
planting and place in a sunny position. 

Re-potting 

Most Box root development is slow so re-potting should be done every couple of years. 
The variety Buxus harlandii is the exception as it develops roots extremely quickly and 
should be re-potted every year. The ideal time to re-pot Box is late winter/early spring or 
early to mid-autumn. 

Fertilising 

A couple of applications of slow release fertiliser a year will be sufficient.  

Pruning 

When foliage gets out to three to four sets of leaves, trim back to one to two leaves 
regularly to keep to a compact shape. 

Wiring 

Wood on this plant is hard and not very pliable, especially when branches get past pencil 
thickness. It’s best to bend branches early in their development to get the desired 
movement. The only alternative is double wiring thicker branches or pulling them down 
with a guy-wire.  

Note: Buxus harlandii is much more brittle than other varieties. 
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Styling and Styles 

Main branches can be positioned at an upright 45 degree angle and secondary and tertiary 
branching can be more horizontal coming off those branches. This is the growth habit of 
most Box. The silhouette of the canopy should be a full rounded bun shape with compact 
foliage pads. 

Most common styles for Box are; Twin Trunk, Triple Trunk, Multi-trunk, Informal Upright, 
Group Planting and Miniatures. 

Pests & Disease 

Can be attacked by scale insects as tight foliage can provide protection for scale. Usually if 
a plant is kept too protected or is stressed from a lack of regular care is the main cause.  
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QUESTIONS 

What’s the easiest way to achieve a large trunk in a Buxus? ________________________  

________________________________________________________________________ 

How often should Buxus be re-potted? _________________________________________ 

Name two styles where Buxus could be used?  __________________________________ 

NOTES
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Propagating from Seed 
Propagating plants from seed can be a fun and cheap way of developing new plants for 
Bonsai, especially when looking to develop a forest setting. It also allows more flexibility to 
experiment with these plants because of the abundance of seedlings and low cost. 
Developing trees from seed also has the advantage of developing better bases on trunks 
than what can be obtained from cuttings. The seeds of the trees listed below could be 
found in parks or neighbours’ gardens. Knowing how to collect them and when to sow 
them is crucial to potential success. 

Acer buergeranium – (Trident Maple) 

Winged seed found in bunches. Collect when seed is brown in colour during autumn. 
Separate individual winged seeds from the bunch and place them in well drained potting 
mix covering them with one centimetre of potting mix. There is no need to remove the wing 
from the seed. Sow as soon as possible following collection. The longer the period 
between collection and sowing, the less chance of successful germination. 

Acer palmatum – (Japanese Maple) 

Winged seed found in pairs. Collect when seed is brown in colour during autumn. As 
Japanese Maples are cold climate plants, seeds need to be treated differently to other 
maples. Place seeds in a plastic clip lock bag with moist peat moss. Put it in the crisper 
drawer of the fridge for three to four weeks. Separate each pair of seeds into single ones 
and place each one in well drained potting mix; cover them with one centimetre of potting 
mix. There is no need to remove the wing from the seed. Sow as soon as possible. As with 
the previous maple, the longer the seeds are left following collection, the less chance of 
successful germination. 

Ficus rubiginosa – (Port Jackson Fig) 

Collect small round fruit which have fallen on the ground and is purple and yellow in 
colour. Open up fruit and flatten it out. Place in paper bag on a window sill for a few days. 
This will remove the moisture from the fruit. Crumble all the very fine seeds inside into a 
fine powder of hundreds of seeds. Store in glass jar and wait till late spring/summer to 
sprinkle them on the surface of some well drained potting mix in a tray. Do not cover seeds 
with potting mix as this will result in poor germination. Tamp them down slightly to allow 
them to make contact with the potting mix. 
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Liquidambar styraciflua – (Sweet Gum) 

Collect spiked seed capsules when green. Waiting until they’re brown will result in fewer 
seeds as the spikes will have already opened and dispersed. Place the green spiked seed 
capsule in a paper bag and leave on a kitchen window sill. The spikes will eventually open 
in the bag dispersing the tiny black seeds and a light coloured granular stuffing as well. 
Place it all in a jar and sow seeds in spring in a well-drained potting mix. Cover them with 
one centimetre of potting mix. 

Pinus thunbergia – (Japanese Black Pine) 

Collect pine cones whilst the flaps are tight. If they’ve already opened, most of the flat 
papery seed will have already dispersed. Place the cones in a paper bag and leave on a 
kitchen window sill. The flaps will eventually open and disperse the flat seed. Collect them 
all and place them in a jar. Sow seeds in spring in a well-drained potting mix. Cover them 
with one centimetre of potting mix. 

Quercus robur – English Oak 

Collect acorn when brown in late summer. Sow immediately. The longer they are left, the 
poorer the germination. Place acorn at any angle when sowing them in a well-drained 
potting mix. Cover them with two to three centimetres of potting mix. 

Ulmus parvifolia – Chinese Elm 

Collect small flat papery seed in autumn when brown in colour. Sow as soon as possible in 
a well-drained potting mix. Cover them with one centimetre of potting mix. Seeds can 
germinate in 10 to 12 days. 
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QUESTIONS 

What are two advantages of growing bonsai from seed? ___________________________  

________________________________________________________________________ 

Is there a difference in seed handling between a cold-weather and warm-weather plant?  

________________________________________________________________________ 

When should seeds from a Port Jackson Fig be planted? __________________________ 

NOTES
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Tree Style – Semi Cascade and Full Cascade  

A cascading Bonsai illustrates a tree growing in an unstable environment such as off cliff 
faces or loose mountainsides. Their environment normally consists of loose unstable soil 
and strong wind. These conditions force the tree to grow at a downward angle with plenty 
of trunk and branch movement and twisting bends.  

Full Cascade 

This is a tree growing in the most extreme conditions. To reflect this, the angle of the trunk 
of a full cascade will normally fall between 135 degrees to 180 degrees. 

Due to its exposure to the elements, this tree will have more bends and movement with a 
long tail. A tall cascade pot is needed to give the tree stability and balance. The tail of the 
tree should grow past the bottom of the pot.  

Semi Cascade 

This style displays a tree with a little more stability; the angle of the trunk being less severe 
than that of a full cascade. The trunk of a semi cascade should grow at an angle of just 
above and below 90 degrees.  

As this tree grows at a more horizontal and stable angle, it doesn’t need as long a pot. A 
semi cascade pot is usually squat and deep, normally not as tall as it is wide. The tail of 
the tree should not go past the base of the pot. 

General 

In all cases, the trunk should rise from the soil at a sharp angle of approximately 45 
degrees and then bend sharply downward creating an “elbow” visual. The trunk should 
never rise from the soil vertically and then bend over like an umbrella handle. This sort of 
image creates an artificial visual.  

The trunk should then come down at the edge of the pot but not touch or rest on the pot. 
Movement and bends can then be placed on the tail of the trunk as it meanders. Branch 
placement should be off the outside curves of the tail on the left and right. There should 
also be short back branches with some coming down the middle of the trunk to give a 
three dimensional image. Without these branches down the centre of the tail, an artificial 
fishbone visual results.  
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If the tail finishes in line with the base of the trunk at the front of the pot, the tree is a 
Formal Cascade. If the tail finishes at an angle similar to the movement of the tail, then it is 
an Informal Cascade. 

The proportion of foliage mass depends on the size of the trunk of the tree and space 
available where the branch is positioned. Care should be taken not to have foliage pads 
point too vertically as this will not allow adequate sunlight at the tips of the foliage pads;  
the foliage in these areas will be weaker. The foliage pads should curve slightly vertically, 
resembling steps coming down a spiral staircase. Care should also be taken not to place 
branches immediately above one another which will block sunlight. It is very important with 
cascading Bonsai to allow the top of the tree to be more dominant than the bottom. The 
vigour of the cascade should always be kept in balance. The top will always grow stronger 
than the tail so it may be necessary to prune more foliage at the top of the tree and less in 
the tail area. 

Roots on the opposite of the movement of the cascade should be more exposed and 
pronounced as if they’ve been pulled out of the soil as the tree is pushed down by wind. 
The roots on the opposite side should be compressed and not as visible as the trunk 
pushes them down into the earth. 

If the Cascade has a crown, it should always keep the whole silhouette in an asymmetrical 
design. 

Cascades do not necessarily need a crown or “top”. It may be more aesthetically pleasing 
for more rugged cascades not to have a top. These may also look better in more natural 
looking cascading freeform pots or even a rock with a deep cavity.  

Cascades can also have multiple tails. The only requirement is that they finish at different 
levels and they are odd in number. Having two tails is also acceptable. 

Plants Suitable for Cascading Bonsai 

Whilst groundcovers seem to be the most obvious candidates for a cascading Bonsai, 
most shrubs or trees with strong bends in their base will suit this style. 
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QUESTIONS 

What’s the difference between a semi and full cascade style? _______________________  

________________________________________________________________________ 

Should the trunk of a cascade make contact with the pot rim? _______________________ 

Should all cascades have a top?  _____________________________________________ 

NOTES
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Plant Profile – Olives 

Botanical Name: Olea Fig 16.0
Common Name: Olive 

Olives are particularly popular for Bonsai in Europe where ancient specimens can be 
collected from the wild and then refined. They prefer a full sun position and will grow 
steadily. They have reasonably small leaves and can be trimmed into compact foliage 
pads quite quickly. Although their growth is steady, it can take many years to develop a 
large trunk on a specimen from a container-trained plant. In order to obtain a tree with a 
large trunk in a shorter time, European Olives can be collected from bushland in South 
Australia and African Olives from Sydney, particularly in the south-west areas of Camden, 
Mt Annan and Razorback. However, as the fruit is eaten by birds and then dispersed after 
digestion, Olives can pretty much turn up anywhere in NSW. It’s because of this easy 
dispersal of seed that they have been declared a weed as they can quickly engulf native 
bushland. Using this tree for Bonsai doesn’t add to the problem as the flower and then fruit 
forms on the ends of branches. As they are regularly trimmed, Bonsai flowers never form 
on the tree. 

Collecting Olives 

Depending on the size of the tree to be collected, more robust tools will be needed such as 
a mattock and spade. Because they have grown from seed, Olives develop a very strong 
tap root anchoring the tree firmly into the ground which will need to be snapped off to get 
the Olive tree out. They can also develop many heavy upright branches which will need to 
be sawn or lopped off to get closer access to the trunk.  

Big isn’t always beautiful when collecting. Olives growing in very good deep soil can 
develop very straight telegraph pole-like trunks with little interest.  It would take many 
years of Bonsai cultivation to ever develop into a decent Bonsai image. The other 
disadvantage of collecting massive stumps with no great taper is that new leaders on 
stumps can take a very long time to develop into a good tapering trunk. They are also very 
slow, poor healers so any big cuts should be carved and painted with lime sulphur to 
protect the wood rather than trying to heal the cuts with cut paste. 
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Quite often the most interesting specimens and easier ones to collect are to be found 
growing on the side of a rocky hill where the tree hasn’t managed to get a strong hold or 
near a creek where the soil is often looser and unstable. Olives growing in paddocks 
where livestock or wild animals have been chewing on them can result in very interesting 
gnarly specimens with lots of movement and character.  

Olives can be cut back hard to bare wood when collecting and also have the foliage 
greatly reduced to help reduce moisture loss. Large cuts should be sealed with cut paste 
to reduce drying out. Although it’s an advantage to collect as many fibrous roots as 
possible, striking from very large cuttings can be successful and transplants much more 
easily than most plants. Once potted in a deep container they should be watered in with 
Seasol to stimulate the root system. 

Olives are strong suckering trees. So when a collected tree is starting to sprout, be sure to 
remove any suckering shoots as they develop as these will drain the energy from the tree 
and prevent development higher up the main trunk.  

Olea europaea – (European Olive) 

Usually has dark green narrow oval leaves with a silver/grey underside. Growth habit 
tends to be very upright. Trunk is light grey in colour and smooth. They can develop quite 
a large lignotuber under the base of the trunk which stores energy and generates new 
stems. Sometimes this lignotuber forms a bad reverse taper in the trunk in some 
specimens. They can sucker from the base of the trunk quite a bit making most specimens 
multi trunked trees. 

Olea africana – (African Olive 

Usually has mid green broader oval leaves with green on the underside of the leaf. Trunk 
is light grey in colour and smooth. Growth habit tends to be a lot more open and more 
lateral in development. They can sucker from the base of the trunk making most 
specimens multi trunked trees. 

Olea Africana “Jelly Bean” – (Jelly Bean Olive) 

Discovered by Ray Nesci, this interesting African Olive cultivar has shiny dark green 
curved oval leaves. After being trimmed for a reasonable period, the plant’s leaves start to 
resemble an attractive “jelly bean” shape. 
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Styling and Styles 

Olives normally shoot quite evenly around the trunk and sucker from the base. They form 
dense foliage pads when trimmed and trained for a while. They should be shaped in fairly 
full and dense looking images. The wood is hard and preserves well with lime sulphur, so 
any carved areas of the tree in Bonsai styling add to a rugged image. Most popular styles 
are Multi Trunk, Twin Trunk, Triple Trunk, Clump, Informal Upright, Windswept, Literati, 
Raft, Group planting, Slanting and Miniature images. 

Wiring 

The best time to apply wire is the second month of autumn/winter. The wood is very hard 
so a gauge higher than usual is recommended to bend the branch of an Olive. Bend 
branches whilst young to get greater movement. As branches and the trunk mature, a 
large amount of movement will not possible. 

Fertilising 

Twice a year with a slow release fertiliser.  

Re-potting 

Normally once every two years is sufficient. The best time to re-pot is late winter/early 
spring or early to mid-autumn. 

Pests & Disease 

Aphids on new growth in spring and early autumn. Scale will also develop if the plant is 
being kept too protected or in stressed conditions without maintenance. 
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 2 – WEEK 5 (CONT) 

QUESTIONS 

Where olives are mostly found in Sydney? ______________________________________  

________________________________________________________________________ 

What can be done to heal large cuts?  _________________________________________ 

When is it the best time to wire Olives?  ________________________________________ 

NOTES
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 2 – WEEK 6

Tree Style – Literati  

This style reflects trees with tall, slender trunks growing in narrow spaces or gaps in 
mountainous terrain. Branching will often only occur at the top half to third of the tree 
because of the lack of light. There are many characteristics and guidelines of this style 
which don’t conform with other styles, sometimes making it quite confusing to people new 
to Bonsai. 

The following are guidelines to characteristics of the Literati style tree: 

 The style is very much about the trunk of the tree; it is the defining and dominant 
feature. It should have a very gradual taper. The trunk shape can vary from lots of 
different angles and movement to very little but should have a consistent rhythm 
and flow. The trunk can have single direction (line) or a second change of direction 
(compound direction). 

 The surface roots should give stability to the tree but not be overly prominent or 
dominant and radiate evenly. 

 Because the tree is growing through a narrow space and in a harsh environment, 
the first branch should not start until at least half way up the tree or even higher. 

 Branches should be few and fairly short. Most importantly, the overall silhouette 
should be asymmetric in design. 

 Branches may cross the trunk and even drop dramatically towards the base of the 
tree. 

 Foliage pads should be trimmed tightly and kept to a minimum but always sustain a 
good balance and depth in design. Foliage should be in proportion for the Literati 
Style. 

 The use of deadwood in the tree (Jin or Shari) may be used but it should always 
only complement the lines of the trunk and branches and not distract from the flow. 

 The Literati design can take the form of Formal Upright, Informal Upright, Semi 
Cascade, Full Cascade, Slanting, multiple trunk, group planting or Windswept as 
long as the elements mentioned previously are carried through in the design. 
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 2 – WEEK 6 (CONT) 

 Pots used for the Literati Style are normally very shallow. They can be round, 
square, hexagonal or octagonal to accentuate the elegance of the style and height 
and form of the trunk or trunks. Free-form pots can also be used to convey a more 
natural feel and even rocks with a deep enough crevice to allow for the 
maintenance of a tree long-term. The exception would be cascading forms of 
Literati which would require deeper more traditional cascade pots. 

 Plant material suitable for this style should have small leaves. Trunks which can 
grow slender and tall with only a subtle change in taper. Trunks ideally should be 
quite flexible to get subtle changes in movement where necessary or big changes in 
angles in the trunk. Trees that have a deeply fissured bark, rough bark or mottled 
bark are ideal to give greater interest and further emphasise the trunk. 

  Some suggested plant material for this style are; Pine trees, Junipers, Cedars, 
Olive, Buxus harlandii, Privet, Teatree, Melaleucas and Baeckeas. 
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 2 – WEEK 6 (CONT) 

QUESTIONS 

What is the dominant feature of a literati? ______________________________________  

________________________________________________________________________ 

Where should the first branch start? ___________________________________________ 

What type of pot is best suited to this style?  ____________________________________ 

NOTES
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 2 – WEEK 7

Tree Style - Raft 
The raft style represents a tree that has fallen over as a result of wind or a storm. The tree 
hasn’t snapped off at the base of the trunk but instead has been uprooted with a good 
proportion of the roots still in the ground to support the tree. Parts or all of the trunk have 
made contact with the soil and some new root systems have started to emerge. Limbs that 
were once branches will become trunks. 

Steps to a Raft Style 

 The best trees to do a raft style with tend to be one-sided trees that aren’t suitable 
for other styles, although trees with balanced branching could also be used. Trunks 
traditionally tend to be fairly straight but trunks with some movement and bends 
could also be used for interesting result. 

 Once a tree is selected, decide which part of the trunk will be above the soil and 
which will be below the soil to generate a new root system; 

 Remove unwanted branches; 

 With a sharp pocket knife or grafting knife, remove the bark directly under the trunk 
that will be pushed into the soil. Also take the bark off up about a third of the way up 
the trunk (the area where you would like to see new roots emerge);  

 Remove all the roots from the part of the root system that will be above the soil. 
Loosen up the roots that will go into the soil to allow them to re-establish quickly; 

 Pour some hardwood clonex rooting gel into a lid, and with a cotton bud, smear the 
rooting gel along the edge of the cambium; 

 Fill up a foam box with a well-drained potting mix and add some fertiliser; 

 Place the tree into the soil (covering all the ring barked areas) diagonally into the 
box for maximum length. 

 At this point wire can be looped from under the trunk and along the branches if 
more vertical formations are required.  Apply similar guidelines to a forest setting 
the thickest trunks will become the tallest and smallest trunks will be the shortest in 
the setting.  
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 2 – WEEK 7 (CONT) 

It doesn’t matter where the tallest trunk is coming off the horizontal trunk. Try to 
bend some of the trunks a little towards the back and some to the front to avoid a 
flat image and to create good visual depth to the setting. Also it is not necessary to 
eliminate trunks to get to an odd number at this stage as some new shoots may 
start to emerge over the next few years that you may want to keep; 

 Cut some reasonably heavy wire into U shapes and thread a bit of plastic tube 
through them. Pin the trunk with these wires so that the horizontal trunk will never 
pop up from the soil. The plastic tube will ensure the wire doesn’t damage the trunk;

 Push some moist sphagnum moss around the edge of the trunk and over the top of 
where the old root system is. Placing it around the trunk will ensure the soil won’t 
erode exposing the ring barked wood. It will also keep moisture there a little longer. 
Placing it over the root ball will ensure the soil doesn’t erode and will also keep the 
area moist for longer; 

 Place box in sunny position and water regularly.  

Depending on the species of plant used, it could take six to nine months for new roots 
to emerge where the trunk was ring barked. However it will be at least two years before 
the raft will need re-potting. When productive roots emerge from the ring-barked wood, 
they will be able to sustain the tree on its own. Consideration could then be given to 
cutting off the original root ball and sealing the cut. However, it’s also possible to keep 
both the original root ball and the newly developed roots unless keeping both makes it 
too difficult to find a pot to pot up the raft setting in the future. 

Raft settings look best in narrow shallow oval or rectangular trays or shallow freeform 
pots or on a flat rock slab. 

Trees Suitable for a Raft Style Bonsai 

 Any trees that can develop mature large trunks. 

 Trees that have a small leaf or a leaf that can be reduced with a compact growth 
habit; 

 Examples of trees that could be used are Maples, Elms, Hornbeams, Pines, 
Azaleas, Junipers, Figs, Privets, Olives, Buxus, Liquidambars, Oaks, and Chinese 
Quince etc. 
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 2 – WEEK 7 (CONT) 

QUESTIONS 

What is the position of a trunk in a Raft style? ___________________________________  

________________________________________________________________________ 

What can be used to keep the planting moist? ___________________________________ 

How often does a Raft need re-potting?  ___________________________________ 

NOTES
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 2 – WEEK 8

Re-potting – Established Trees and Pot-bound Trees 
Re-potting an established Bonsai tree should not be as dramatic as reducing the root ball 
of a tree trained in a deep plastic pot and potted into a Bonsai pot for the first time.  The 
following are tips for re potting established Bonsai. 

 Wiring and pruning should always be done first before re-potting a tree. The tree will 
be more stable prior to its re-potting to carry out this work. 

 Reduce the root ball by a third underneath and at the sides.  

 There shouldn’t be any large thick roots to cut. 

 Flatten the bottom of the root ball. 

 Tease out surface roots so that they radiate from the trunk to avoid them crossing 
over each other and starting to circle.  

 Useful surface roots going in the wrong direction can be pinned down in the right 
direction with a small horseshoe of wire. 

 Only roots that are pencil thick or thicker should be exposed to the sun. Smaller 
roots will dehydrate and wither away.  

 All moss and pebbles should be removed to allow access to surface roots to tease 
out and aerate them.  This can be done with a rake or chop stick so new soil can be 
integrated efficiently into the surface. The moss and pebbles can be reapplied once 
the tree is re-potted. 

 The pot should be scrubbed, washed and wiped inside and out before placing the 
tree back in again. 

 Never root prune a tree with wet soil. The roots will be full of water. When cut, the 
ends will get crushed, become damaged and not very functional. There is also a 
risk of developing fungal diseases. It also makes the job very messy and it will 
make it difficult to integrate new soil into the root ball. When teasing out the root ball 
soil will pull away in chunks. 
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 2 – WEEK 8 (CONT) 

 Cut straight across the bottom of the root ball; there is no wrong root to cut. Thick or 
thin, they are the same.  

 Tease the whole of the root ball out but don’t bare root the tree. Do just enough to 
allow the roots to get into the new soil easily and quickly. 

 Always use a high quality well drained potting mix with a slow-release fertiliser 
added. 

 Always use gauze with medium size holes so soil doesn’t easily clog it up. Never 
use fly screen mesh as the holes are too small. Secure your mesh/gauze with wire 
so it doesn’t shift when the tree is placed into position in the pot. 

 Bring up a tie wire (1.5mm 0r 2.0mm wire) up through a drainage hole or wire hole 
to tie the tree in so it’s secured into position and stable enough to withstand wind or 
even the car ride home. 

 The base of the trunk should sit just above the rim of the pot, slightly off centre and 
slightly behind the half way line of the pot. 

 The soil level should then taper down to the edge of the pot. Make be a one 
centimetre indentation at the edge to allow water to stay in the pot during overhead 
watering. 

 Pack the soil down tightly with the flat end of a rake or trowel to remove large air 
pockets in the soil. The gravel in the potting mix will give it good structure as well as 
aerating it. 

 Finish off the surface with another top dressing of slow release fertiliser and then 
moss or pebbles. Both are good aesthetically but also help avoid erosion of surface 
soil when watering.  They will also protect and keep finer roots cool and prevent 
weeds. 

 Water in with Seasol to help activate freshly cut roots and aid recovery. Repeat on 
two more occasions at fortnightly intervals. Place Bonsai in semi shade for a couple 
of weeks to keep it from being stressed by strong sun. Put it back in its usual 
position afterwards. 
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 2 – WEEK 8 (CONT) 

Re-potting Pot-bound Trees 

Pot-bound trees are not ideal. Not only will they dry out much faster than other Bonsai, re-
potting becomes a much more involved task and is riskier for the plant. Losing a great 
amount of its root mass all at once for trees such as a Black Pine can be very stressful, 
setting it back in its development or even killing it. Reducing some of the foliage mass will 
help to balance out this loss.  

 Unless the tree is in a pot with straight sides, it will be wedged in the pot. To get it 
out, run a sickle or sharp implement around the inside of the pot several times until 
most of the roots have been cut; then lever it out. Any previous tie wires should also 
be removed before beginning the re-potting process. 

 Once out, try to pull away at the bottom and sides of the root ball to loosen the 
circling roots. This will allow a better view of where to start cutting having pulled out 
the thick root mass from the root ball. Cut either just behind the root mass or at 
approximately one third from the bottom with a sharp knife. 

 Tease out and open up the rest of the root ball. Then follow the normal re-potting 
process used for established trees. 

 Monitor the tree regularly over the next couple of weeks and keep the humidity up 
by spraying the foliage with a water spray bottle and also keep the soil moist.  
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 2 – WEEK 8 (CONT) 

QUESTIONS 

Should a tree be watered before re-potting? ____________________________________  

________________________________________________________________________ 

What can be added to aid recovering after re-potting? _____________________________ 

What can be done to pot-bound trees to help balance out the sudden loss of the root 
mass?   _________________________________________________________________ 

NOTES
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 2 – WEEK 9

Plant Profile – Privet 

Fig 17.0 
Common Name: Privet 
Botanical Name: Ligustrum 

Privets are a very fast growing evergreen plant. It’s known by the community as a weed 
because it is easily spread in bushland from birds eating the fruit they produce and 
excreting the seed wherever they travel.  

NOTE: The white flowers may cause allergic reactions in some people. Using Privets as 
plant material for Bonsai, however, does not contribute to the problem as constant pruning 
prevents flowering or fruiting. 

Both the large-leaf and small-leaf Privet can be successfully developed into a variety of 
Bonsai styles. However, the small-leaf varieties are more in proportion and have closer 
internodal growth. Leaf reduction is possible in large-leaf varieties through defoliation done 
in warmer weather. 

Privets are extremely quick growing. In spring, it is not uncommon to prune branches on a 
weekly basis. Because of this vigour, they can develop compact shapes in a short time. 
Generally leave the growth to develop to three or four internodes and then cut back to one 
or two. They will tolerate a half-day sun position but will thrive in full sun. 

Root Pruning 

Root pruning is done at least twice a year as the roots are very aggressive in their 
development. Ideally they can be root pruned in late winter/early spring and early to mid- 
autumn. If a Privet is really pot-bound, it will form a tight root mass which will have to be 
cut using a saw or stainless steel bread knife which will allow the teasing out of the root 
system with much more ease. 
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 2 – WEEK 9 (CONT) 

Collecting From Bushland 

Privets can be found in abundance. They can develop quite sizeable trunks and can be 
lifted easily with a mattock or spade depending on the size of the specimen being 
collected. Branches should be cut back quite hard to reduce stress on a tree trying to 
support existing foliage with a reduced root system. Once obtained, they should be planted 
in a deep plastic pot, foam box or equivalent. Stress guard can be sprayed over the cut 
stems to reduce excessive moisture loss, and large cuts sealed with cut paste. To help the 
root system recover, water in some Seasol. Repeat a few times fortnightly. 

Privets transplant quite successfully and at times can be dug out with little or no roots and 
still survive. As for choosing a plant to collect, big is not always beautiful. If a Privet hasn’t 
been interfered with by animals and its growing environment is ideal, it will grow quite 
straight and usually, with a very poor taper. After three to six months, this material can be 
cut back to a lower position on the trunk where a new leader can be established to grow 
freely until a desired taper is established. (This could possibly be half to three quarters of 
the size of the original girth). The shoot can also be cut back with the process repeated 
until a desired final taper is established.  

NOTE:  the lower the initial cut, the more excessive the resulting movement. The cut made 
to establish the new leader should be angled and only viewed from the back of the tree. 
Wounds will heal very quickly when sealed. 

Another way of developing taper in the trunk is by carving one into it. Privet wood is very 
soft and can be easily carved. Ensure that the carving does not trap water as it will cause 
rot. Care should also be taken not to carve right down to the soil level as this will also 
create rot. To help preserve the wood, apply Lime Sulphur to the carved wood. Initially, 
two coats will be needed and then one every year after that. 

The more interesting Privet Bonsai results from collected material gnawed by animals or 
attacked by insects. These specimens will quite often have areas of dead wood which can 
be easily enhanced with carving, giving it a very old and gnarly appearance. Privet grown 
in a poor and restricted environment will usually have a more interesting trunkline and 
branching. 

Styling 

Privets are very versatile to style. As they’re a plant that suckers quite often, they can be 
collected as a clump (multiple trunks coming from a common root base) or shaped into a 
twin or triple trunk style. They will also make great forest plantings (large trunks and small 
compact foliage). They can also be styled into any of the five main styles for Bonsai; 
Formal, Informal, Slanting, Semi Cascade and Cascade.  
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 2 – WEEK 9 (CONT) 

They will make great miniatures but being in small shallow pots, will be very high 
maintenance as drying out can result in this style. They can also be shaped into Literati, 
Raft and Windswept; particularly old gnarly material with carved features. Because of their 
quick and strong root system, they make ideal Root-over-rock specimens. 

Wiring 

Best applied in late autumn/winter. They’re very difficult to wire in the growing period. Their 
strong growth may mean that wire could start to cut in within a couple of weeks. Smaller 
branches are quite flexible and easy to bend. 

Fertilising 

Place slow release fertiliser into the potting mix when re-potting and liquid feed with an 
organic liquid fertiliser every three to four weeks. Because Privets are vigorous growers 
and can become pot-bound quickly, it’s important to have a consistent fertilising 
programme. 

Propagation 

 By seed, quite easily but the slowest way. 

 Semi hardwood cuttings from October until the warm weather finishes. 

 Hardwood cuttings in winter. They can be quite large and still work. 

 Air layering in the warmer times of the year. 
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 2 – WEEK 9 (CONT) 

QUESTIONS 

How often should Privets be pruned? __________________________________________  

________________________________________________________________________ 

When should Privets be wired?_______________________________________________ 

What is one way to create taper in Privets?  _____________________________________ 

NOTES
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 3 – WEEK 1

Six Month Revision  
(DVD - The Growing Art of Bonsai)

Students to view this DVD from the USA as a revision exercise prior to class. It reinforces 
topics discussed in the first two terms of the Beginner’s Course and is presented by a wide 
variety of Bonsai experts from the USA. It also contains great visual explanations of 
various aspects of Bonsai from an artistic as well as a horticultural standpoint. 

Part 1 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vy-AKioHn8s

Part 2 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xS1krNtQF7c

The following questionnaire will be discussed in class. 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vy-AKioHn8s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xS1krNtQF7c
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 3 – WEEK 1 (CONT) 

QUESTIONS

What is a Bonsai?_________________________________________________________  

_______________________________________________________________________ 

What is the main feature of a Bonsai?_________________________________________ 

Name three Bonsai styles  __________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

What are jins?  ___________________________________________________________ 

What are two ways to start a Bonsai? __________________________________________ 

What is one feature to look for when deciding on what will the front of a tree? 
________________________________________________________________________ 

What is the second decision to be made once the front of a tree is determined? 
________________________________________________________________________ 

Name one way to create taper in a tree ________________________________________ 

How far up the tree should the first branch be? __________________________________ 

What should be used to prune evergreens? ____________________________________ 

How much of the roots can be removed when first root-pruning? ____________________ 

Name three basic Bonsai tools ______________________________________________ 

When is the best time to prune? _____________________________________________ 

How can large cuts be protected against drying out? _____________________________ 

What is defoliating?________________________________________________________ 

Name one reason to wire ___________________________________________________ 

Should there be space between the wire and the branch when wiring? _______________ 

When is the best time to wire? _______________________________________________ 

Name one feature of Bonsai soil ______________________________________________ 
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 3 – WEEK 1 (CONT) 

What are two features of a bonsai pot? ________________________________________ 

Should the inside of a Bonsai pot be glazed? ___________________________________ 

How wide should a Bonsai pot be? ___________________________________________ 

Should a tree bought from a nursery be put immediately into a Bonsai pot? ____________ 

What shape of pot should a tree with a straight trunk be put into? ___________________ 

When should a tree be re-potted? ____________________________________________ 

How much of the root ball should be removed when re-potting a tree? ________________ 

How is soil prevented from escaping through the seep holes in the bottom of the pot? 
________________________________________________________________________ 

What is the first step following re-potting? ______________________________________ 

When should a re-potted tree be fertilised? _____________________________________ 

How often should a Bonsai be watered? _______________________________________ 

What are two ways to determine this? _________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

How often should Bonsai be fertilised? When is the best time of the year to do this? 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Name two types of insect problems ___________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 3 – WEEK 1 (CONT) 

NOTES
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 3 – WEEK 2

The Holy Ron – Strange but Interesting
(Establishing Potential Multi-trunk Setting) 

When one of the founders of The School of Bonsai Inc., the late Ron Flack, went on one of 
his many trips to Japan, he saw a technique being demonstrated which he excitedly 
passed on to various members of the School on his return. When students started talking 
to each other about “that thing with holes in it”, it eventually became known as the “Holy 
Ron”.

This Bonsai development technique is used in the formation of multi-trunk Bonsai. It is a 
very useful technique as finding plant material with fused trunks very low to the ground for 
twin, triple or multi trunk styles can be difficult to source.  

The method involves the use of a piece of Perspex or ceramic tile approximately 10cm 
long, 8cm wide and 0.5cm thick with about five holes drilled through it. These two types of 
materials are ideal as they’re strong enough to withstand pressure from maturing 
seedlings. Other materials such as fibro have been shown to split. The holes should be 
arranged as for a forest planting with an asymmetrical design. Holes should not line up 
directly in front or side by side to one another.  They should all be about one to three 
centimetres apart and no more, as any greater distance will result in the process taking 
much longer. The size of the hole should be just large enough to thread a young seedling 
through.  

Plant material for this technique can vary. Ideally, it should be characterised by fast 
vigorous growth and the ability to develop a thick trunk quickly. Popular plants for this 
technique include Trident Maples, Japanese Maples, Chinese Elms and Privet. As 
mentioned previously, the diameter of seedlings should be as close to the diameter of the 
holes as possible once they are pulled through, with the trunk sitting above the Perspex or 
ceramic tile and the roots sitting directly underneath. Care should be taken during this 
process to ensure that plant buds are kept intact. If buds do come off, then the seedling is 
too large for the size of the hole. 

As in a forest planting, the size of holes and seedlings can vary to create more interest. 
The centre hole and seedling, say, could be larger than the surrounding ones to create a 
stronger focal point in a multi trunk composition. The number of holes will depend on the 
size and density of the composition, but keep in mind the final number for a multi-trunk 
composition should be odd; the only exception being a twin-trunk style.  

Once all seedlings have been pulled through the holes of the Perspex or ceramic tile, the 
whole structure can be planted into a plastic training pot.  
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 3 – WEEK 2 (CONT) 

Ensure that the potting mix directly under the tile is tightly packed between the roots. It’s 
important that there be no large air spaces. The potting mix above the tile should not be 
more than one centimetre thick. Seedlings in the outside holes can angle a little away from 
the centre. Initially, a piece of foam or cork can be placed between each seedling to act as 
a brace and prevent them deviating from the desired angle.  

Some chopped sphagnum moss can be placed on top of the potting mix to prevent erosion 
when watering.  Ensure the potting mix is fertilised and the trees watered regularly just as 
with other Bonsai.  

Developing a Multi-trunk Composition or Single Tree with Expanded Surface Roots 

As the seedlings thicken around the holes, they will eventually fill them completely. At this 
stage, pressure will cause the edges to start cutting into the bark and roots will start to 
form from the trunks above the Perspex or ceramic tile. These will only be able to grow 
horizontally not vertically, and will eventually fuse together with other surface roots of the 
other seedlings in the multi-trunk composition. It is important to allow the trees used in this 
composition to grow vigorously and only trim excessive leader branches and any 
unwanted side branches. This will speed up the process of the surface root development. 

Each year the multi-trunk composition can be re-potted to maximise vigour. Trim the roots 
that are under the tile by about half. However, leave the surface roots to grow, cutting 
those growing upwards. Again place fresh potting mix about one centimetre above the tile. 
Replace the sphagnum moss to minimize erosion. Also at this time, any sacrifice leader 
branches can be shortened on individual trees to allow new shoots to develop. Repeat the 
process several times to develop a taper in the trunk with a little side deviation to prevent 
the development of unnatural telegraph pole like trunks. This time when the cut is made, it 
should be three to six centimetres above the previous one depending on the change of 
taper needed for each individual tree.  

This process should continue for several years. Once all the trunks have fused together 
from the interlocking roots and very little of the tile can be seen from the top, it is time to 
remove the setting. This procedure should occur at the time of the year best suited to the 
particular species of plant. The root system under the tile should be completely cut off.  

Using a knob cutter, grind out the wood as close as possible from underneath each hole. 
Use a chopstick or other strong narrow implement to push through each hole allowing the 
setting to pop off the tile.  
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At this stage, a decision should be made as to whether to keep all the trunks or remove 
some of them. It’s a personal choice based on what is aesthetically pleasing according to 
each trunk’s development.  It may be that one or two trunks haven’t developed as well as 
others and the whole composition would be better without them. These should be cut back 
to the base of the structure; the cuts being sealed with wound sealer or cut paste. The 
wounds will heal in a reasonable time.  

It could be that only one of the trunks is suitable.  This may be a surprise and of course, 
this will not be a multi-trunk composition.  However, the technique can also be used to 
develop a single tree with a much quicker and accentuated surface root system, sacrificing 
the other trunks for the development of surface roots of a single tree; something that would 
take much longer to achieve by conventional means. 
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QUESTIONS

Is the “Holy Ron” technique only used for multi-trunk development?  

Name two types of plants suitable for this technique 
________________________________________________________________________ 

Should roots above the surface of the tile be left to grow? __________________________ 

When can a setting be removed from the tile?  __________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

NOTES
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Winter Nasties   

Fig 18.0 Winter Nasties 

As with other plants in the garden, there are a number of pests and disease which will 
need to be dealt with. Although some are unavoidable, a reduction can be achieved with 
preventative measures and good horticultural practices. If not, then insecticides or 
fungicides will need to be used. Identification of these pests and disease is key to knowing 
how to deal with them.  

Before going into detail, let’s review basic Bonsai care and good horticultural practices ie. 
The Best Practice List: 

 Bonsai should receive a minimum of half a day of direct sunlight each day. Also, 
trees should be turned every two weeks to maintain even growth;  

 Bonsai should be kept moist. Trees will become stressed if allowed to continually 
dry out; 

 Bonsai should be re-potted regularly to maintain good vigour and strong root 
development;  

 Bonsai should be regularly fertilised. Fertilisers will not only promote foliage growth 
but also help in making plants much more resistant to disease; 

 Bonsai should be kept off the ground. Generally, insects and pests will have easier 
access to trees if they’re not elevated;

 Bonsai need regular pruning to allow adequate light into all areas of the foliage and 
prevent imbalances in growth. 
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The Nasties List …

ANTS 

Fig 19.0 Ant Infestation 

If ants make a nest in a pot, they will not usually attack the tree but produce tunnels in the 
soil, creating air pockets which will result in poor root growth. It is also very unpleasant to 
re-pot a tree with an ants’ nest in it!   

NOTE:  If ants are walking around the top of the tree, they could be milking pests such as 
aphids or scale insects. Quite often they can indicate the presence of other pests. 

Solution – Totally submerge the Bonsai in a tub of water up to the trunk of the tree. In 10 
to 15 minutes, the ants will have all come out and be crawling over the foliage. From about 
30cm away, spray with an ant insecticide or Mortein. After they are dead hose the foliage 
off with water. 

Prevention – Generally, it’s more likely that plants on the ground will be more attractive to 
ants. Keep trees on benches or a table to reduce the chance of infestation. 

APHIDS 

Fig 20.0 & 21.0 Aphids 

Aphids are small sap-sucking insects that cluster on new growth of many plants, 
particularly in spring and the start of autumn. They will reduce the vigour of a plant and 
also weaken it. They can appear in many colours but the most common is green. 
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Solution – Spray foliage with an insecticide which targets Aphids. 

AZALEA LACE BUG 

Fig 22.0 Azalea Lace Bug         Fig 23.0 Lace Bug Damage on top of Leaf   Fig 24.0 Lace Bug under Leaf 

Azalea Lace Bug is another sap-sucking insect which gathers and feeds on the underside 
of Azalea leaves. They are black with shiny lace-like wings. They’re active during spring 
and summer. The leaves that are affected will develop a mottled white colour and will 
eventually fall off.  

Solution – Spay foliage of infected Bonsai with an insecticide that targets Azalea Lace 
Bug, making sure to spray the underside of leaves. To prevent Azalea Lace Bug attack 
start spraying from the start of spring. 

BLACK SPOT/RUST 

Fig 25.0 Black Spot 

Black Spot or Rust is a fungus that can be commonly found on Ficus. The black spots start 
on the surface of the leaves.  As they become larger they become ringed with yellow, 
eventually causing the whole leaf to turn yellow and fall off. Black spot thrives in wet humid 
weather and starts to become prominent in late autumn/winter. The spots produce spores 
which spread to other leaves and plants. 

Solution – Pick all infected leaves off the plant and place in a plastic bag and dispose of it. 
Spray the rest of foliage with a fungicide that targets black spot. Avoid watering foliage as 
this will disperse any hidden black spot spores and create a humid environment for it to 
thrive.  
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CURL GRUB 

Fig 26.0 & 27.0 Curl Grubs 

Curl grubs are the larvae of different species of beetle including the African Black, 
Christmas and Scarab beetles. The larvae feed on the roots or stems of plants. They are 
white or pale cream in colour with a brown head and a greyish end. They grow to around 
2.5 centimetres long and their habit is to curl into a “C” shape. 

Common indicators that plants are being attacked by curl grubs are: 

 Very little to no new growth on the tree during the growing period;  
 Loose soil on top surface of the Bonsai which can easily be pushed down with a 

finger;  
 With extreme attack, a plant can start to become loose and unstable in the pot.  

Solution – Avoid any chemical treatment of infected plants as the strength of these may 
have adverse effects. Whilst submerging the plant in a bucket of water will flush quite a 
few out, it will not drown them. If the season is appropriate to re-pot the tree, then this is 
the best solution. If not, re-potting can still be done, with the exception of conifers.  All the 
foliage should be removed at the same time to reduce stress. 

Prevention – Avoid turning on outside lights for extended periods of time during the night 
as this tends to attract beetles which will then produce the larvae.  

FROST 

Although not a disease, frost can have drastic effects on Bonsai. It’s a problem especially 
if it settles on Figs or Jade trees. Depending on the extent of frost, the foliage will be 
damaged by it, resulting in leaves turning black or causing extensive die-back.  

Solution – Cut back and remove any damaged foliage. Keep plants in a position where 
frost can’t settle on the foliage. 
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POWDERY MILDEW 

Fig 28.0 Powdery Mildew 

This is a white fungus appearing on the surface of leaves. It can slow the growth of a plant, 
and heavy infestations may even kill it if left untreated.  

The Mildew is made up of many spores and can be spread by wind or a splash of 
overhead watering on foliage. Common plants affected by Powdery Mildew include 
Japanese Maples, Oaks, and Crepe Myrtle. 

Solution – Pick off all infected leaves and place in a plastic bag and dispose of it. Spray 
remaining foliage with a fungicide that targets Powdery Mildew.  

Prevention – Keep Powdery Mildew prone plants in well ventilated areas. To avoid 
excessive humidity, keep plants well pruned and well-spaced from each other. 

PSYLLIDS 

Fig 29.0 Psyllids 

Psyllids are tiny sap-sucking insects which attack mostly native plants such as Lilly Pilly 
and Eucalypts. They are very small and can only be seen through a microscope. New 
growth may have dimpling on leaves. Leaves become distorted and the growth of plant 
greatly reduced.  

Solution – Cut off infected leaves and place in a plastic bag and dispose of it. Spray 
remaining foliage with an insecticide that targets psyllids. Be sure to spray the underside of 
leaves. 
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SCALE

Fig 30.0 & 31.0 Scale 

Scale insect come in many different forms; generally, they are small, oval and flat. Scale 
are sap-sucking insects which rob plants of essential nutrients. They are normally found on 
the underside of leaves and around leaf joints. Foliage will turn yellow, and heavily infested 
plants produce little new growth. Plants may have a sticky sap or black fungus on the 
leaves and stem.  

Solution – Minor numbers can be picked off the plant or can also be gently scrubbed 
loose. Heavy infestations require an insecticide that specifically targets scale insects. 

Prevention – whilst it’s not the sole reason, Scale tend to be found more commonly on 
plants kept in dark protected environments and also on weaker plants that are not well 
maintained. (Refer to The Best Practice List)

THRIPS 

 Fig 32.0 Thrips                Fig 33.0 Thrip Leaf Damage

Thrips are slender small insects with colours from yellow, brown or black. They will appear 
as tiny dark slivers on the underside of leaves. They are sap-sucking insects sucking up 
plant cells from many different plants. Thrip damage includes streaks, silver speckling and 
small white patches. On figs they target the new growth and the leaves will eventually roll 
up and enclose the Thrip inside. Foliage in this instance will have pronounced bubble 
spots.  
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Solution – Remove any rolled up leaves that have the Thrip inside and place them in a 
plastic bag and dispose of it. Spray the rest of the plant with an insecticide that targets 
thrips. Be sure to spray the underside of leaves. 

WEBBING CATERPILLAR 

Fig 34.0 Webbing Caterpillar damage 

These grubs encase themselves in a web-like structure comprised of foliage and 
droppings and cause severe defoliation where they attack. They target fine-leaf native 
plants such as Baeckea, Melaleucas, Tea Tree and Bottle Brush. 

Solution – Remove all the webbing structure by hand or blast it off with a hose. Place in a 
plastic bag and dispose of it. Spray remaining foliage with an insecticide which targets 
Webbing Caterpillar. 
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QUESTIONS

Name one Best Practice for the successful growing of Bonsai _______________________  

________________________________________________________________________ 

How can ants be removed from a plant?________________________________________ 

What type of pest is most common to Azaleas?  _________________________________ 

How is Scale removed from a plant? __________________________________________ 

NOTES
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Potting Mixes 
Using the correct potting mix is extremely important for optimum results in Bonsai. 
Unfortunately, this is often overlooked. The root system is the engine room of the tree and 
if the medium the roots are growing in is not healthy and containing the right balance of 
ingredients, then they will develop poorly, affecting the overall health and look of the tree.  

So what makes a great potting mix?  In simple terms, one that will provide adequate 
drainage but will also absorb moisture and nutrients. Getting the right balance is the trick! 

An example of a great potting mix with a proven track record is one that has been used by 
the Ray Nesci Nursery Pty Ltd since 1979. It contains three ingredients: 

1/3 Coarse River Sand – This ingredient adds some weight to the mix and its structure 
will never break down.  This will, for the most part, stop extreme compacting and maintain 
a relatively open structure. Potting mix with no or little air through it as a result of 
compacting results in a poor root system. 

1/3 Composted Hardwood Sawdust – This ingredient will hold moisture and nutrients in 
the mix for a reasonable time.  

1/3 Composted Pine Bark Fines – This balances out the weight of the coarse river sand 
and also helps provide what the above two elements do. The composted pine bark will 
help provide an open structure but will break down over time so this aspect is not a 
constant. The composted pine bark fines will also retain some moisture but not as 
efficiently as the composted hardwood sawdust. 

Some of these ingredients can be substituted for others with similar properties. There can 
be as many different potting mixes as there are different Bonsai enthusiasts. The ratio of 
components can also vary depending on the environment in a particular area. Variances in 
rainfall and temperature as well as windy conditions can all be factors affecting the water-
holding capacity or drainage elements in a potting mix. The micro-climate of one backyard 
may not be the same as another. Plants may receive limited sun exposure which may 
require better drainage to cope with the reduction in evaporation. 

When choosing new plants, it is important to get them into a similar potting mix to what the 
rest of the Bonsai are growing in. Different potting mixes will dry out at different rates 
which can make watering tricky. 
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Avoid purchasing potting mixes labelled “Bonsai Potting Mix” in general garden centres or 
nurseries. Quite often these are untested for Bonsai growing and often lack coarse river 
sand, resulting in a compacted mix. It will always be preferable to make your own Bonsai 
mix with appropriate potting media or to purchase some from a reputable specialist Bonsai 
nursery.  Also, never use soil from the garden as this could introduce pests and diseases 
and will not have the drainage capability required.  

An interesting ingredient to add to a standard Bonsai potting mix is Zeolite. It’s a natural 
mineral formed from the glass component of volcanic ash and has an amazing absorption 
capability. It also has the ability to provide air to the soil when dry because of its porous 
nature. But most noteworthy, is its ability to hold nutrients and release them when needed. 
It has a hard sharp structure so, doesn’t break down quickly. This feature also causes 
roots to split, increasing the vigour of a tree. It is sold in various grades which can be 
tailored to different size Bonsai. Adding about 10 to 15% of Zeolite to the previously 
mentioned blend would make it a well-balanced mix. 

Two plants in particular prefer a more open potting mix to the one stated previously. Figs 
and Pines will be happier with extra drainage added to the mix. Extra composted 
hardwood pine bark could be used to lighten the mix. Orchid potting mixes are very high in 
pine bark.  Adding some to the mix for Figs or Pines will improve the efficiency of the roots.  
NOTE: The basic bonsai mix will do the job, however, for optimum results, a more open 
mix is preferable. 
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Growing Plants from Root Cuttings 
Growing plants from root cuttings can be a very interesting and rewarding propagation 
method. Roots of plants grow at very interesting angles and bends which would be difficult 
to replicate with wiring. Not all plants will be suitable to grow from root cuttings. Below is a 
list of plants suitable for Bonsai that do: 

 Celtis 
 Crabapples 
 Cratageous 
 Crepe Myrtle 
 Daphne genkwa 
 Elms 
 Enhretia rigida (Lilac Cap) 
 Fortunella hindsii (Miniature Cumquat) 
 Grewia “Lavender Star”
 Japanese Flowering Quince 
 Liquidambar 
 Miniature Persimmon 
 Nyssa sylvatica 
 Olive 
 Persian Ironwood. 
 Premna Japonica 
 Privet 
 Prunus species i.e Plums, Apricots etc. 
 Pyracantha 
 Serissa 
 Washington Hawthorn 
 Willow Leaf Fig 
 Wisteria 
 Zelkova 

When first re-potting a purchased plant in a plastic pot, some interesting roots can be 
found from the discarded material. It doesn’t matter how long they are or how thick, 
provided they’re on the list above, there’s every likelihood of them striking and developing 
into a new plant. Try to avoid roots with a reverse taper or just cut them off where it is not 
as severe. 

Ensure roots are planted the right way up. Usually the more the root is embedded in the 
soil, the better the chance of striking. A root that is buried deeply can be further exposed 
later after it has struck and during re-potting. Cover the top cut of the root with sealer to 
reduce moisture loss.  
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Shoots will only occur where there has been a cut, in this case, at the top in a ring. At this 
stage, two shoots can be kept; one for the new leader and one for a first branch. Make 
cuts in the root further down to encourage other growth if needed. The roots are very 
flexible and present an opportunity to create movement by wiring. As it gets more 
exposure to the sun, the root will develop bark just at it would after being struck from a 
regular stem cutting. 
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QUESTIONS

What are the three primary ingredients of a Bonsai potting mix?_____________________  

________________________________________________________________________ 

What is Zeolite?___________________________________________________________ 

Name two types of plants from which root cuttings can be taken _____________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

NOTES
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Alternative Planting Bases  
How about something different? 

Whilst most Bonsai will go into traditional ceramic pots, there may be a particular plant 
which needs something different. Perhaps the search for a more natural or rugged look 
may prompt a Bonsai enthusiast to look “outside the box”. 

Below are details of some alternate containers to consider for these types of Bonsai noting 
positive features and points to be considered in making an appropriate choice. 

Free-form Pots  

Fig 35.0 Free-form Pot 

Probably the most similar to a ceramic pot but these give a very natural feel to the overall 
Bonsai composition. They will also have a certain uniqueness about them as they are all 
hand-made. Some are quite rugged in appearance and will suit trees with more drama 
about them such as the windswept style. They can be separated into three categories: 

1. Free-form Ceramic Slab – A flat piece of unglazed ceramic with an earthy clay
 look. It will normally taper (narrow) to one side, giving the container direction. 
 As it does not have edges, the challenge is to create them using muck to build a 
 wall around the perimeter. There will normally be drainage holes and sometimes 
 small wire holes, which can be used to secure the planting.  

 Work out the planting layout of tree or trees then build a muck wall to a height 
 catering to the composition. Place some potting mix inside and start to position 
 trees. Secure them with wire through the wire holes or drainage holes. Pack in 
 more potting mix and tamp down the soil. At the same time,  start to smooth over 
 the top of the muck wall for a more natural look.  
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 This type of container is most suited to forest planting compositions. Look to 
 place the bulk of the setting in the widest area of the slab, slowly diminishing in size 
 and density towards the narrower end.  

2. Free-form Container with Sides - These do not need muck walls. They’re designed 
 to highlight the type of environment in which a tree is growing. They can be made to 
 appear rather rough and rugged with the strong side angles highlighting a harsh 
 growing environment. They can be ideal for windswept plantings, small groups with 
 a lot of character, literati style or a single tree with an unusual look or unique 
 character. 

3. Free-form Container in a Half-moon Shape – These are used for semi- cascade or 
 cascade style and represent a tree growing out of a crevice or cliff face. They suit 
 cascading Bonsai with an unusual trunk or branching arrangement and tend to have 
 a more rugged appearance.  

Rocks

Fig 36.0 Rock as a Container 

Rocks come in many different shapes, sizes and types. They can have similar qualities to 
those of free-form pots but presented in natural stone. The other great feature is the rock 
is a one-of-a-kind container for a tree. However, there are certain considerations when 
choosing this type of container:  

1.  Check the rock for serious cracks which could affect its stability in the  long 
term; 

2.  If the plant is to be grown in the cavity of a rock, be sure that it is a practical 
 place for a plant to grow there; 
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3.  Make sure the rock isn’t too heavy. It shouldn’t be impossible to move it  around; 

4.  When planting on a rock, try to not cover any of its interesting aspects.  Ideally, 
plant in boring areas and expose interesting features; 

5.  Before deciding on where a planting will go, exhaust all possibilities. If it’s a 
 rock slab, turn it upside down and see what that presents. If it is more of a  shaped 
rock, place it at different angles and note interesting features revealed  by the change 
of position;  

6.  Do not drill drainage holes or wire holes into the rock. It is not necessary and 
 result in breaking the rock. Generally speaking, trees planted on or in rocks 
 dry out quickly so if a little water pools somewhere in it, it will be an aid to the 
 tree. To secure trees to the rock, glue some small horseshoe-shaped  wires in 
strategic areas to act as anchor points for threading tie wires to  secure the tree/s to 
the rock. 

Mallee Root  

Fig 37.0 Mallee Root 

Mallee root come from a dwarf Eucalyptus commonly found in South Australia and 
Western Australia. It is widely used there for burning in open fires because of its extreme 
density and its ability to burn very slowly.  These features and its many different and 
interesting shapes, make it ideal as a container for a Bonsai tree. The wood and will 
sustain plantings without the worry of it rotting. To complement the Mallee Root, any tree 
planted in it should also have a strong rugged look and unique appearance.  
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Slate 

Not as easy to come by due to its popularity for use in homes, slate slabs with an uneven 
edge and shape to them can make really interesting bases for Bonsai compositions such 
as forest plantings, raft and windswept styles. Grey gives it a nice natural appeal.  
Breaking the edges of the slate produces interesting layering. It is quite thin so should be 
well supported when transported. Its thinness means that it is light and is not particularly 
noticeable when planted, blending in to give a natural look to any Bonsai composition. 

Fibreglass 

Fig 38.0 Fibreglass 

Not a natural product, however, well-constructed fibreglass containers can be extremely 
artistic and interesting even on their own. Fibreglass is extremely strong and light to carry; 
two excellent attributes for an alternative container. Unless purchasing one that someone 
has made, it does take a bit of know-how to make one. Its most attractive feature is that a 
container can be designed to suit a specific tree or setting, even colouring it to further 
match the planting.  
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QUESTIONS

What can be used to build up the side of a slab?_________________________________  

What are two points to consider when choosing a rock as a container? 
________________________________________________________________________ 

What is a disadvantage of using slate?_________________________________________ 

What is a positive of using fibreglass? _________________________________________ 

NOTES
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 Native Plants for Bonsai 
Australian Native plants make wonderful Bonsai specimens. In general, they do require 
different care to that of exotic varieties.  

There are, however, so many reasons to grow Australian Natives as Bonsai: 

1. Most have spectacular flowers; 
2. Some have two-toned (variegated) new foliage; 
3. Some have interesting bark textures; 
4. Some have small foliage or the ability to greatly reduce foliage size; 
5. Most of them can be cut back hard to bare wood and they will back-shoot extremely 

well; 
6. Most are very quick growing; 
7. Most will still grow through winter when many other plants are dormant. 

Things to Get Right 

Watering 

Most are very thirsty plants requiring extra water in the warmer months. This comes as a 
great surprise to a lot of people thinking of them as living in quite arid country. Natives, 
especially Banksias, can have a tap root very deep in the ground searching for water, 
something they’re unable to do in a pot. They can be very unforgiving if allowed to dry out. 
It is not uncommon to have Natives sitting in a tray of water during the hot summer 
months. Once watered in the morning, the shallow tray is topped up with water which can 
often be dry at the end of the day. The extra water will keep them less stressed during the 
warmer months, however, once summer has passed, the tray should be removed. 

Position 

Most Australian Natives will grow best in full sun. Quite often people worried about them 
drying out keep them shaded but for best vigour, they prefer the full sun. 
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Re-Potting 

Re-potting should be done at least every two years; once a year is even better. Because 
they can dry out quickly in the warmer months, re-potting every year will mean more soil, 
less root system so more moisture can be retained in the pot. It is very important to re-pot 
Australian Natives at the right time of the year. A safe time is late August/September as it 
is quite mild. Many natives prefer to be re-potted straight after flowering when vigorous 
growth has slowed. Tropical natives prefer to be re-potted in the summer months.  

Never bare-root a native when re-potting. Keep the main root ball intact and never take off 
more than half of the root system. Good care is important after re-potting as well. Keep the 
tree in a semi shaded area for the first two weeks and spray the foliage to keep up the 
humidity. 

Fertilising 

There are specific fertilisers for Native plants as most are phosphorus-sensitive. Levels of 
this chemical will be quite low in native fertilisers. Banksias in particular prefer a Native-
specific fertiliser. 

Pruning  

Natives do not respond well to neglect so as well as regular horticultural maintenance, 
they should be regularly trimmed to prevent foliage imbalances.  Some species tend to be 
top-dominated. If the top half of the tree is not kept in check, the bottom branches can 
quickly get weak, not grow with the same vigour and even die. Larger-leaved Natives can 
be kept in check by constantly removing bigger leaves.  

Woody Seed Capsules 

Some natives produce a woody seed capsule after the flowering. Most Natives should be 
trimmed straight after flowering to stop the development of the woody seed capsule as this 
will take up a lot of the energy from the tree. 
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Native Varieties Suitable for Bonsai 

Acacia cardiophylla “Gold Lace” Prostrate Form. (Wyalong Wattle)
Acacia howitti “Prostrata” (Sticky Wattle)
Acacia longifolia (Sydney Golden Wattle) 

Allocasurarina torulosa (Forest Oak) 

Baeckea virgata 

Banksia integrifolia (Coastal Banksia) 
Banksia serrata (Old Man Banksia) 
Banksia serrata “Cape York Dwarf”

Callicoma serratifolia (Black Wattle) 

Callistemon viminalis “Captain Cook”
Callistemon viminalis “Little John”

Leptospermum “Mesmer Eyes” (Tea Tree)
Leptospermum laevigatum (Coastal Tea Tree) 
Leptospermum liversidgei (Lemon Scented Tea Tree) 

Melaleuca linariifolia “Claret Tops”
Melaleuca styphelioides (Prickly Paperbark) 
Melaleuca thymifolia (Honey Myrtle) 

Rulingia hermanniifolia  

Syzgium australe “Tiny Trev”
Syzygium australe “Bush Christmas” 

Tristaniopsis laurina (Water Gum) 
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QUESTIONS

Do Australian natives need more or less water than exotics? _______________________  

How often should a Native be re-potted? _______________________________________ 

What is particular to a Native potting mix?_______________________________________ 

When should most Natives be pruned?  ________________________________________ 

NOTES
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Fertilising 

Although fertilising is important, it is only third on the list of essentials to growing a 
successful Bonsai; sunlight being number one and regular re-potting number two. If the 
first two considerations are not being properly addressed, then no amount of fertilising will 
make a difference. A common misconception is that fertiliser is plant food, but in essence 
it’s not. Plants make their own food via a process called photosynthesis through their 
leaves. Fertilisers provide a series of elements that aid different processes in the 
functioning of plants and support the function of photosynthesis. 

Plants require three Major elements in large quantities: 

Major Elements N:P:K 

Nitrogen (N) is a major component of proteins in plant cells, hormones, vitamins and 
enzymes essential for plant life and a necessary part of the green pigment chlorophyll. 
Nitrogen metabolism is a major factor in stem and leaf growth (vegetative growth). Too 
much nitrogen can delay or prevent flowering and create oversized foliage with floppy 
stems. While deficiencies can cause yellowing of the leaves and stunted growth. 

Phosphorus (P) is necessary for photosynthesis, protein formation and almost all aspects 
of growth and metabolism. Phosphorus promotes the development of seedlings, root 
growth, flowering and formation of fruit and seeds. Phosphorus deficiency - sometimes 
associated with purple leaves - results in slow growth, poor flower production or premature 
loss of flowers. 

Potassium (K) is necessary for the formation of sugars, starches, and carbohydrates for 
protein synthesis and cell division in plants. It helps to control water absorption and loss, 
improves the physical sturdiness and cold hardiness of plants and assists disease 
resistance. It also improves the quality of flowers, fruit and seeds. Too little potassium can 
result in mottled, spotted or curled leaves, or a burned look to the leaves.  
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The next three elements known as Minor Elements are also required by plants but only in 
smaller quantities. 

Minor Elements 

Sulphur (S) is a structural component of amino acids, proteins, vitamins and enzymes and 
is essential to produce chlorophyll. A deficiency usually manifests as light green leaves. 

Magnesium (Mg) is a critical structural component of the chlorophyll molecule and is 
necessary for functioning of plant enzymes to produce carbohydrates, sugars and fats. 
Magnesium-deficient plants show yellowing between veins of older leaves, and they may 
appear limp.   

Calcium (Ca) plays a role in the functioning of enzymes, is part of the structure of cell 
walls, helps control the water content of cells, and is necessary for cell growth and 
division. Some plants must have calcium to take up nitrogen and other minerals. Calcium, 
once deposited in plant tissue, cannot move to other plant tissues, so must be supplied 
regularly. Without a sufficient supply of calcium, your plants may display stunted growth or 
it may stop altogether. Other possible symptoms include distorted new growth, black spots 
on leaves, or yellow leaf margins. 

The following are referred to as trace elements are only required in very minute amounts 
and if supplied in too higher quantity would start to be detrimental to the plant. These play 
only very minor roles in the functioning of plants. 

Trace Elements 

These are required in minute quantities.

Boron (B) Molybdenum (Mo)
Chlorine (Cl) Nickel (Ni)
Cobalt (Co) Silicon (Si)
Copper (Cu) Sodium (Na)
Iron (Fe) Zinc (Zn)
Manganese (Mn)

When looking at fertilisers, it’s all about the N:P:K Ratio on the container and not fancy 
marketing names.  
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Below are some popular fertilisers and their N:P:K ratios.  

Balanced/Complete Slow Released Fertilisers: 

Garden Gold     (NPK Analysis  12.8 – 2.8 – 8)+te 

Garden Gold (Natives)                            (NPK Analysis  14.6 – 1.1- 7.5)+te 

Osmocote Plus (trees, shrubs & citrus) (NPK Analysis 16- 3.5- 10) +te 

Osmocote Plus (Natives)   (NPK Analysis  17- 1.6- 8.7) +te 

Water Soluble Chemical Fertilisers: 

Aquasol     (NPK Analysis 23- 4-18) +te 

Thrive Soluble All Purpose   (NPK Analysis 27- 5.5- 9) +te 

Thrive Soluble Flower & Fruit  (NPK Analysis 15- 4- 26) +te 

Organic Liquid Fertilisers: 

Charlie Carp     (NPK Analysis 9-2-6) +te 

Power Feed     (NPK Analysis 12- 1.4- 7 +te 

Organic Plant Food:     

Blood & Bone    (NPK Analysis 5 – 5 – 0)                                                
      + 12% Calcium  

Dynamic Lifter    (NPK Analysis 3.7- 2-1.8) 
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As shown, fertilisers come in different forms varying in how they release nutrients to 
plants; slow release, liquid and organic dry pelleted. 

Slow-release Fertilisers are base fertilisers. They are complete fertilisers and very well 
balanced for Bonsai growing needs. They tick all the boxes of elements required by 
Bonsai, particularly important when using fairly sterile potting mixes. Its main feature is its 
slow release from the first day of application responding to temperature and moisture 
levels. They can have varying release schedules from three to nine months. It is ideal 
when first re-potting Bonsai. It is possible to just use this fertilising method, further adding 
a top dressing when it runs out. It comes in a Native and an Exotic formulation. As 
previously mentioned, Natives are sensitive to high levels of phosphorus. You’ll notice a 
much lower ratio of this element in the Native mix.  

Water Soluble Chemical Fertilisers come in powder form which is mixed with water to 
form a liquid.  Liquid fertilisers are the quickest way to deliver nutrients to plants and are 
used to give a plant a quick boost. However, as shown in the table above, the weighting to 
Nitrogen is extremely high and so, not ideal for Bonsai culture being more suited to 
growing large leafy vegetables, flowers and fruit.   

Organic Liquid Fertilisers can be used on their own on Bonsai at a rate of once a month. 
Preferably, they should be used in conjunction with a complete slow-release fertiliser. 
Once the initial application of slow release fertiliser starts to run out, these types of 
fertilisers can be used until the next re-pot. As a preference, Power Feed is more suited for 
use on Natives while Charlie Carp would be more appropriate for exotic Bonsai.  

Liquid fertilisers can be applied in two ways; by using the solution in a watering can after 
having watered beforehand to allow maximum absorption and lessen run off. Secondly, by 
diluting a large quantity in a tub and dunking Bonsai in the solution, letting the excess drain 
before replacing them on benches. 

Organic Plant Food The nutrient content of this type of fertiliser is not very high and 
would be better suited as a top-up in the vegetable garden in a soil already containing 
nutrients. They also lack all the trace elements found in other classes of fertilisers. Blood 
and bone has no potassium in it which could be remedied with the addition of potash, but 
why go to all that trouble when other fertilisers are ready to go. Blood and bone can take 
many months to break down to a point where nutrients can be taken up by plants. The 
other point to remember is that it is very attractive to dogs who are likely to dig up plants to 
get to it.  

Dynamic Lifter also has a lasting pungent smell, which, although it doesn’t appeal to dogs, 
it might cause a few problems with your Bonsai tutor and fellow students if used on plants 
brought to class! 
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Points to Consider 

 Always stick to the rate of use listed on the container. These formulations have 
been designed to prevent over-fertilising and potentially killing plants. Yes, plants 
can die as a result of over-fertilising. Adding more of the suggested ratio will not 
yield better results, contrary to some people’s beliefs; 

 Traces of salts resting on the top of the soil or burnt tips on the foliage of a tree is a 
sure sign of over-fertilisation. If this happens, submerge the tree totally in a bucket 
of water for half a day to leach out some of the fertiliser. If it is really bad, re-potting 
the tree and removing a large quantity of the soil may remedy the problem. 
Remember NOT to fertilise the new soil;  

 Don’t fertilise sick trees. If a tree is sick it is not functioning properly and fertilising 
will can make the problem worse. It is best to get the tree healthy again and then 
apply fertilisers;  

 Seasol is not a fertiliser. It is a great product to apply to Bonsai for stimulating root 
function after re-potting. It does not contain all the required nutrients; 

 Two plants to be cautious on over fertilising; Banksias, as they are extremely 
efficient in accessing nutrients from the soil and Azaleas. Whatever the reason, they 
don’t require large amounts of fertilisers;

 During periods of excessive rainfall, fertilisers can leach out of soils and will require 
topping up, particularly if using liquid fertilisers.  
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QUESTIONS

What are the three major elements of a good potting mix?__________________________  

________________________________________________________________________ 

Name two forms of fertiliser _________________________________________________ 

Name two types of plants which can be easily over-fertilised 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

What is Seasol?  
___________________________________________________________ 

NOTES
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Plant Profile – Rhododendron sp. (Azaleas) 

Fig 39.0 Azalea

Azaleas are a very popular flowering plant for Bonsai. They are mostly evergreen but can 
lose quite a few leaves during cold winters. There are many different varieties with a large 
colour palette. The main flowering period is spring and depending on the variety, flowering 
can start from early to mid to late spring. They can also spot-flower throughout the year. 
To ensure the plant flowers, do not prune the tips of Azaleas after January which could 
contain potential flower buds. They are not very forgiving if allowed to dry out so should be 
kept moist at all times, especially in summer. 

Position 

Most Azaleas will prefer a position of full sun in the milder seasons but will want some 
protection from afternoon summer sun.  

Growth Habit & Characteristics 

Azaleas have two main characteristics. Unlike most plants where growth is at the top, they 
are bottom-branch dominant. They can also sucker from the base and it’s not uncommon 
when purchasing one, to find multiple trunks or a clump style. Different species will have 
different growth habits but generally they branch out quite readily and can be easily 
shaped. They also will back-shoot very well when pruned back to bare wood, although this 
is best done in spring. Azaleas have strong surface roots, making impressive nebari when 
developed over time. They can also develop thick trunks over a long period.  

BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 3 – WEEK 8 (CONT) 
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Styling 

They are mostly shaped in Multi-trunk, Clump, Informal Upright, Semi Cascade and 
Cascade styles. Because of their bottom dominance, they are suited especially to styles 
highlighting this feature. Full broad images are desired as this will give maximum exposure 
of flowers.  

Wiring can be tricky because of the brittleness of branches.  It should be done slowly and 
carefully using the appropriate gauge wire. Do not leave large spaces between each wire 
coil. This is best done in late autumn/winter. 

Pruning 

Regular pruning after flowering until January will stimulate new shoots and compact 
ramification. Ideally, let new growth come out to three or four sets of leaves and prune 
back to one to two leaves. Branches and trunk can be cut back hard to bare wood and will 
respond well. However, leave this type of pruning to spring. 

Root Pruning 

This is best done after flowering in spring. Ideally re-pot Azaleas at least every two years. 
They must be in a very well drained potting mix as they can be prone to root fungal 
disease and rotting. 

Large Cuts 

Azaleas should have all cuts sealed with a cut paste or Japanese putty. The wood is soft 
and can rot easily. They are also prone to fungal disease in open cut areas. If wanting to 
make deadwood a feature on an Azalea, paint the area with lime sulphur to protect the 
wood from rotting and fungal issues. 

Fertilising 

Azaleas do not need too much fertiliser. Be careful not to overdo it. Ideally, use some 
slow-release fertiliser when re-potting which should be more than enough. 

Propagation 

From semi hardwood in late spring when new growth has firmed up. Also, they are suitable 
to aerial layer and ground layer. 

Pests & Disease 

The main pest to worry about is the Azalea Lace Bug. It is active in the warmer weather 
and will suck the sap from foliage on the underside of leaves causing white distortions on 
the surface, weakening a tree’s health. To treat this, spray with an insecticide on the 
underside of foliage during the warmer weather. 
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Collecting 

As mentioned earlier, they can develop thick trunks but can take considerable time to do 
so. Many Bonsai enthusiast collect specimens from old gardens. They are best collected in 
the milder months and when most of the foliage should be removed and trunks and 
branches reduced in length. Try to salvage as much of the fibrous roots as possible. They 
transplant reasonably successfully if this method is followed.  

Species 

The Japanese tend to use many of the Satsuki Azalea varieties. There are some of these 
in Australia but not in abundance. Many have multi-coloured flowers on the one plant and 
they have a strong growth habit. These varieties will tend to flower in mid to late spring and 
size can be small to medium according to each species. Some popular varieties in 
Australia are “Gold Cup” and “Chojuho”

Kurume Azaleas are very popular in Australia because of their ready availability in 
nurseries and their small compact features. These tend to be slower growing compared to 
Satsuki Azaleas but will develop very compact shapes and reasonable- size trunks over 
time. Most have small flowers and well-proportioned foliage but growth habits can vary. 
Some popular Kurume varieties include “Christmas Cheer”, “Kirin”, “Red Riding Hood”, 
“Ward’s Ruby” and “Hatsugiri”. 

The Indica hybrids are another species that are popular for Bonsai. Many have a strong 
growth habit with medium-size flowers and foliage. A very popular and strong Indica 
variety is “Mrs. Kint”

There are a lot of single species of Azaleas and other smaller groups. The best of these 
are: 

 Rhododendron kiusianum – a very dwarf form with very small leaves and flowers. 
Flowers can vary from white, purple, pink and red. 

 Rhododendron Sao To Me – Non Flowering Azalea but very small foliage and excellent 
strong growth habit which can be trimmed into very dense foliage pads. 

 Rhododendron rudikon – Dwarf compact variety with very rich dark green foliage and 
salmon coloured flowers in mid to late spring. 

 Rhododendron serpllifolium (Wild Thyme Azalea) – Very dwarf, tiny Azalea with very 
thin branches, micro leaves and micro purple/pinkish flower colour. 
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QUESTIONS

How often should azaleas be repotted?_________________________________________  

When should azaleas be pruned?  ____________________________________________ 

What is the main pest affecting azaleas?_______________________________________ 

Name one type of azalea suitable for bonsai ____________________________________ 

NOTES
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Pruning  
Spring can be a very daunting time for beginners as plants grow incredibly fast and can 
soon get out of hand. However, some plants will take priority over others. Once this is 
known, a pruning schedule can be developed for a more strategic approach. Maintaining a 
regular pruning routine is very important. Spring is when plants are at their most active and 
when great progress can be achieved in shaping trees for Bonsai.  

Elms & Privets 

Definitely two of the most prolific growing plants in Bonsai. It is not uncommon for them to 
need pruning weekly as they explode with growth in spring. They will definitely have to be 
a priority. Let the growth get out to three to four sets of leaves and then prune back to one 
or two sets of leaves.  

Japanese Maples 

Most of their growth occurs in spring. They can develop very long inter-nodal growth so 
need a special pruning technique to keep nodes close together. As the foliage buds form, 
they can be pinched with a pair of tweezers. Then let a set of leaves form and pinch the 
next foliage bud off. Repeating this process throughout spring will ensure close intermodal 
growth. 

Pruning Branches of Trees with Late Winter/Early Spring Flowers 

Species to which this applies are Pieris japonica, Wisteria and Azaleas. It’s very important 
to prune branches after flower so that new growth can form closer to the rest of the 
branches and also to stop certain plants forming seed. If not done, imbalances in foliage 
growth will result. Note: if a particular plant produces a decorative fruit, it is usually left on 
the plant. 

Cutting Pine Candles 

As the new growth of a Pine tree (referred to as a “candle”) extends through spring, its 
development should be watched closely. This species will not be the first to prune in spring 
but correct timing in pruning Pines is everything. When the green needle follicles emerge 
from the white candle and split into two needles on each needle follicle, the Pine is 
showing signs of vigour. Spring candles are not very useful for shaping as they lengthen 
too quickly, however, they can’t be reduced until the new growth emerges. Once it does, 
the candle should be cut down to about two to three millimetres. From that point “summer
candles” will later emerge.  
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These candles don’t elongate as much and will produce needles close to the previous 
growth. Candles can be cut back again but not so severely to allow the development of 
branches and a point from where new shoots will develop. Pine tree branches are grown 
out as pairs and pruned back quite hard to get compact branching throughout. At this point 
needles hanging from the underside of branches can be plucked.  

Figs 

This is not a spring pruning priority. Figs will start to grow when temperatures start 
reaching 30oC. Trimming of branches can start by about October. Again, let the growth 
come out to three or four leaves and reduce to one or two. By the middle of spring, Figs 
can be defoliated. This process creates smaller and also encourages back-shooting closer 
into the canopy of the tree. The small stem connecting the leaf, known as the petiole, can 
be cut in half and all the growing tips pinched back. New smaller foliage will emerge within 
four to six weeks. 

Junipers 

Junipers are another plant which don’t need priority pruning in spring. Growth on Junipers 
develops slowly and won’t need pinching back until around October. By then, the new 
growth can be pinched using finger tips by around half where branches need to be 
developed and by two thirds to maintain the shape of the tree. Pruning of Junipers can be 
done with scissors, however, care should to get the blade in between the needles or fleshy 
cuts will occur and browning off of the tips will show within a week. Pinching ideal because 
of the speed of pruning and the ease of snapping off the soft shoots leaving only a small 
cut. Generally follow-up pinching is every five to six weeks. 

Leaf Pruning of large leaf trees. 

As the new growth on trees such as Liquidambars, Oaks and other species matures, it can 
become quite large. Not only is this not ideal because of its effect on a tree’s proportion, it 
will also block light to interior shoots allowing them to weaken and die. Pick an ideal leaf 
size of leaf and prune any which grow any larger. 
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Hard Cutting Back to Bare Wood 

Hard cutting back of trees is best done in spring; trees will have the whole of the growing 
season to recover and develop and because the weather is mild, tree trunks will not 
become scorched and stressed from the lack of foliage. It is ideal, if possible, to re-pot the 
tree at the same time for an even better result. This type of pruning can be used if a tree 
needs re-shaping after neglect or to shooting low on the trunk to re-establish some 
structure. It can also be used when developing a tree to create taper and deviation in the 
trunk. 

Directional Pruning 

This technique is used to grow a branch in a certain direction by cutting back to a leaf 
pointing in the required direction. At the axis of each leaf is a bud, which, when pruned, to 
a leaf, will most likely be activated and then grow to the direction of the leaf. 

Spring Flowering Plants 

Keep an eye on Crab-apples, Pyracantha, Cotoneaster flowers forming on the ends of 
branches so as not to prune the flower buds. Some branches will form which haven’t 
produced and which can be pruned to maintain shape. 

Plants in General 

A specific pruning schedule cannot be included for every plant. As a good rule of thumb, 
branches should not be allowed to extend past three to four sets of leaves and should be 
pruned at regular intervals to create desirable branch density and overall shape.  

General Pruning Objective 

The general objective with all plants grown for Bonsai is to achieve high ramification 
(density of twiggy branches). This will only be achieved with dedicated regular pruning, 
especially during spring.  In most cases, foliage pads should be shaped broadly at the 
base of the branch with a gradual taper towards the end of the branch; it shouldn’t look as 
though it’s been clipped flat like a hedge. Each pad should curve at the sides with foliage 
slightly higher in the centre and lower on the sides.  
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QUESTIONS

When is the main “pruning season”? __________________________________________ 

When should Pines be pruned? ______________________________________________ 

When’s the best time to prune conifers?________________________________________ 

What is the general objective of pruning?  ______________________________________ 

NOTES
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Plant Profile – Elms

A wide variety of Elms are available for Bonsai work. Quite a few have distinct features. In 
general, they are fast-growing deciduous trees which can develop a thick trunk in a short 
space of time. The abundance of straight branches off the trunk means that a balanced 
and well-shaped Bonsai is easily achieved. They can be cut back hard to bare wood and 
will back-shoot quite readily. 

Pruning

Foliage size is in very good proportion to tree size with close internode growth resulting in 
compact structures with regular trimming. It is not uncommon to prune them on a weekly 
basis in spring. Ideally once the growth has reached three to four sets of leaves, they 
should be reduced to one to two sets. A consistent pruning regimen will result in twiggier 
branching and ramification will become more defined. 

Branches will tend to grow upright at a 45 degree angle and can be shaped in that 
direction or bent to a more horizontal line. If the branches are trained more horizontally, re-
wiring will be required early on to bring them back into shape to prevent them creeping 
back up until they fully mature. Branches should be cut back to get new leaders to develop 
taper and movement. As with most deciduous trees, branches should be wired before they 
get beyond pencil thickness to allow them to be manipulated more easily. The best time to 
apply wire is once the foliage has fallen in late autumn/winter. 

Repotting

Elms have a very vigorous root system and should be repotted every year. Plants in deep 
large pots can be repotted every couple of years. The best time to re-pot an Elm is once 
the leaves have fallen in early June/July. Ulmus parvifolia (Chinese Elm) can hold a good 
proportion of their leaves through winter and could be removed before repotting in winter. 
Care should be taken when repotting rough-bark varieties as any over-handling of the 
trunk may result in the bark breaking, losing the main feature of the tree. 

Fertilising 

Because Elms are vigorous it’s important to keep them well fertilised on a regular basis. If 
Elms get weak or neglected through a lack of fertilising or irregular repotting, they can lose 
branches. They also enjoy a full sun position. Elms grown in too much shade will lose a 
great amount of vigour and foliage and become weak, losing branches. 
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Styles 

Elms can be used in many Bonsai styles. The image which is the most natural is the 
broom style. But they can also be suitable for Slanting, Informal Upright, Semi Cascade, 
Root over Rock, Forest Planting and they also make great miniatures. 

Pests 

The main pest to look out for is aphids. They will accumulate at the tips of new foliage in 
spring & autumn. Heavy infestations on small trees can weaken them to the point where 
the tree will die. To eliminate aphids, it is best to spray with Confidor. 

They are easily propagated by semi-hardwood cuttings, large hardwood cuttings, seed, air 
layering and root cuttings. 

Some interesting varieties to consider: 

Corky Bark Chinese Elm – Leaves are slightly larger than the Ulmus parvifolia (Chinese 
Elm) and instead of a reasonably smooth bark, they have a characteristic raised rough 
corky bark. The bark becomes more pronounced as the tree matures. This variety doesn’t 
have any autumn colour of note. Some leaves will turn yellow before falling off the tree. 

Chinese Elm “Spring Variegation”- Leaves are slightly larger than the Ulmus parvifolia 
(Chinese Elm). Foliage in spring is variegated. By late spring/summer, the leaves mature 
to a dominant green. In autumn the foliage develops into a crimson colour. The trunk is 
mainly smooth. 

Silver Edge Chinese Elm – Leaves are slightly larger than the Ulmus parvifolia (Chinese 
Elm). New foliage in spring has yellow/gold colour that matures by late spring/summer to a 
white edge around the green leaf. They don’t have any real autumn colour apart from 
some leaves turning yellow before falling off. Trunk is mainly smooth. 

Silver Edge Chinese Elm “Mini Gold” – Leaves are about half the size of Ulmus 
parvilfolia (Chinese Elm). New foliage in spring has yellow/gold colour that matures by late 
spring/summer to a white edge around the green leaf. They don’t have any real autumn 
colour apart from some leaves turning yellow before falling off. Trunk is mainly smooth. 

Seiju Elm – Leaves are about half the size of Ulmus parvifolia (Chinese Elm). Foliage is 
green throughout the season apart from autumn where some leaves will turn yellow before 
falling off. Bark is rough and becomes more pronounced as the tree matures. 
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Hokkaido Elm – Leaves are two third the size of Ulmus parvifolia (Chinese Elm). The Elm 
with the smallest leaf. Foliage is green throughout the season apart from autumn where 
some leaves turn yellow before falling off. Bark becomes extremely corky and very deeply 
fissured. Most pronounced bark of all the Elms. 
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QUESTIONS

What is the best position for Elms? __________________________________________  

How often should Elms be repotted? _________________________________________ 

How often should Elms be pruned? __________________________________________ 

What is the main pest found in Elms? _____________________________________ 

Name three types of Elms? _____________________________________________ 

Which Elm species has the smallest leaves? _______________________________ 

NOTES
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Propagation (Cuttings & Air Layering)

(Demonstration – How to do an Air Layer) 

Semi-hardwood Cuttings 

This is a very easy propagation method for a wide variety of plants. Semi-hardwood is the 
new growth of a plant that has firmed after two to three months. The length of the cutting 
should be around six to seven centimetres. Half of the bottom foliage should be removed. 
If the top half of foliage is quite large, it can be cut in half to reduce moisture loss and 
stress on the cutting. Nick one side at the bottom of the cutting just below a node to 
increase the area of root generation.  

Dip cutting with a semi-hardwood root hormone to increase the chances of striking and 
also for a more even root system. Place cutting in a well-drained propagating mix or well-
draining potting mix and keep out of windy positions and strong full sun. 

Air Layering 

Air layering is a very productive propagating method for generating roots on mature trunks. 
In some cases, there can be enough roots to sustain a new tree within ten to twelve weeks 
after layering, although depending on the tree, it can take quite a bit longer. 

Aerial layering can be utilised for a number of applications in Bonsai: 

1. To generate a new plant with an advanced trunk;  

2. Shorten a trunk on an established Bonsai by starting the new roots at a higher point 
on the trunk;  

3. To improve surface roots on an established tree that has poor surface roots by 
creating a new root system above the original one. 

There are some considerations to be taken into account when choosing this type of 
propagation method: 

Firstly the ideal time to carry out an air layer is when the sap is flowing strongly and the 
tree is in its most active state. Spring is definitely the ideal time and possibly afterwards as 
long as the tree is still actively growing.  

The aerial layer can be carried out on a tree growing in the ground or in a container. The 
point where you want to establish the roots should be the widest point of the new eventual 
tree. Ideally the spot to choose should be where there is the potential of an interesting 
trunk line and to a lesser extent, some complementary branches that will aid the structure 
of the new tree.  
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Once a position for the air layer has been found, make a ring bark cut with a pocket knife 
where the new roots are to start. Then, using the girth of the trunk as a measurement, 
make the next ring bark cut down from the original cut. Using the pocket knife, run the 
blade from the top cut to the bottom one to peel all the bark and soft cambium, only 
leaving the hardwood. 

Cut a plastic lunch bag down the two sides leaving a band of plastic and wrap this around 
the cut and slightly overlap the plastic. Cut off any excess length of plastic and then with a 
cable tie or piece of string, pull tight at the bottom of the plastic. Open the plastic up to 
form a funnel. 

Squeeze out excess moisture from some sphagnum moss which has been soaked in a 
Seasol solution leaving it moist. Pack the moss into the plastic funnel around the open cut. 
Hardwood rooting hormone can be used around the top cut to help stimulate the new 
roots. Continue to fill the plastic pocket with sphagnum moss until the top cut is covered. 
Wrap the plastic tightly around the top and tie off with a cable tie or piece of string. 

The moisture will re-circulate in the plastic to keeping the ring-barked area alive and 
encouraging new roots to appear. There is no need to add extra moisture once the air 
layer has been done. Any foliage growing above the cut should be left to grow freely as it 
will produce energy to help stimulate roots. If in a container, the tree should be placed in 
plenty of sun to encourage strong growth.  

After eight to ten weeks, most fast growing plants will have produced enough roots to 
sustain a new tree. After removing the air layer, branches should be shortened or removed 
to help the new roots to become established and reduce stress on the new tree. Further 
information on what to do with the air layer once it has developed roots will be discussed in 
the Intermediate Course. 

For slower growing plants such as Conifers where new roots take longer to develop, it is 
preferable to use a plastic pot rather than a bag. Cut the plastic pot into two halves and 
remove enough of the centre to allow it to fit snugly around the trunk. Attach the two 
halves of the plastic pot around the branch or trunk with some wire fixed around the 
outside of the pot.  

Fill the pot with soil up to the open cut packing it with sphagnum moss up past the top of 
the cut by around a centimetre. (Note: Hardwood rooting hormone can still be painted over 
the top cut as with the plastic bag). More potting mix is then topped up over the sphagnum 
moss by a centimetre or two to keep it stable and moist for longer.  

This method requires regular watering as with other container plants. Enough roots to 
sustain a new tree may take from three to six months to form.  
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 4 – WEEK 2 (CONT) 

QUESTIONS

How long should a semi-hardwood cutting be?___________________________________  

What are two reasons for using air layering 
_____________________________________? 

What can be used to promote root growth in an air layer? __________________________ 

What type of container can be used to air layer a conifer? __________________________ 

NOTES
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 4 – WEEK 3

Plant Profile - Pines 
There are many different types of pines and pine cultivars which can be used for Bonsai, 
some more suited to the Sydney climate than others. The most popular and hardiest is the 
Japanese Black Pine (Pinus thunbergii). Others include the Japanese White Pine, 
Japanese Red Pine, Scotts Pine, Mugo Pine and Radiata Pine. 

Position 

Pines are either evergreen large trees or small shrubs characterised by needle-like foliage. 
They require a full sun position to perform at their best. Trees in shade will result in curved 
needles, yellowing of needles and generally less vigour. They can be slow to develop and 
require more specific training than other plants used for Bonsai, so it is often described as 
a plant not suited for beginners. 

Because of its popularity and suitability to Sydney climate, the following care notes are 
directed at the Japanese Black Pine. Japanese Black Pines develop new shoots called 
“candles” in winter which soon extend in length in early spring. When the candle breaks 
into green needles (this is a two-needle pine; two needles per sheath) it should be pruned 
to about three millimetres from its base. The breaking out of needles signals strong vigour 
in the pine and will result in further immediate growth if pruned at this stage. 

Pruning 

Spring candles are pruned hard as they grow too vigorously with needles forming well 
away from the original starting point not making them ideal in the development of a 
compact Bonsai. It is the shoots from pruning the spring candles which are less vigorous 
and break into needles at a much closer distance to the original growth point which will 
make for more compact branching. 

Pines should be developed slowly and in most cases, will shoot from where they are 
pruned. So pruning branches within short distances is essential for good branch 
ramification. Ideally branches should be developed by keeping two shoots (pair of 
branches) each time when expanding branch length. Pines DO NOT respond to being 
pruned to bare wood. They must always be pruned leaving some needles. Needles on a 
pine have a limited life span so neglected, do not prune it to encourage new shoots. It will 
become barren of needles and with long lengths of bare branches with foliage on the ends. 
It is not a forgiving plant if neglected; simply cutting a plant back to bare wood to 
rejuvenate its branching will not work. 

When removing branches that are finger size or larger a stub should always be left. 
Cutting flush to the trunk will cause sap loss and die-back. After approximately one year, 
the stub can be removed flush with the trunk or can be jinned. In general the best time to 
remove larger branches is in winter when the sap is not as active. 
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 4 – WEEK 3 (CONT) 

Needle plucking should be done in autumn/winter. This will allow more sunlight into the 
branches to encourage productive even candle development throughout the tree. This 
involves removing needles pointing downwards, reducing the density of needles 
throughout the tree. 

Wiring 

Any Bonsai style can be applied to Japanese Black Pines, except Broom Style. Branches 
are very flexible even when they reach well beyond finger thickness. This allows work on 
advanced material with mature branches giving control of branch and trunk movement and 
position. Wiring is best carried out in late autumn/winter. As growth is not as vigorous as in 
other plants, wire can be left on for a much longer period. 

Repotting 

Repotting can be done in August/September; an ideal time as the tree is not yet in strong 
vigour and temperatures are still quite moderate. This ideally should be carried out every 
couple of years. It is important not to let the plant become pot bound as letting the root 
system reach this stage can cause greater shock to the tree and detrimental to its health. 
The main root ball should always stay intact and only one third of the total root mass 
should be removed on an established tree. Tease out the roots a little from the root ball to 
allow new roots to develop more freely and quickly. NOTE: Never bare root a Japanese 
Black Pine of all its original soil. 

Pines enjoy a very open mix, so extra coarse material should be added to the usual 
standard mix. Adding one third of an orchid mix can be one solution. A white mould-like 
substance may be seen when repotting a pine. This is called mycorrhiza and is a friendly 
fungus which attaches itself to the root system of a pine improving the efficiency of the 
nutrient uptake in the tree. It’s always a good idea to put some of the discarded root 
system back into the pot to encourage the fungus. 

Pines do not need excessive fertilising which will increase needle size creating an 
imbalance in the tree’s proportions. A slow release fertiliser applied when repotting and a 
top dressing every five to six months will result in steady healthy growth. 
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 4 – WEEK 3 (CONT) 

QUESTIONS

Why should spring candles be pruned? ________________________________________  

Should a pine be cut back to bare wood?  ______________________________________ 

What is the best way of removing branches?____________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

When is the best time to repot a pine? _________________________________________ 

NOTES
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 4 – WEEK 4

Plant Profile – Figs 
Position 

Figs are very popular trees for Bonsai and often the first offered to beginners because of 
their toughness.  However, they should not be seen just as a tree for newcomers as they 
make very impressive Bonsai and can be developed very quickly. They are mainly 
evergreen trees which enjoy a full sun position for best development. They can grow in 
half-day sun positions or tolerate even shady positions but this will result in very large 
foliage, loss of vigour and poor shooting.  

The most attractive feature of Figs is the very large thick buttress trunks. With most 
varieties of Figs this can be achieved quite quickly. Leaf colour varies from light through to 
dark green. Fortunately the leaf size of the larger-leaf varieties can be greatly reduced 
through defoliation which can be done from October to the end of February. It can be 
carried out at least once and even twice through that period.  

Pruning 

Defoliation involves pruning the growth tips of all the branches and shortening branches to 
a desired length. Then the little stem (petiole) which connects the leaf to the branch can be 
cut in half. The remaining part of the petiole drops off when the new leaf bud pushes it off. 
The result is smaller foliage proportionate to the size of the tree. The other benefit of 
defoliation is that it encourages back-shooting along the branch. Defoliating say in October 
and then again in January, can result in great leaf proportion throughout the season and 
increase the chance of more branching. This technique should only be carried out through 
the warmer months of the year when temperatures average around 30 degrees as Figs 
love the heat and dislike the cold.  

When a branch is cut, a milky sticky sap will appear. This should be diluted with water from 
a spray bottle. If this is not done, the sap can stain the trunk of the tree. In general the sap 
should be removed to make it easier to work on the tree. 

Generally, Figs can be left to grow out to three to four leaves and then pruned back to one 
to two leaves. Because their preference for high temperatures, pruning will not be needed 
until the second month of spring. 

Wiring 

Figs are extremely flexible and very easy to wire. The best time to wire them is straight 
after full defoliation. There are no leaves in the way of the wiring giving a good view of the 
branch structure. Doing it at this time will also mean that the wire will be able to stay on the 
branches for at least two months as the tree recovers from defoliation.  
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 4 – WEEK 4 (CONT) 

Styles 

Figs can be styled in most Bonsai styles except Literati. There are a couple of classic 
images that can be replicated, however. The first that of a tree in a park situation. It tends 
to be wider than it is tall with the broad canopy in a semicircle silhouette, thick buttress 
trunk and heavy lower branches.  

The second image is one of a Fig growing in a rain forest situation; it has a much taller 
buttress trunk searching for the light and a bit more of a narrower canopy structure and 
because of the high moisture present, lots of aerial roots streaming off the trunk, in some 
cases making almost a curtain of aerial roots. 

Another very popular style for Figs is the Root-over-rock. Figs have a very powerful root 
system and will clasp onto a rock very quickly and thicken in a short space of time. Be 
careful not to plant the Fig right on top of the rock as it will eventually engulf it.  

Repotting 

Ideally Figs should be repotted once a year. As previously discussed they do have very 
vigorous roots so unless grown in large deep pots, annual repotting is most likely required. 
They are best repotted from October to late February. Figs enjoy a very open potting mix. 
Adding extra drainage potting media to a standard potting mix will definitely grow healthier 
root systems. Adding say, one third orchid mix would be appropriate. 

Fertilising 

Fertilising Figs should be monitored. Excessive feeding or using fertilizers with high 
nitrogen will increase leaf size very quickly. Adding a slow-release fertilizer when repotting 
and then topping up after five to six months will be ample. Some liquid feeding with an 
organic liquid fertilizer can be used in between this time keeping the application time to 
around every four to six weeks while monitoring leaf size. 

Figs will produce a lot of aerial roots when growing in humid conditions or after a lot of 
rain. They can appear high or low on a trunk and as well as hang from branches. Some 
people like the look of aerial roots whilst others think they are messy; it’s a personal 
choice. Aerial roots can aid the buttress look in the trunk especially when they form low 
down. They can be loosened from the soil and re-positioned to desired angles off the 
trunk. Aerial roots wrapping around the trunk should be avoided as they’re not considered
aesthetically pleasing.  
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 4– WEEK 4 (CONT) 

Pests 
There are two main pests common to Figs: 

1. Rust/Black Spot - This mainly attacks the foliage, particularly in winter. It’s best to 
remove infected foliage and then spray with any solution recommended for removing 
the same disease on roses; 

2. Sap-sucking Thrip - New foliage, particularly in spring, can be susceptible to attacks 
from sap-sucking thrip. They attach themselves to underside of leaves and suck on the 
sap. It’s best to prune infected leaves and then spray the underside of the remaining 
foliage with a systemic insecticide.  

It is also very important to protect Figs from frost. Light frosts will turn the foliage black and 
heavy frosts can totally kill a tree. In areas of heavy frost, trees can be put in a shade 
house or placed under a veranda or other covered area until the frost season is over. 

Figs are very easily propagated from seed, semi hardwood cuttings, large cuttings, air 
layering; the Willow Leaf Fig can be even propagated from a root cutting. 

Some Fig species suitable for Bonsai are: 

Ficus rubiginosa (Port Jackson Fig) – Medium to large dark green oval shaped leaves. 
Leaves reduce very well with defoliation. Develops a buttress trunk quite quickly and can 
develop great branch structure in a short space of time. One of the most commonly used 
Figs in Australia. 

Ficus rubiginosa “Little Ruby” (Small Leaf Port Jackson) – Quite narrow medium size 
dark green leaves. It was a seedling variation from the Port Jackson Fig discovered by 
Noel Summerell in 1987. It is a dwarf Fig, much slower growing than the original Port 
Jackson Fig but still produces a reasonably thick trunk albeit a little slower than more 
aggressive species. Try to avoid defoliation too early in the trees development as leaves 
stay very small for a considerable time and growth is greatly reduced. 

Ficus macrophylla (Moreton Bay Fig) – Large mid green heart shaped leaves. Leaves 
reduce a little bit but not as well as other species. Develops a buttress trunk very quickly. 
Does not produce an abundance of branches such as the Port Jackson Fig but good 
structures can be achieved. Suitable for the creation of large Bonsai. 

Ficus nerifolia (Willow Leaf Fig) – Small elongated mid green narrow leaves. Produces a 
powerful buttress trunk quickly. No need for defoliation as leaves are already in good 
proportion for Bonsai. Can produce a lot of aerial roots. 
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 4 – WEEK 4 (CONT) 

Ficus natalensis (Natal Fig) – Medium to large mid green foliage with almost a squared 
off leaf that tapers to a point to where it joins the petiole. Very aggressive quick growing fig 
that can be developed into a large Bonsai in a very short space of time. Produces a vast 
amount of aerial roots and thick trunks very quickly. Smooth brown bark. 

Ficus coronata (Sand Paper Fig) – Dark green medium oval leaves with rough surface to 
the foliage like sandpaper. It has a very dark brown trunk that can thicken up reasonably 
quickly but doesn’t tend to buttress as much as other Figs. Grows mainly along creeks and 
needs regularly watering in containers as it is quite a thirsty plant and can dry out quickly 
unlike other Fig species. Develops very attractive dark brown fruit on the tree from a young 
age. 

Ficus retusa “Tiger Bark” (Chinese Fig) – Mid green small diamond shaped leaves. 
Normally doesn’t need defoliating. Can grow quite quickly with a thick buttress trunk. Trunk 
has white dots on it that with age start to link up with other dots to form stripes on the 
trunk.  
 BEGINNER TERM 4 – WEEK 4 (CONT)  
Ficus Virens (White Fig) – Has a large long oval shape leaf. Loses most of its foliage in 
winter. Has a veined leaf with orange/pink new growth that eventually turns to mid green. 
Doesn’t branch out as readily as other Fig species but can develop into a reasonably 
shaped tree and develops a thick trunk. Trunk is a distinct white colour. 

Ficus benjamina (Weeping Fig) – There are many cultivars to this species of Fig with 
many different foliage colours and sizes. They grow extremely quickly and can develop a 
thick trunk but do not tend to buttress as much as other species. They can branch out 
quite readily but often the energy goes to the top canopy of the tree and they can readily 
lose lower branches. A good small leaved variety for Bonsai work is Ficus benjamina 
“Shorty”.
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 4 – WEEK 4 (CONT) 

QUESTIONS

When can a Fig be defoliated? _______________________________________________  

When can a Fig be wired?  __________________________________________________ 

How often should Figs be repotted?___________________________________________ 

What are two main pests in Figs?_____________________________________________ 

NOTES
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 4 – WEEK 5

Plant Profile - Junipers 
Junipers are one of the most popular plant species for Bonsai around the world. There are 
many varieties to choose from with many different growth habits from ground covers to 
shrubs and small trees. The ideal varieties should have reasonably small fine foliage, the 
ability to become compact and the potential for a reasonable size trunk.  

Position 

Junipers require full sun to grow at their best. They are evergreen plants and have a very 
dense compact growth habit. Because of this, the amount of sun they receive is crucial.  
Kept in shade, they will develop yellowing foliage, poorer vigour and larger foliage size. 
They will also tend to attract pests such as scale. 

Wiring 

Junipers can have sharp needle-like or softer slightly broader foliage. Both are used in 
Bonsai with amazing results. All Junipers have extremely flexible branching and even 
branches that have developed beyond finger size still have the potential for strong bends 
and directional changes. This aspect and the proportionate foliage make them very 
versatile in choosing a style. Any style, except Broom, may be applied to a Juniper. 

Wiring is best carried out in late autumn/winter as vigour slows. Wire can remain on the 
tree for four to five months. It’s also possible to wire Junipers during their growing season 
as they are not prolific growers. Preparation of the foliage is essential before wiring as 
there will be a lot of new growth cluttering the branches and trunk, preventing clean wiring.  
Any foliage on a branch approximately one centimetre from where it meets the trunk 
should be removed to allow space to anchor the wire at the start of each branch. Any small 
foliage found in between joins where secondary branches meet the main branch should 
also be cleared to allow twisting of the wire through the branch. Any foliage growing under 
the branch should be totally removed. Any long shoots sticking up from the potentially 
wired branch should be greatly shortened. Considerable foliage should be removed from 
the base of the trunk giving it prominence resulting in a more tree-like appearance.  

Pruning 

Due to their slow growth, pruning of Junipers should be done every five to six weeks 
during the growing season. Pruning more often may risk weakening the tree and 
encourage the appearance dead areas on the plant. Any new soft branches should be 
pinched to minimize dieback. Pinching will leave the smallest bit of brown on the foliage 
which will recover very quickly.  
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It’s important to hold the branch of the tip to be pinched in one hand and pinching with the 
other to minimize damage to the plant. Any firmer older foliage can be shortened with 
trimming scissors but care should be taken to trim in between a segment and not cut 
across the foliage causing damage and excessive future browning off. 

If left to grow for long periods without pinching the tips, foliage back into the branch will be 
lost creating bare branches with all the growth at the tips. Pinching the most vigorous 
growth will help promote back shooting and will encourage further vigour throughout the 
plant. Regular pinching and pruning will quickly develop strong compact foliage pads and 
the plant will start to take on the look of much more mature one. Ideally, the foliage should 
rise slightly in the centre of the pad and taper off to the sides and tip creating a natural 
curved profile. It should never look flat and straight and hedge-like. The profile of the 
branch should be more in keeping with a paddle pop shape rather one of a rounded cloud; 
this is not topiary! 

Branch placement is extremely important in Junipers. Having such dense foliage pads, a 
branch placed directly above another will affect the amount of light the lower branch 
receives, quickly weakening it resulting in yellowing foliage. The top half of the plant will 
tend to be stronger and more dominant and should be pruned more frequently to even out 
growth. 

Collecting 

In various countries it is possible to collect Junipers from the wild. Unfortunately, Australia 
doesn’t offer that luxury. The next best option is collecting from old gardens, the main 
advantage being the maturity of the trunk. Although most Junipers can develop a 
reasonably thick trunk, this takes many years. The best time to remove a Juniper from a 
garden is during the milder seasons such as spring and autumn. Although, being very 
tough plants, successful collection could be achieved at other times with good aftercare. 

It is important to cut off a good two thirds of the foliage when collecting Juniper to give it 
the best chance of survival. Excessive foliage left on the plant will greatly stress the plant 
and could cause it to die. Dig a good two to three feet from the trunk to get as much of the 
fibrous roots as possible. The juniper should then be quickly potted into a foam box or 
large plastic container and watered in with some Seasol and slow release fertiliser added 
to the potting mix. All large cuts should be sealed with a cut paste or Japanese putty. The 
plant should be placed in a fairly sunny position and not pruned for at least one year. This 
will allow the root system to grow strongly and regain its vigour.  
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 4 – WEEK 5 (CONT) 

Some naturally preserved deadwood can be found on older Junipers due to the high resin 
content found in most Conifers. It’s very common to see naturally bleached dead branches 
in the wild due to harsh conditions. Such deadwood on Bonsai Junipers can be protected 
by painting it with undiluted lime sulphur. Care should be taken not to make contact with 
live bark or the soil around the tree. Applied once a year will give it a bleached appearance 
imitating nature and preserve the deadwood. When first applied, it looks yellow and smells 
like rotten egg. This will quickly turn to white and the smell disappear. It’s always advisable 
to carry this out in a well ventilated area. 

Fertilising 

Junipers do not need excessive fertilising. A slow release fertiliser when repotting and a 
top dressing after five or six months will keep the tree in good health. 

Repotting 

As Junipers are not fast growing, repotting can be done every two to three years. The best 
time to repot is August/September (the milder times of the year before vigorous growth 
and when temperatures are not excessive). It is possible to repot at other times with good 
aftercare.  

Some suggested Juniper varieties suitable for Bonsai: 

Juniperus X media “Shimpaku” (Sargent Juniper, Shimpaku Juniper) 
An upright growing shrub with soft non spikey narrow dark green foliage. The most popular 
Juniper used in Japan and naturally grows in an open vase shaped branch arrangement. 
Used mainly with upright styles because of its natural upright growth habit but can also be 
trained into cascading styles because of its flexibility in both branches and trunk.  

Juniperus squamata “Prostrata” (Prostrate Juniper) 
A rambling ground cover growth habit with tiny sharp needle like foliage. It can be initially 
staked up to develop the plant for upright styles and after a few seasons will remain 
upright as the trunk thickens up. It is widely used as a cascading style because of its 
natural prostrate growth. Slower to develop a trunk than the Shimpaku Juniper. 

Juniperus procumbens “Nana” (Prostrate Juniper) 
 A similar rambling growth habit to Juniperus squamata “Prostrata” but has more vigour 
and slightly larger sharp needle like foliage. Can have more dead needles on the plant 
requiring more maintenance in this area. Can be staked to develop into an upright style but 
again its natural growth habit lends itself to a cascading style. Will produce a thicker trunk 
than the squamata “Prostrata” and more quickly. 
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Juniperus chinensis blaauw (Blaauw Juniper) 
Has a similar upright growth habit to the Shimpaku Juniper but probably slightly narrower. 
Foliage is also soft and narrow but slightly coarser than the Shimpaku Juniper and a 
grey/blue colour. Will develop a reasonable size trunk over time. 

Juniperus chinensis “Torulosa” (Hollywood Juniper) 
An upright large shrub or small tree with soft large coarse green foliage. Can develop a 
thick trunk quickly and has reasonable vigour. Grows with a bit of a natural twist in the 
branches when grown in the ground. Its foliage size makes it more of an ideal larger size 
Bonsai.

Juniperus Sabina (Savin Juniper)  

Has a shrub-like or ground cover growth habit with wispy coarse mid green soft foliage. 
Can take many years to develop a trunk but mature collected specimens can be created 
into interesting Bonsai.  
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QUESTIONS

How much sun should a Juniper receive? ______________________________________  

When can a Juniper be repotted? _____________________________________________ 

How often should a Juniper be pruned? ________________________________________ 

What’s important about branch placement? _____________________________________ 

How often should a Juniper be fertilised? _______________________________________ 

NOTES
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 4 – WEEK 6

Plant Profile – Maples 
Maples are a very popular group of plants for Bonsai. They are easily accessible through 
nurseries and most varieties are fairly easy to look after. It is a species which offers 
interest throughout the year. Being a deciduous tree, it exhibits vibrant spring colour and 
spectacular multi-coloured autumn foliage.  

Position 

Except for Trident Maples which enjoy a full sun position all year round, most other Maple 
species will prefer some protection from the hot afternoon sun in summer. They can be in 
full sun throughout autumn, winter and most of spring but afternoon shade will prevent leaf 
scorch. 

Pruning 

All Maples will branch out quite readily with regular pruning and if consistent, ramification 
can be achieved in a very short time. The twiggy ramification creates an interesting 
structure revealed when the trees go into dormancy. Japanese Maples are pruned 
differently to other Maples. If a branch on a Japanese Maple is allowed to grow for an 
extended period, the internodes will grow some distance apart. To prevent this, pinch out 
new buds and let the next set of leaves come out; when the next bud appears pinch it out 
and keep repeating the process right through the growing season. This will ensure more 
closely-spaced internodes. Japanese Maples tend to be at their most vigorous in spring so 
it’s important to keep on top of the pruning process during this time. Other Maples have a 
less aggressive internode length and can be left to three or four sets of leaves and then 
reduced to one to two sets of leaves. 

Wiring 

Ideally, wiring can be carried out in late autumn/early winter. The absence of leaves will 
make wiring easier. As the tree is also dormant, the wire can stay on until the first month of 
spring. Care should be taken when wiring Japanese Maples as the bark is a little soft and 
easily damaged. Once a Maple gets to pencil thickness in branch girth it becomes quite 
rigid. Any strong bends should be put in place well before branches get to this thickness. 

Styling 

As far as styling, Maples mainly suit the upright styles with broad canopies and thick 
trunks. They are not used with the Broom style or Literati.  
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Some of the more elegant looking Maples such as the Japanese Maple and its many 
cultivars can suit the cascading styles but will require strong bends lower down the trunk to 
do these styles justice.  

All Maples will suit group plantings and it is a very popular way to utilise them. Trident 
Maples make outstanding Root-over-rock specimens because of their powerful and quickly 
developing root system.  

Repotting 

Most Maples produce strong surface roots and if raked during repotting, a very strong 
nebari can result. Repotting should take place every year unless the tree is in quite a large 
deep pot. Most Maples will have a vigorous root system especially Trident maples, making 
annual repotting a must. One third of the root system can be removed and the tree 
replaced in a well-drained potting mix. 

Fertilising 

Fertilising with a slow release fertiliser can be done when repotting topped up about five to 
six months later. Fertilising can be supplemented with liquid organic fertilisers once a 
month, particularly in strong growing varieties such as the Trident Maple. 

Pests 

There are some pests to consider with Maples. Aphids will attack the new growth in spring 
and autumn but are easily gotten rid of with a systemic pesticide. They can be attacked by 
scale if too protected or neglected. This can be treated with Pest Oil. Japanese Maples in 
particular can be susceptible to powdery mildew in the summer as a result of high 
humidity. They can be sprayed with a fungicide used to treat roses with the same issue. 
Avoid overhead watering on foliage late at night as this creates humidity and will cause the 
spread of the mildew spores. Keeping trees well-spaced to maximize airflow and regular 
trimming will keep pests in check. Japanese Maples can be susceptible to wind burn from 
warm westerly winds in the summer and should be protected during these periods.  

Some Maple species to try for Bonsai are: 

Acer buergerianum (Trident Maple)  

Definitely the most powerful Maple and fastest growing. Can develop a very thick trunk in a 
short period of time and produce very strong surface roots. It has a three lobed leaf which 
starts slightly orange in spring maturing to a mid-green colour, then to red, yellow and back 
to orange in autumn. Has a fairly upright growth habit and can branch out quite readily. It 
responds well to being cut back hard to bare wood.  
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Acer buergerianum “Nescii” 

Was discovered as a seedling variation from a batch of Trident Maple seeds by Ray Nesci. 
It has a similar growth habit to the Trident Maple but develops a bit more of a rougher 
bark. Branches are brittle requiring extra care when wiring and bending. It has a three 
lobed leaf but the middle point (lobe) extends a lot more than the others. The autumn 
colour is a block colour of crimson. 

Acer buergerianum “Nesci’s Gold”

Was discovered as a sport growing on another Trident Maple by Ray Nesci. It has a 
similar growth habit to the original Trident Maple. It has a three lobed leaf but slightly larger 
than the Trident Maple. Spring/summer foliage is yellow/lime green changing to a block 
colour of yellow in autumn. To avoid the foliage getting burnt it would prefer protection 
from afternoon Summer Sun. 

Acer palmatum (Japanese Maple)

Strong growing cool climate maple with a fairly open growth habit. It has a five lobed leaf. 
It develops a thick trunk over time but is not as robust as the Trident Maple. The stem 
colour is interesting starting off crimson when young then green and white as it ages. 
When really old, the trunk becomes white with a rough fissured appearance. Care should 
be taken when the tree is young as it won’t have a strong canopy to protect its trunk and 
surface roots from strong summer afternoon sun. As the Japanese Maple is a cool climate 
plant any exposure of the surface roots to extreme heat can scorch them causing dieback. 
The bark will rot and large sections of the roots can die off. A sprinkling of moist sphagnum 
moss over the root surface will keep them moist. It should be kept in shade during summer 
afternoons to help prevent burning of the trunk. 

Japanese Maples can display a spectrum of colour from yellow, red, and orange to 
crimson and purple. This will depend on the seedling, its position and the climate of the 
area in which it’s growing. Following a harsh summer, it’s possible to defoliate a Japanese 
Maple in January for fresh foliage and a better colour outcome in autumn. 

Acer palmatum “Deshojo” 

This is a stunning cultivar of the Japanese Maple. In the ground, it grows to a small tree or 
large shrub. It has slightly smaller sized foliage than the Japanese Maple with stunning 
crimson leaves during the first few months of spring. They mature to a bronze and green 
colour in summer and then change to a more attractive bright orange/yellow in autumn. 
Being a Japanese Maple cultivar, the same precautions should be made with it, especially 
when young. 
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Acer palmatum “Seigen”

This is another stunning dwarf cultivar of the Japanese Maple. It has smaller leaves than 
the Deshojo Maple with a scarlet colour in the first couple of months in spring before 
maturing to a bronze/green changing to a bright yellow/orange in autumn. Again, the same 
precautions taken with a Japanese Maple should be taken with young plants. BEGINNER 
TERM 4 – WEEK 6 (CONT)  

Acer palmatum “Sango kaku” (Coral Bark Maple)

This Japanese Maple cultivar has a similar leaf size to the Japanese Maple. It starts with 
lime green spring foliage and eventually turns to a golden yellow then orange in autumn. 
The bark is red which intensifies to a coral red colour when the tree becomes dormant. 

Acer buergerianum “Formosanum” (Taiwan Maple)

Has a three lobed leaf just as the Trident Maple but has a more leathery leaf. It tends to 
withstand the strong heat quite well and doesn’t burn as easily as the more papery leaf 
maples. It can develop a reasonably large trunk over time but is very much more of a 
dwarf size Maple. Autumn colour tends to be a combination of yellow, orange and red. It 
can produce yellow/green flowers at the end of branches at a very young age and if not 
removed, will spend most of the rest of the growing season putting energy into producing 
seeds at the cost of growth. 

Acer ginnala (Amur Maple)

This has a broad lobed leaf starting bright green in spring then maturing to a dark green in 
summer and finishing with a deep crimson colour in autumn. It takes quite a while to 
develop a thick trunk so is best suited to a small to medium Bonsai. Will develop a full 
canopy reasonably quickly with regular pruning. 
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QUESTIONS

Where should most Maples be placed during summer?____________________________  

Why should branches be cut back on a Japanese Maple? _________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

When should Maples be wired?_______________________________________________ 

How often should they be repotted? ___________________________________________ 

NOTES
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 4 – WEEK 7

Jins, Shari & Saba Miki  
(Creating Deadwood on Plants)  

Creating deadwood on trees or even having deadwood on trees is not to everyone’s taste. 
However, there will be trees with interesting deadwood that tells a story and contributes to 
their overall design. Alternatively, collected plant material could have straight branches or 
trunks which lack taper or are just plain ugly. So, carving is seen as an alternative to 
improve the aesthetics of the collected material.  It’s preferable to remove or improve 
these areas rather than let them negatively influence the look of the tree.  

The key consideration when creating any deadwood on a particular plant is whether it will 
it contribute to the tree’s appearance. Creating deadwood on very young plant material to 
make it look older or more interesting is flawed. The result in most cases will not be 
believable.  

So let’s look at the species of trees where creating deadwood will look natural and 
aesthetically pleasing as well as situations where, given the choice, a tree can only be 
improved by carving. All conifers contain a resin in the wood that will naturally preserve it 
when it becomes damaged. It’s the reason that old conifers in the wild will display and 
retain damaged areas as a result of some sort of environmental trauma. Conifers such as 
Pines, Junipers, Cedars, Chamaecyparis and Swamp Cypress etc. are all plants which 
could be considered suitable for deadwood creation. However, just because he tree is a 
conifer doesn’t mean it will be improved by the creation of deadwood.  

Trees such as collected Olives, Privets and Buxus displaying straight trunks with little taper 
or multiple trunks not appropriate to the styling of that particular tree, may also benefit from 
deadwood creation. Olives with thick trunks could be improved with carving as the 
alternative of developing a new leader for taper would be a painfully slow process. As 
Olives are very slow and generally poor healers, simply cutting off unwanted large 
branches can leave ugly scars for a long time. There will be similar issues with Buxus. 
Privet can heal reasonably quickly but as with Olives and Buxus it can develop a tubular 
straight trunk with little taper. 

Clarification of Deadwood Terms 

Jins – are dead branches on a tree of any size. They could already be there from natural 
causes or man-made. There are a number of ways of creating them. In small branches, 
the foliage should be removed and with a pair of jinning pliers, crush the bark of the branch 
to the length of the Jin required. The branch should then be ring-barked with a pocket knife 
where the Jin is to end. Pull off the bark with the jinning pliers. 
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For thicker branches, first cut the end of the branch with a branch cutter. Then make 
vertical cuts into the top of that branch of a couple of centimetres.  Using jinning pliers, pull 
back strips of the branch by gripping the end and rolling the pliers to rip the branch 
creating more taper and a rough break. This can be later accentuated with power tools if 
needed.  

Jins can represent an old branch dying of natural causes or larger branches being ripped 
back highlighting some sort of trauma such as storms or high winds. Multiple Jins can 
accentuate the look of old age in the tree or excessive trauma in styles such as the 
Windswept style.  

Shari – is the term given to carving into the trunk or branch of a tree leaving live wood 
outside of the carving. It can be quite deep or may just involve the removal of the surface 
bark. This can be achieved by hand with wood carving chisels or power tools, depending 
on the hardness of the wood being carved.  

A Shari in a tree can represent various environmental ordeals such as a lightning strike, a 
broken branch that has ripped down the trunk or even damage from insects or pests 
boring into the tree. 

Saba Miki – is a term referred to as hollowing out of a trunk. Initial work could be 
attempted with hand wood chisels but using various power tools is a more standard 
practice. The look is that of a chunk being removed from the inside of the base of the trunk 
leaving the outside shell (bark) of the tree. The height of the hole is a matter of preference. 

In nature, holes can appear in the middle of trees where a section of root has died causing 
dieback. Moisture further rots the softer wood inside the trunk forming a hollow. Burrowing 
insects could also be the start of this process representing years of damage. Trees with 
large old looking trunks can be used to achieve this image. Usually deciduous broad leaf 
plants are not candidates for deadwood as they are seldom seen in nature. 

Tools 

As previously mentioned, there are many tools available for carving and the creation of 
deadwood. However, they can be grouped into two areas; hand and power tools.  

Hand Chisels – Are available in different price ranges and quality. Broader scooped 
carving chisels can be used to remove bulk wood and narrower angled ones to do deeper 
chiselling. They are ideal for softer wood but not so much harder wood. However, not 
suitable for completing a job on harder wood, they can set up the parameter for power 
tools. Cheap chisels made in China are available from hardware stores or well-made but 
more expensive ones made in Japan from Bonsai nurseries. They can be extremely sharp 
so care should be taken when using them pushing out from the body. 

BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 4 – WEEK 7 (CONT) 
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Power Tools – There are many different types of power tools for carving. Tools such as a 
Dremel with various metal cutting attachments to achieve different effects can be 
purchased from hardware stores. Their lower power means they’re restricted in usage to 
avoid over-heating. On the positive side, it is not overly expensive and is reasonably easy 
to use. 

A more powerful machine such as a die grinder can be purchased for more intensive work 
on larger trees or harder wood, however, it is quite expensive. Various cutting attachments 
specifically designed for Bonsai tree carving can be purchased online. This is a more 
powerful tool requiring more skill and practice to perform at its optimum. It’s advisable to 
practise on insignificant material before moving onto a Bonsai. 

Remember to wear personal protective equipment whenever using power tools.  Any 
debris should be kept off the soil of the tree being carved by covering it. 

Treatment of Deadwood 

Deadwood should be preserved by painting it with full-strength lime sulphur. When 
applying it for the first time, it can be quickly be absorbed so a further coat or two will be 
needed once each application dries. An annual application will be adequate from then on.  
A thicker coating can be achieved by mixing it up to 50% with PVA wood glue. A darker 
finish can be achieved by adding a small amount of black ink to the mix. 
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QUESTIONS

Name two types of trees which may benefit from Jins and Sharis? ___________________  

________________________________________________________________________ 

What’s the difference between a Jin and a Shari?_________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

How can deadwood be preserved?  ___________________________________________ 

NOTES
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 4 – WEEK 8

Fruiting Plants for Bonsai  
Flowering plants which produce a decorative fruit make quite spectacular Bonsai. The 
extended interest in the Bonsai (apart from a nicely shaped tree) goes on for many 
months. But there are a few tips to get the best out of these varieties: 

1. Ensure the plant is in full sun. Poor light will result in poor flowering or no flowers at 
all which in turn, will need to the absence of fruit. 

2. Prune the plant at the right time. Work out when the last possible time to prune the 
plant without pruning potential flowering wood. With most late winter/early spring 
flowering plants, this is by mid to late January. Do not cut spent flowers as they lead 
straight into fruit. 

3. Use a complete slow release fertiliser high in Phosphorus & Potassium to assist in 
good flower and fruit production. These two elements help in the formation of 
flowers and the abundance and quality of flowers and fruit. 

4. Keeping up regular watering throughout the flower and fruiting stages. If allowed to 
dry out during the flower forming stage the first thing a plant will do is drop its 
flowers. If it happens during the fruit forming stage, the plant will discard fruit.  

5. Keep the plant pest free. Sap sucking pests can take a lot of energy away from a 
plant. A plant weakened by pests such as Aphids & Scale insects will not produce 
quality flowers or fruit.  

6. Bees are vitally important in flower pollination and subsequently to producing fruit. 
This isn’t the easiest thing point to ensure, however, having lots of other flowering 
plants in the garden will help. Also ensure plants are out in the open to allow bees 
to more easily locate them. 
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Suggested Flowering and Fruiting Plants for Bonsai 

Malus (Crab-apples)

This is probably the most popular flowering and fruiting plant in Japan. Crabapples are 
medium sized trees if grown in the ground. They are deciduous and can produce quite 
large trunks and strong growth. They enjoy a full sun position but will appreciate protection 
from afternoon summer sun. They are also plants that can dry out quick so keeping up the 
watering is vital. 

Most varieties produce bunches of flowers late August/September ranging from white, light 
pink to maroon. Fruit starts developing as flowers die down in mid spring and some 
varieties can hold the fruit into winter.  Fruit can vary in colour from yellow to orange and 
red. Fruit size can vary greatly depending on varieties. Shape is round but some larger 
fruit resemble miniature apples. 

Popular varieties are: 

Malus “Profusion”, Malus floribunda, Malus Nesci, Malus “Jack Hum” & Malus “Jack Hum 
Junior”

Pyracantha (Firethorn)

Pyracantha is a large shrub with medium size foliage and steady growth. They are 
evergreen and enjoy full sun. They can develop large trunks but this will take many years 
as they’re a shrub. They can have fairly large rigid sharp thorns which can be removed 
although they will continue to grow on new growth. Making strong bends should be done 
when the branch is less than pencil thickness to avoid cracking when wiring and bending. 
They like to be kept moist in the warmer months are not forgiving when left to dry out.  

Most varieties produce bunches of white flowers in spring and then the flower forms 
initially small round green berries that will change to yellow, orange or red depending on 
the species of Pyracantha.  

Popular varieties are Pyracantha coccinea, Pyracantha angustifolia & Pyracantha “Ruby 
Mound”. 
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Cotoneaster 

Cotoneaster varies from a small to medium shrub depending on the variety. They are 
evergreen. They enjoy full sun with a bit of protection from afternoon summer sun. They 
don’t produce huge trunks so are generally developed into small Bonsai. They have small 
compact foliage which makes them ideal. Branches are very flexible allowing easy and 
tight bending and movement.  

The varieties used in Bonsai produce small single white flowers in spring and then small 
round fruit which, depending on variety, can be maroon or red. Fruit can hang on the plant 
until the following spring. 

The most popular variety is Cotoneaster horizontalis. 

Chaenomeles (Japanese Flowering Quince)

This is a small to medium deciduous shrub with a suckering growth habit. Leaves are 
medium in size. They can develop reasonable size trunks in time and it is possible to 
collect mature specimens from gardens. They enjoy full sun but will appreciate some 
protection from the afternoon summer sun. They can be developed into single trunk trees 
in upright, cascading or multi-trunk styles because of their suckering growth habit. 
Branches start to lose flexibility after getting past pencil thickness. They like to be kept 
quite moist during the warmer months and are not forgiving when allowed to dry out. 

They flower in mid to late winter whilst dormant with medium size flowers of varying 
colours depending on variety. Flower colours include white, orange, red, pink and some 
varieties have colour variations as the flower ages. There are also single and double 
flower varieties. Fruit starts forming as flowering finishes, producing medium size round or 
long quince fruit. The sunny size colours to pink and red tones with a yellow underbelly. 

Popular varieties include: 

Chaenomeles japonica “Chojubai, Chaenomeles speciosa “Apple Blossom”, Chaenomeles 
speciosa “Nivalis. Chaenomeles japonica sp.
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Pseudocydonia sinensis (Chinese Quince)

Medium size deciduous tree. Enjoys full sun. Leaves are reasonably large. It can develop 
a large trunk in a short space of time and has a great growth rate with good branch 
tendencies. As the bark gets older it starts to peel off leaving an attractive mottled bark of 
various colours. Leaves colour very well in autumn from deep maroon to pinkish orange 
tones and yellow depending on how low the temperature drops in autumn and the position 
of tree. It is mainly trained as a medium to large Bonsai in upright styles with a broad 
canopy. 

They have a pink flower in spring which is then followed up by a very large green fruit that 
eventually changes to yellow. Because of the size of the fruit, it is advisable to remove if it 
from small branches. 

Morus sp. (Mulberry)

This is large deciduous tree which enjoys full sun. Leaves are quite large but can be 
reduced by full or partial defoliation. It will produce a thick trunk very quickly and has a fast 
growth habit. It can produce a lot of roots in a pot from year to year which require annual 
pruning. They are usually developed into medium to large upright images with a broad 
canopy.  

They produce a small spikey green catkin flower in late winter/early spring. Depending on 
the variety, it can produce white or black small to medium edible drupe. The black 
mulberry start from pink to red to purple and finally black. 

Popular varieties include Morus nigra and Cut Leaf Mulberry. 

Fortunella hindsii (Dwarf Cumquat) 

The miniature cumquat is a dwarf evergreen compact plant with small leaves. They do like 
full sun. They have rigid sharp thorns which can be removed but will grow back on the new 
wood. They enjoy regular fertilising throughout the year to keep their colour and vigour. 
They can develop a reasonable trunk over time. They’re mainly developed as a small 
Bonsai. 

They produce a single white flower in spring which is then followed by a small orange 
round fruit. 
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Punica granatum (Pomegranate)

A small size deciduous tree or large shrub. It has medium to small long oval leaves 
depending on variety. Can develop a reasonable size trunk over time. Likes full sun and to 
be kept moist in the warmer months and on the dry side in the winter.  

They produce an orange flower during mid-spring on the ends of branches. Flowers can 
be single or double but only single flowers produce fruit. Sizes vary according to species. 
As flowering finishes, it forms a hanging bell shaped reddish brown fruit. Fruit size varies 
according to species. Any fruit forming on the ends of weak branches should be removed 
to eliminate the risk of the branch breaking. 

Popular varieties include Punica granatum and Punica granatum “Tahiti Baby”. 

Prunus glandulosa (Miniature Plum)

Although you can use most plum trees for Bonsai, the Prunus glandulosa offers the best 
proportions. It is a small deciduous shrub that enjoys full sun. It is slow in developing a 
trunk as it is quite a dwarf plant. Branching is good and very compact shapes can be 
achieved with regular pruning. Leaves are medium oblong in size and shape. They are 
mainly developed into small upright or cascading bonsai. 

Produces small single pink flowers in late winter and then forms a small green fruit that 
develops into a bright red colour. 

Diospyros rhombifolia (Miniature Persimmon)

A small to medium deciduous shrub with medium oval shaped leaves. Produces 
reasonable branching and is usually developed into upright or cascading small to medium 
Bonsai with broad shapes. They enjoy a full sun position.  

They develop small green/yellow tubular flowers in spring. There are male and female 
plants. The female produces a tubular flower with a flare at the bottom of the flower (skirt). 
The male flower is just tubular. Both male and female plants are needed to produce fruit 
on the female plant. 

Fruit can be a medium size orange or red depending on variety. 
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QUESTIONS

Why should fruiting trees be kept in full sun?____________________________________  

________________________________________________________________________ 

Should spent flowers be cut off on fruiting trees? _________________________________ 

Name two species of fruiting plants suitable for Bonsai 
________________________________________________________________________ 

NOTES
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Summer Care  
Summer is one of the trickiest seasons for Bonsai. So many people blame the excessive 
heat for the loss of their plants. However, it’s the lack of water which kills plants, not heat.
Knowing the water requirements of a collection and being organised to get the required 
amounts of water to each tree will ensure minimal damage to your Bonsai through the 
summer. Most Bonsai will have to be watered twice a day on excessively hot days. Some 
compositions such as rock plantings can be almost impossible to keep moist on such days 
and should be moved to a shady position until the heat of summer diminishes.  

The same also goes for miniatures. It's impossible to keep something with so little soil 
moist on days of high temperatures. They can be placed in a tray filled with sand burying 
the pots to the rim. Water will be retained in the sand keeping them moist for longer 
periods.  Sphagnum moss placed over the top of the pots will also help to keep the soil 
surface cooler and retain moisture longer. Other plants needing extra attention in summer 
include Australian Natives, pot-bound trees, forest settings and Root-over-rock 
compositions. The latter are usually planted in shallow trays and the heat building up on 
the rock scorch the roots on the rock.  It's a good idea to wrap a cloth around the rock to 
provide a cooling buffer for the exposed roots during extreme temperatures. 

There are many automatic watering systems to install prior to going on holidays giving 
peace of mind during any absence.  However, it’s still advisable to have someone keep an 
eye on the plants to ensure that the system doesn’t fail. Make sure the person looking after 
the plants is familiar with the particular watering needs of Bonsai. 

Alternately, if there are only a few plants and it’s a short holiday, say one to two weeks, 
there are preparations to be made prior to departure. Firstly, saturate the plants. Secondly, 
place each one in a plastic shopping bag and add a small amount of water. Tie the ends of 
the shopping bag around the trunk tightly to prevent moisture loss. Finally, place the trees 
in a shady position. The water will recycle in the plastic bag leaving the plants in a similar 
state to the way they were left. 

Coverings such as moss or pebbles over the soil surface can act as mulch and will help 
retain moisture longer. Coarser and more traditional type mulches can be added to plants 
in plastic pots. Also try to hand water as much as possible. Low water pressure and 
excessive wind can play havoc with the accuracy of fixed sprinklers. Accurate watering is 
crucial; misses are fatal during the summer.  
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The end of January is an ideal time to defoliate some deciduous trees. Although defoliation 
may be seen primarily as a way to reduce leaf size in Figs, it offers many more benefits. 
Pinching out growth tips and removing the remaining foliage forces back budding. It 
encourages ramification and the production of fresh leaves to provide optimum autumn 
colour. Summer can really batter the leaves of broad leaf deciduous trees such as 
Japanese Maples. If the Powdery Mildew doesn't discolour them, then the scorching 
westerly winds can burn the tips and distort the leaves, leaving a mangled mess with little 
hope of attractive autumn colour. Proper aftercare of defoliated deciduous trees is crucial. 
Leaving a deciduous tree bare of foliage in the full sun could lead to the burning of the 
trunk.  They should be kept in a semi-shaded area until temperatures cool. 

If Figs have been defoliated during October, the period after Christmas provides another 
opportunity to defoliate them a second time in their growing season. Cutting the little stem 
that connects the leaf to a branch in half and pinching back the growth tip leaving next to 
no foliage will force back budding creating more branches closer to the trunk as well as 
producing smaller leaves. This process should only ever be undertaken on healthy plants 
and during warm weather, usually between October and February. Wiring can also be 
done at this time as strong growth will not return for another four to six weeks. Repotting 
healthy Figs at the same time is also possible, making sure a very open potting mix is 
used.  

Larger leaves on deciduous trees can be removed year-round. Species such as 
Liquidambars, Oaks and Japanese Maples which have overshadowing branches can also 
benefit from defoliation.  

The extra watering during summer will leach fertilisers from the soil.  Ensure a steady 
regimen of organic liquid fertilising right through summer. 

Most Leptospermum (Tea Tree) and Callistemon (Bottle Brush) species have ceased 
flowering and will now produce a seed capsule. Now is an optimum time to give these two 
species a good pruning, removing of any spent flowers. Baeckea virgata which would also 
be in flower at this time can be pruned after flowering late in the summer and can also be 
repotted. 

Keep up the monthly spraying of azaleas for Lace Bug. This pest which distorts the leaves 
and weakens the plant should be prevented at all cost. Confidor is an insecticide that will 
certainly be effective. 
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To help eliminate powdery mildew attack on some of the cooler climate plants, keep them 
in a well ventilated position. Keep foliage neatly trimmed and not too close to other plants. 
Avoid overhead watering particularly late in the afternoon and night as this creates 
humidity in the foliage and increases the chances of powdery mildew. The Powdery 
Mildew spores can also be spread by splashing the foliage.  

Gardenias which have finished flowering after Christmas can be pruned and repotted. 
Place some slow release fertiliser in the potting mix to replace the energy lost during 
flowering. Gardenias can quite often get strong growth at the tips of branches and poor or 
weak back budding. Back budding in Gardenias can be encouraged by defoliation. It is 
also very important to place them in full sun. 

Cooler climate plants should be repositioned to get protection from the afternoon summer 
sun. 
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BONSAI BEGINNER TERM 4 – WEEK 9 (CONT) 

QUESTIONS

What’s the best way of keeping water up to miniatures?____________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

How can plants be prepared prior to going on holidays?  ___________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

When should figs be defoliated?______________________________________________ 

NOTES
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BONSAI BEGINNER APPENDIX 1

GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

APEX - The highest point of the tree, this can be a single branch or a series of small 

branches.  

BACK-BUDDING - Process by which growth is pruned to induce growth further back along 

the branch or trunk.  

BRANCHES - The Primary branches are those that grow directly from the trunk; 

the Secondary branches are those that grow directly from the primary branches, 

the Tertiary branches grow from the secondary branches. 

CAMBIUM - Green growth tissue directly below the bark, its increase adds to the girth of 

roots and stems.  

CALLUS - Tissue that forms over a wound on a branch or trunk as part of the healing 

process. 

CANDLE - Name given to the extending bud of a Pine before the new needles open.  

COMMON NAME - The name a plant is commonly known by, however, common names 

can be very non-specific ('Maple' could refer to any one of hundreds of trees) and can vary 

from region to region. It is always better to try to remember a trees' specific Latin name as 

this nomenclature is specific to each and every plant, the world over.  

CULTIVAR - A cultivated variety of a species i.e. Acer Palmatum 'Bloodgood' or Acer 

palmatum 'Deshojo' are either Acer palmatum cultivars or varieties.  

DECIDUOUS - A plant that sheds its leaves each year in Autumn- this can be a broad-

leaved or a coniferous tree. 
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DEFOLIATION - The process of partly or completely removing the leaves of a tree during 

its summer dormant period to induce a crop of finer, smaller leaves which can greatly 

increase ramification.  

DIE-BACK - Death of growth beginning at tip from disease or injury.  

EVERGREEN - A plant that remains in leaf all year. It should be noted that evergreen 

trees slowly shed their oldest leaves at certain times of the year (depending on species) as 

they are replaced by new growth.  

INTERNODE - Section of growth between two nodes (leaves or leaf-joints).  

JIN - A deadwood effect on a bonsai- can be either an old branch or a protruding part of 

the trunk. Jins can be found naturally occurring on old collected trees though are more 

often than not, artificially created from unwanted branches.  

LAYERING - Ground and air layering are methods of producing new roots from the trunk 

or branches of a tree; often used as a propagation method but also useful for correcting 

poor surface rots (nebari). 

LITERATI - A bonsai form where the tree has a tall, slender trunk with no lower branches 

and only sparse foliage confined to the upper reaches of the tree.  

MAME - Name given to bonsai less than 15cms in height.  

MUCK - A combination of clay and peat moss used to fabricate walls, contain soil or to 

adhere plants to rocks. It is used mainly in rock plantings or there is little soil.  

NEBARI - Commonly-used Japanese term to describe the surface roots of a bonsai (those 

that can been seen on or above the surface of the soil).  

NODE - Growth point on a branch or trunk from which leaves, leaf buds and shoots can 

arise. 
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RAMIFICATION - The repeated division of branches into secondary branches.  

SHARI - Deadwood on the trunk of a bonsai (as opposed to Jin which is a deadwood 

branch or protrusion). 

SUIBAN - A shallow tray with no drainage holes that is commonly filled with either gravel 

or water and can house rock plantings.  

SPHAGNUM MOSS - Generic/general name given to long-fibred moss, used as a soil 

component for bonsai and layering. Sphagnum Moss Peat is rotted and broken down 

Sphagnum Moss and does not have the same positive properties for bonsai or layering. 

SOE - A small companion plant used to complement a Bonsai in an exhibition or show. 

STYLE - The style of a tree has previously been used to describe the main direction the 

trunk of a tree takes, this should be correctly referred to as the Form. The style of the tree 

describes the way a bonsai has been shaped to create an image of its fully grown 

counterpart; this can be in a contemporary or a classical style, an impressionistic or an 

expressionistic style.  

TOKONOMA - Traditional display area in a Japanese house where bonsai are brought 

inside for a short period and displayed with accent plantings and calligraphy.  

TREE - Commonly bonsai growers will refer to their bonsai as trees rather than as bonsai.  

URO - A carved (or natural) deadwood hollow, often seen on (but not limited to) deciduous 

trees. 

YAMADORI Trees collected from the wild for the use as bonsai.  
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BONSAI STYLES 
(from Bonsai Empire https://www.bonsaiempire.com/) 

Broom Style (Hokidachi)   

Broom style is suited to deciduous trees with extensive, fine branching. The trunk is 
straight and upright and does not continue to the top of the tree; it branches out in 
all directions at about one third the height of the tree. The branches and leaves form 
a ball-shaped crown which is also a stunning sight during winter months.

Cascade (Kengai)

A tree living in nature on a steep cliff can bend downward as a result of several 
factors, like snow or falling rocks. These factors cause the tree to grow downwards. 
With Bonsai it can be difficult to maintain a downward-growing tree because the 
direction of growth opposes the tree’s natural tendency to grow upright. Cascade 
Bonsai are planted in tall pots. The tree should grow upright for a small stretch but 
then bend downward. The crown of the tree usually grows above the rim of the pot, 
but the subsequent branches alternate left and right on the outermost curves of an 
S-shaped trunk. These branchings should grow out horizontally in order to maintain 
balance of the tree.

Double Trunk (Sokan)  

The double trunk style is common in nature, but is not actually that common in the 
art of Bonsai. Usually both trunks will grow out of one root system, but it is also 
possible that the smaller trunk grows out of the larger trunk just above the ground. 
The two trunks will vary in both thickness and length, the thicker and more 
developed trunk grows nearly upright, while the smaller trunk will grow out a bit 
slanted. Both trunks will contribute to a single crown of leaves/canopy.
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Formal Upright (Chokkan)  

The formal upright style is a very common form of Bonsai. This style often occurs in 
nature, especially when the tree is exposed to lots of light and does not face the 
problem of competing trees. For this style, tapering of the upright-growing trunk
must be clearly visible. The trunk must therefore be thicker at the bottom and must 
grow increasingly thinner with the height. At about 1/4 of the total length of the 
trunk, branching should begin. The top of the tree should be formed by a single 
branch; the trunk should not span the entire height of the tree.

Forest (Yose-ue)     

The forest style looks a lot like the multi-trunk style, but the difference is that it is 
comprised of several trees rather than one tree with several trunks. The most 
developed trees are planted in the middle of a large and shallow pot. On the sides a 
few smaller trees are planted to contribute to one single crown. The trees are 
planted not in a straight line but in a staggered pattern, because this way the forest 
will appear more realistic and natural.

Informal Upright (Moyogi)

The informal upright style is common in both nature and in the art of Bonsai. The 
trunk grows upright roughly in the shape of a letter ‘S’ and at every turn branching 
occurs. Tapering of the trunk must be clearly visible, with the base of the trunk 
thicker than the higher portion.
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Literati (Bunjingi)   

In nature this style of tree is found in areas densely populated by many other trees 
and competition is so fierce that the tree can only survive by growing taller then all 
others around it. The trunk grows crookedly upward and is completely without 
branching because the sun only hits the top of the tree. To make sure that it looks 
even tougher, some branches are “Jinned” (without bark). When the bark has been 
removed from one side of the trunk, the trunk is referred to as a “Shari”. The idea is 
to demonstrate that the tree has to struggle to survive. These trees are often placed 
in small, round pots.

Multitrunk (Kabudachi) 

In theory the multi trunk style is the same as the double trunk style, but with 3 or 
more trunks. All trunks grow out of a single root system, and it truly is one single 
tree. All the trunks form one crown of leaves, in which the thickest and most 
developed trunk forms the top.

Raft (Ikadabuki)

Sometimes a cracked tree can survive by pointing its branches upward. The old root 
system can provide the branches with enough nutrients to survive. After a while new 
roots will start growing, eventually taking over the function of the old root system. 
The old branches which now point into the air develop into trunks with multiple 
branchings as a result of the increased influx of nutrients. These new trunks 
contribute to one single canopy.
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Root in Rock (Ishisuki)

In this style the roots of the tree are growing in the cracks and holes of the rock. 
This means that there is not much room for the roots to develop and absorb 
nutrients. Trees growing in rocks will never look really healthy, thus it should be 
visible that the tree has to struggle to survive. It is important to fertilize and water 
often, because there is not much space available to store water and nutrients. The 
rock in which the Bonsai grows is often placed in a shallow pot, which is sometimes 
filled with water or fine gravel.

Root over Rock (Seki-joju)  

On rocky terrain, trees are forced to search for nutrient rich soil with their roots, 
which can often be found in cracks and holes. The roots are unprotected before they 
reach the ground so they must protect themselves from the sun: a special bark 
grows around them. With Bonsai the roots grow over a rock into the pot, so caring 
for this tree isn’t really different from caring for any other style. You will 
find Junipers are suitable for this style, sometimes even tropicals like the Ficus as 
well.

Shari (Sharimiki)

As time passes, some trees develop bald or barkless places on their trunks as a 
result of harsh weather conditions. The bald part usually begins at the place where 
the roots emerge from the ground, and grows increasingly thinner as it continues up 
the trunk. Intense sunlight will bleach these parts, forming a very characteristic part 
of the tree. With Bonsai the bark is removed with a sharp knife and the barkless spot 
is treated with calcium sulphate in order to speed up the bleaching process.
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Semi Cascade (Han-kengai)   

The semi-cascade style, just like the cascade style, is found in nature on cliffs and 
on the banks of rivers and lakes. The trunk grows upright for a small distance and 
then bends downwards/sidewards. Unlike the cascade style, the semi-cascade trunk 
will never grow below the bottom of the pot. The crown is usually above the rim of 
the pot while subsequent branching occurs below the rim.

Slanting Bonsai (Shakan) 

As a result of the wind blowing in one dominant direction or when a tree grows in 
shadow and must bend toward the sun, the tree will lean in one direction. The 
leaning style should grow at an angle of about 60-80 degrees relative to the ground. 
The roots are well developed on one side to keep the tree standing. On the side 
toward which the tree is leaning, the roots are clearly not as well developed. 

The first branch grows opposite the direction of the tree, in order to create a sense 
of visual balance. The trunk can be slightly bent or completely straight, but still be 
thicker at the bottom than at the top.

Windswept (Fukinagashi)    

The windswept style also is a good example of trees that must struggle to survive. 
The branches as well as the trunk grow to one side as if the wind has been blowing 
the tree constantly in one direction. The branches grow out on all sides of the trunk 
but will all eventually be bent to one side.
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PREFERRED PLANT MATERIAL FOR BEGINNERS 

Azalea (Kurume Varieties) 

Azalea Sao To Me 

Chinese Elm (Ulmus parvifolia) 

Corky Bark Chinese Elm (Ulmus parvifolia) 

Cotoneaster 

Grewia ‘Lavender Star’ (Grewia occidentalis) 

Grey Bark Elm (Zelkova serrata) 

Japanese Box (Buxus microphylla) 

Japanese Maple (Acer palmatum) 

Juniper (Juniperus Chinensis ‘Sargentii)

Juniper (Juniperus procumbens ‘Nana’)

Juniper (Squamata prostrata) 

Liquidambar 

Musk Scented Maple (Premna japonica) 

Olive (Olea europaea) 

Port Jackson Fig  (Ficus rubiginosa) 

Privet (Ligustrum lucidum) 

Pyracantha 

Taiwan Maple (Acer buergerianum) 

Trident Maple (Acer buergerianum)
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AI BEGINNER – APPENDIX 4 

Judging standards provided by the Bonsai Federation of Australia Northern 
Inc in consultation with the Australian Associated Bonsai Clubs Ltd

(Images from Bonsai Empire https://bonsaiempire.com/)

Bonsai is a living art, no matter whether it is started from seed, cutting, nursery 
stock, a tree gathered from an old garden or one bought already in training.

Bonsai are wired for shaping, not stunting.  They are root-pruned to keep the tree 
healthy and in proportion and to fit the container.  Also, they are top-pruned to 
maintain shape and balance, regularly fertilised and watered.

They are miniature trees that are grown outdoors and not simply a tree planted in a 
container.

A bonsai must exhibit evidence of being trained in a bonsai style.  The following are 
some of the styles you will encounter when judging.

DESCRIPTION OF STYLES

The five basic styles:

Formal Upright (Chokkan)

The trunk is tapered (wider at the bottom and narrowing towards the top), straight 
and upright.  Roots should have a good spread.  Branches are usually reasonably 
straight with only minimal bending, tapered and form a symmetrical outline.  
Branching is well positioned with no bar (opposite) branches; usually in groups of 
three.   The first branch on one side, the second higher and on the opposite side.  
The third is the back branch which is usually shorter than the side branches.  The 
first branch is normally placed no higher than a third of the way up the trunk.  
However, it may be higher or lower provided the tree looks aesthetically pleasing.  
The apex (top of the tree) is well formed and the trunk and the apex should lean 
backwards.

Planted slightly to the rear and to one side of centre (depending on the position of 
the first branch) in an oval or rectangular pot.
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Informal Upright (Moyogi)

Standards are similar to Formal Upright, except that the trunk is upright with curves, 
bends and changes of direction.  Branches should come from the outside of curves.  
The apex is usually rounded and leans forward slightly.  The apex should be centred 
above the base of the trunk.  Branches should have bends and curves.

It should be planted to the rear and to one side of centre (depending on the position 
of the first branch) in an oval or rectangular pot.

Slanting (Shakan) 

Can be either formal or informal.  The slant of the trunk may be to the left or right and 
between 11 and 45 degrees from the vertical.  Surface roots should be stronger on the 
opposite side to the slant and compressed on the slanting side.  Branches on the 
opposite side of the slant are usually the stronger in order to counterbalance the 
leaning of the tree. 

It should be planted on the opposite side to the slant in an oval or rectangular pot.

Semi Cascade (Han-kengai)

The trunk rises up above the soil level and then changes direction.  The growing tip 
should fall between 45 degrees and the rim of the pot. Ideally, the trunk normally 
points diagonally out over the rim.  The tree must have balance in its shaping .  
There must be something to counterbalance the cascade; either the weight of the 
base of the trunk or a carefully placed branch.

The tree is usually placed in the centre of a square, round, hexagonal or freeform 
pot.
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Cascade (Kengai) (Sometimes called Full Cascade)

The trunk rises from the soil and then cascades past the base of the pot.  Ideally, 
the trunk should come out from the side of the pot, either left or right and must not 
rest on the rim of the pot. There can be a crown (similar to a small tree) or no crown 
in which case the tip of the tail may have an upward movement to balance the tree.

It should be planted in the middle of a tall or deep square, round, hexagonal or 
freeform pot

Normally displayed on a tall stand.

Above are the five bonsai styles, however, there are a few sub-styles that may be 
encountered when judging at shows.

Windswept (Fukinagashi)

In a windswept style, the use of space is vital.  It is used in the same way as foliage
mass to achieve balance in the design.  A tree does not have to have a slanting 
trunk and branches swept in the one direction.  There are other possibilities.  In 
windswept style, the branches and trunk show the effect of wind exposure.  They 
bend away from the wind, sometimes having dead branches (jin).

Ideally, they are potted in a long rectangular pot or tray.

ROCK PLANTINGS

a) Root over Rock (Seki-joju)

A tree planted on a rock which is set in a pot or tray of soil. Should have 
strong roots exposed on the rock and the growing feeder roots extending into 
the soil. The roots should closely adhere to the surface of the rock.
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b) Root in Rock (Ishisuki)

Where the tree and roots are actually growing on the rock itself.  The rock is 
usually more dominant than in a).  

It is usually displayed in a suiban (bonsai tray with no drainage holes and 
glazed inside) filled with water, sand or gravel.

Literati (Bunjingi)

The trunk is the dominant feature of a literati style tree.  It should be tall and 
generally slender and tapered.  It is allowable to have branches crossing the trunk 
line.  The bottom two thirds of the trunk is usually bare of branches, accentuating 
the movement and shape of the trunk.  The tree may be scarred and have 
deadwood (jins).  Has few branches and sparse foliage.

Displayed in small round, hexagonal or freeform pot.

Group Plantings or Forests (Yose-ue)

An odd number of trees (from three up to 11 trees, after which the number no longer 
matters), planted together in a shallow pot.  Trees should vary in height and 
thickness; the tallest tree is usually the thickest and is not planted in the centre of 
the pot.  They should not be planted in rows, and the spacing between the trees
should not be even.  One tree should not hide another when viewed from all sides of 
the pot.  The outline of the planting should roughly form one or more asymmetrical 
triangles.  Normally only one species is used.

Usually planted in a very shallow container.
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Broom (Hokidachi)

The trunk should be straight and vertical.  The head is symmetrically domed, multi-
branched and twiggy. 

Round or oval pots are preferred. 

Clump and Stump (Kabudachi)

a) Clump Style – usually has three or more trunks growing from a central point 
and forming one root system. There must be an odd number of trunks (three, 
five, seven etc).

b) Stump Style – Is also called the “turtle-back style”.  It is similar to a clump but 
the trunks arise from a dome shaped growth or “turtle-back”.  

Pots are shallow and the shape should complement the style of the tree.

Twin Trunk or Two Trees (Sokan)  

a) Twin Trunk – has two trunks of different heights and thickness which grow 
from the one root system with the smaller trunk starting at ground level or 
slightly above.

b) Two Trees – have different root systems.  The first branch usually comes from 
the smaller tree or trunk and the second from the larger.  Branches should not 
cross over the other trunk.  One of the trunks must be visually in front of the 
other.  They are usually grown in the informal upright style but can also be in 
the slanting, windswept or cascade style.

Pots are usually shallow to medium depth and the shape should complement the 
tree.
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Saikei

This is similar to a group setting but takes the form of a miniature landscape utilising 
trees, rocks, moss and/or small ground covers.  Trees should be odd in number and 
not necessarily the same species.  

The container is shallow, rectangular, oval or round.  Colour should blend and 
harmonise with the setting.  Slabs of rock or pottery slabs can be used.

Native

An Australian native species or hybrid, styled to look like a natural min iaturised 
version of the particular tree or may be grown in any of the traditional styles.  The 
pot selection should complement the tree.  Soil treatment may be in keeping with the 
Australian environment – gravel, small rocks, fallen branches and other accessories 
that are appropriate to the tree can be used.

The pot should complement the tree.

Miniature Bonsai

Can be of any of the recognised styles.  Must be under 30 centimetres from the 
point of entry at soil level to the top of the apex.  Cascades are measured from the 
soil level to the tail in a direct line.  The rules are more flexible than for larger 
bonsai.

Weeping

In this style, the branches weep and not the trunk.  The trunk should be strong and 
can be in any of the five basic styles (formal upright, informal upright, slanting, 
cascade or semi-cascade).  Branches should start in the upright direction before 
weeping down in soft arches.
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RECOMMENDED BONSAI MARKING SHEET

FEATURE ASSESSMENT OF MARK
MAX 

MARK
MARK 

AWARDED

Surface Root Flare

Roots should be hugging the soil and 
distributed as if supporting the tree. They 
should be spread out in all directions. 15

Trunk The trunk should be natural looking with 
taper that is appropriate for the style. Bark 
should help create the illusion of age. The 
trunk should not show any unsightly wire 
scarring or insect damage (except for areas 
carved to enhance the trunk). 15

Branches Branches should be appropriate to the style 
(generally Formal Upright style has straight 
branches and Informal Upright style has 
curved branches). There should be no bar 
branches (one branch directly opposite 
another). No branchlet should grow either 
directly up or directly down from a branch. 
The branches should reduce in length as 
they ascend from the base of the tree to 
the apex.

10

Foliage/Flowers/Fruit Leaves or needles should be as small as 
possible for the species and in proportion 
with the tree. Foliage should be clean and 
healthy. Any flowers or fruit should be free 
of damage. The tree should not be judged 
on flowers and fruit alone.

10

Pot Pots should be clean and suitable for the 
style. Usually fruiting, flowering and 
deciduous trees are planted in glazed pots 
and conifers and evergreens in unglazed 
pots. The colour of the pot should be in 
harmony with the tree. Trees should be 
planted in the appropriate position in the 
container. Trees should not be over-potted.

10
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MARK
MARK 

AWARDED

Soil Surface The tree should dominate; the soil and 
surface should not detract. The base of the 
tree should generally be level with the rim 
of the pot. Moss and appropriate size 
gravel can be used to enhance the overall 
appearance. No figurines are acceptable.

5

Design & Artistic 
Presentation

Consider the visual impact and overall 
artistic merits of the exhibit. Consider the 
health, shape, cleanliness and general 
condition of the tree. Suitability of container 
and stand (if used).

35

TOTAL 100

POINTS TO CONSIDER WHEN MARKING

 Foliage must not be oiled or sprayed with any artificial gloss.

 Wiring is only permitted on branches. There must not be any wire on the 
trunk.

 If display stands are used, they must blend in with the overall effect.

 The colour of pots used must complement the tree and not clash with it. The 
tree must be the main feature of the exhibit.




